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In B e  Stmchual TrCllLSformution of the Public Sphere, Jurgen Habennas (199 1) 

identified the public sphere as an arena in which citizens could enter into a critique of the state. 

Through discourse in the public spherey citizens in a democracy have the opportunity to 

participate in the shapmg of their society and state tbrough the creaîion of 'public opiniont- 

However, not al1 citizens have equal access to this participation, and it is the redcted access of 

women to the public sphere, and thus to participation in the formation ofpublic opinion, that 1 

examine in this paper. - 

In North A-can society, hegemonic constructions of women's and men's roles have 

redted in the gendered and spatial separation of the public and private spheres, undenmitïng the 

physical separation of cities and suburbs, and creating what feminists have referred to as the 

'public/pnvate dichotomy'. Women's activities are seen to be primarily associated with the 

private sphere of the famiIy and domestic life, and are located in the suburbs, Men, on the other 

han& are associated with the city, and the public spheres of political and economic activity. 

Because of  hegemonic constructions of women which relegate them to the private sphere 

of the family, women have had restricted access to activities ranging fiom waged labour to the 

attainment of political office. Rigid gender divisions of society and space must be dissolved if 

women are to achieve equal access to the rights and obligations of citizenship. Women must 

also be allowed e q d  partnership in the creation of public opinion, and thus equal participation 

as citizens in a dernomtic society, 
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CfFAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION 

By 'the public sphere' we mean k s t  of al1 a realrn of our social Iife in which 
something approaching public opinion cm be formed. Access is guaranteed to a11 
citizens. A portion of the public sphere cornes into being in every conversation in 
which private individuah assemble to form a public body. They then behave neither 
Iike business or professional people transacting private afFairs, nor like members of a 
constitutional order subject to the legal constraints of a state bureaucracy. Citizens 
behave as a public body when they confer in an unrestricted fashion - that is, with 
the guarantee of fkeedorn of assembly and association and the fieedom to express 
and publish their opinions - about matters of general interest. In a large public body 
this b d  of co111n1unication requires specific means for trandtting information and 
innuencing those who receive it. Today newspapers and magazines, radio and TV 
are the media of the public sphere. We speak of the political public sphere in 
contrast, for instance, to the literary one, when public discussion de& with objects 
comected to the activity of the state. Although state activity is so to speak the 
executor, it is not a part of it ....Only when the exercise of political control is 
effectively subordinated to the democratic demand that idormation be accessiile to 
the public, does the political public sphere win an institutionalized influence over the 
government through the instrument of law-making bodies (Habermas 1974,49). 

The ideal of democracy encompasses the possibility of goveniment %y-the-people', that 

its institutions and procedures express the actual will of those governcd; 'for-the-people', that it 

will act effectively in the interests of the people; and 'of-the-people', implying that citizens of 

every social background are eligible to participate in the process of governing (Flew Z 979, 87- 

88). For democracy to be realized, citizens must have access, directly or indirectly, to the 

process of govemance. Thus, there must exist a realm in which the needs and interests of 'the 

people' may be ascertained as well as a mechanism for measlning both the interests and the will 

of the people. 

An opportuniQ for formal political participation exists where citizens can coxnmunicate 

their needs and desires directly through votïng, belonging to a political party, carnpaigning or 

holding public office. Here the will of the public can be measured in the polling booth. A 

second realm, outside of forma1 government channels also exists, where individuals or groups of 



citizens can cornmunicate indirectly with the members of their goveming bodies. It is this realm, 

the public sphere, to which Jurgen Habennas refers in the opening passage. 

The openhg quote illustrates some of the key characteristics of Habermas's conception 

of the public sphere. First, it would provide an arena in which "something approaching public 

opinion" could be foxmeci. For the members of the public sphere to legitimately exercise 

infiuence over the state, they must represent the will of 'the people'. Such is the 'public opinion' 

to which Habermas refers, and, as he illustrates, there is a strict process which muçt be 

undertaken in order to ensure that it is in fact the will of the people. 

Critical to Habermas's thesis is the underlying premise that democracy relies on the 

participation of its constituents ui the operation of the state, thus "access [should also bel 

guaranteed to al1 citizens". In order to ensure that the discussants in the public sphere represent 

the will of al1 the people, access to the public sphere must be guaranteed to al1 citizens. Public 

opinion, wbich can then be incorporated by govemment in the shaping of public policy, h d s  its 

voice within the public sphere through infomied discussion and debate, including that found in 

printed and broadcast media. 

Second, "citizens behave as a public body when they confer in a .  unrestricted fashion - 
that is, with the guantntee of f?eedom of assembly and association and the eeedom to express 

and publish their opinions - about rnatters of general interest". Two further elements of the 

public sphere are revealed here: that discourse shodd be unrestricted and that it should concern 

matters of general interest. A truly public sphere therefore exists when citizens are allowed to 

converse freely about rnatters which are of concem to everyone. These elements provide a £ k t  

glimpse of the building blocks that Habermas employs in the construction of a normative ideal of 

participatory democracy. 

Iii this thesis, 1 explore limitations of Habermas's mode1 as evidenced in women's 

restricted access to participation in the public sphere. As m y  study will show, ideological 

constructions of women which have resulted in their containment in the private sphere of the 



family and domestic life, have resûicted their participation as equal citizens in political and 

economic life, and as equal partners in the creation of public opinion, 

1 begin with an overview of the central arguments of Habermas's thesis, as he laid it out 

in his 1962 publication, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Iilquis> into a 

Category ofBourgeoii Society1 1 then explore how the limits of Habermas's mode1 of the public 

sphere may be reworked to extend itç emancipatory potential for contemporary Western 

democracies- 

The bistory and transformation of the public sphere 

In The Structural Transfomation of the Public Sphere, Habermas detailed what he 

identified as the bourgeois public sphere, a .  arma in which private citizens debated issues of 

general concern to the operation of the state. He followed the bourgeois public sphere fiom its 

origins through its evolution and transformation into its contemporary form paying particdar 

attention to Great Britain, though also noting parallel processes in France and Germany. More 

importantly, he outlined the implications of the public sphere for its role in political participation 

within a democracy. 

Pnor to the eighteenth century, citlzens had little opportunity or encouragement for 

joining together in the critique of government that would later mark the bourgeois public sphere. 

For this sphere to arise, a confluence of social, political, and economic changes would have to 

occur over the course of several preceding centuries. Of these, changes in finance and trade 

capitalism would set in motion the antecedents to a new social order. Mercantilism and long 

distance trade were creating both a new social class, the exnerging bourgeoisie, and a new system 

of communîcation and financing. The increasing flow of information h m  shipping interests 

Habermas's thesis was first published in German in 1962, and was not available to English 
speaking scholars until its translation 1989. 



around the world would also transform great trade cities into centres for the traffic in news 

(Habermas 1 99 1). 

As capitaiïsm was evolving, so too was the state. Traditional city-states were 

transforming into modern nation States with expanding bureaucraties and escalating financial 

needs (Habermas 199 1, 17). These changes spmed a shift in the manner of governance, creating 

a sphere of public or state authority whose fünction and budget was distinct from the existing 

monarchy. A permanent administrative body, situated between the monarchy and the people, 

was also evolving to accoxmnodate the new requirements flowing out the changing economic 

conditions (&id,, 1 8)- 

Vital to the growth of the public sphere, and concomitant with the changes in commerce 

and state administration, was the emergence of a new, self-conscious social class: the 

bourgeoisie. At its core were the exiçting elite, from jurists to doctors, pastors, officers and 

academics, as well as the rapidly expanding entrepreneurial class of merchants, bankers and 

manufacturers (Habenmis 1991,23). Unlike the mass of common f o k  the bourgeoisie were 

fiom the onset an educated class. Literacy was imperative in keeping abreast of the trafnc in the 

commercial news that underpinned tbeir existence. Literacy also provided the bourgeoisie with 

access to newIy evolving socid and politicaI ideologies. Through reading seventeenth century 

philosophy and sentimental novels, the bourgeoisie were exposed to the ernerging concept of a 

'common' hmanity, which held that al1 people were boni equal, and that an individual's worth 

was independent of social standing or birth. Reading also positioned the bourgeoisie in the midst 

of a growing maelstrom of literary and political criticism. 

This new social class, intent on protecting its burgeoning commercial and economic 

interests, was uniquely motivated to limit govemment intervention in trade. By the 1670s, 

coffeehouses, which had long served the merchant class as meeting places for the exchange news 

and ideas, had become armas of cntical debate. These initial venues of the public sphere were 

already being identified with political unrest (Habermas 199 Z,59), and were home to discourses 



which would later be extended Uito Iiteraxy debates carried out in the critical press. A truly 

politicai public sphere became possiile in Great Britain at the tuni of the eighteenth century with 

the elirnination of the institution of censorship, allowing the press to evoIve into a vehicle for 

conveying political debates to an even larger public (Habermas I991 ,~7 ) .~  

T'us the bourgeois public sphere was established as a realm of rational, critical debate, 

providing a forum for critickm of public authonty, and a venue for the derivation of a public 

opinion which codd then be used by the state to address the concerns of society (Habermas 

1 99 1,5  1 , 3  1). The 'authentic' public sphere resided in the dornain of pnvate or civil society, 

which lay outside the auspices of the state. Civil society, in turn, represented a sphere of private 

autonomy which was characterized by a iiiberalized market and private laws which originated for 

it, and often in it- B encompassed activities which were seen as independent of state fùnction, a 

preserve of the private class of people who constituted the private economic sphere and had at its 

core the intimate sphere of the family. 

Habermas identified a series of dehning characteristics of the bourgeois public sphere. 

First and foremost, debate in the public sphere was to be conducted through the critical use of 

reason, To be representative of public opinion, discussions were to be thoughtfid, infonned, 

rigorous, and public. Following the work of centuries of philosophers, Habermas uncovered 

what he believed to be the definitive notion of public opinion as it related to the bourgeois public 

sphere: only opinion "purified through critical discussion in the public sphere" constituted a "true 

opinion" (Habermas 1991,95). The importance of publicity, and reasoned, rational debate, was 

best illustrated for Habermas in b a n u e l  Kant's meditations on politics and morality. In these 

works, Kant proposed that politics must be grounded in justice and morality, and that publicity, 

Faith in the power of critical debate to inauence govemment was not unfounded Perhaps the 
first recorded instance of a parliament heeding to what had now been identified as 'public 
opinion' occurred in 1791, when Pitt, bowing to public pressure, discontinued his preparations 
for a war against Russia (Habermas 199 1,66). 



or the exposure of ideas to critical public reasoning, was the sole means for guaranteeing the 

confiuence of politics and morality (Habermas 1991,105-106). 

To e n m e  that public discourse was both appropriate and fair, the bourgeois public 

sphere had to meet three criteria. Firçt, the economic and political status of participants must be 

disregarded; arguments were to be judged solely on their acuity and inherent tnith, not on the 

status of their inter1ocutors (Habermas 1991,36). Second, the range of legitimate topics for the 

public sphere was restricted to those of 'common concern', thus rising above the particularized 

interests of individuals. Finally, the public was esîablished, in principle, as inclusive (ïbid., 37). 

Though access was considered universal, two criteria for admission remained: education and 

property ownership. Education fonned the prerequisite for rational-aitical debate, as it made 

access to important issues of the day possible. In addition, ody property owners were seen to be 

in a position to form a public that would protect the existing foundations of the property order 

(&id., 84)- 

The public sphere was therefore initially dominated by the bourgeoisie, since they alone 

had the education and financial independence that entitIed them to participate in its discourse. 

Their supremacy however would be short-lived. The early bourgeois public sphere relied on two 

distinguishing features for its effectiveness: a critical press; and the distinct separation behveen 

the fimctions of state and civil society. Through the course of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, both of these features would change dramatically. 

The monopoly of the public sphere by the bourgeoisie began to diminish with the 

expansion of the press. The early press were both carriers and leaders of public opinion, drïven 

by publishers to be self-consciousIy political. In the nineteenth century, however, technological 

changes in the printing process paved the way for mass publishing which, in t u . ,  required 

greater capital fimding and the guarantee of a steady, ongoing readership. Publishers goals 

shifted accordingly, h m  providing a political forum to producing a commercially viable 

commodity (Habermas 199 1). The press, once a venue for critique of the state, was 



progressively depoliticized as it sought to appeal to mass audiences of increasingly literate, 

though Iess educated and CriticaLly discerning, readers, Emphasis on the publication of 'hard 

newst, (description), was replaced by presentation of 'soft news' and entertainment, and with this 

switch, the press lost its critical publicity. 

As the press evolved, changes were also occurring in the relationship between the state 

and civil society. Boundanes between the two spheres began to blur as the state became 

increasingly involved in civil society, and private enterprise began to take over functions 

previously controlled by the state. As the laissez-faire state gradually gave way to welfae-state 

democracy, protectionism replaced fiee -de, and the state became more directly involved in - 

redistriiuting incorne, and In influencing and regulating investments. Conversely, in civil 

society, private corporations began to take on more functions previously conducted by the state- 

As oligopolist mergers extended the reach of private enterprises, they also began to more closely 

resemble rambling goveniment bureaucracies (Habermas 199 1). 

Where the sectors of civil society absorbed by the state intersected with the public 

hct ions adopted by private enterprises, an expanding intermediate sphere was created that was 

neither exchsively public nor private. The mutual infiltration of these spheres, however, came at 

the cost of critical publicity. In the late twentieth century, private bureaucracies, special interest 

associations, political parties and public administration have begun to deal directly with each 

other. As more and more bureaucratie tasks are transferred to special interest groups, 

agreements which at one time would have been negotiated through parliamentary debate are now 

conducted in private chambers outside of parliament, thus circumventing the cntical scrutiny that 

had been the hallmark of the public sphere (Habermas 1991, 197). 

Habermas concludes his study by maintaining that the public sphere has been so 

transfonned that it is no longer able to provide an adequate forum for critique of the state. 

Parliament has degraded fiom a debating body to one that rubber-stamps resolutions which have 

been debated and agreed upon in backrooms or by lobbyists. Where the press once served as the 



prïmary vehicle for the transmission of rational-critical debate, today these debates are largely 

lost as the media pursue a more lucrative focus on entertainment. Public relations and opinion 

management, whose techniques are put to use in influencing public opinion, including the 

packaging and seiling of political leaders, have replaced critical publicity. With the reçulting 

degradation of the public sphere, Habermas worries that democracy has lost its critical publicity 

and dus the ability to censor govemment. 

Summary of key points in The Structural Transfomafr'on 

In sum, the bourgeois public sphere was a historically unprecedented medium for the 

formation of a public opinion critical of the state, allowing citizens an avenue for participation in 

theu own govemance. The publicity created in the public sphere was an invitation to discuss 

'conunon concems' openly, exposing ideas to rational-critical debate, and in this way ideas that 

held up to the scrutiny of public debate were simultaneously exposed to govemuig bodies 

through a critical media. 

Eventually, according to Habermas, the public sphere was transformed and wealcened as 

it expanded to include a larger public. The critical press was consequently eroded, and the 

boundarïes between civil society and state blurred. For Habermas, critique of govemment is 

increasingly difficult as today's mass media, with its focus on entertainment, has al1 but replaced 

critical media, and as private enterprise assumes more public bctions,  thus obscuring political 

processes fkom public view. 

Has the idea of a public sphere lost iîs cunency in the present day? Has it become 

hopelessly compromised and ineffectual? These are questions that plagued Habermas as well as 

an increashg number of subsequent scholars as his work has become available to English 

speaking audiences. 1 begin my evaluation of the contemporary potential of the public sphere by 

examining the limits of the public sphere as conceptualized by Habermas. 



Limitations of the bourgeois pubIic sphere 

Habermas's Structural Transfomation has been critiqued on a nurnber of fronts. Some 

have questioned the historical aspects of his work claiming, for example, that he idealizes a 

histoncal period in northern European society (McLaughiin 1993); that its historicai specificity 

cannot be generalized beyond the British case (Schudson 1992); or that Habermas's focus on the 

literature and intellectual history of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries lacks a comparable 

analysis of the post-transformational public sphere, thus caliing into question the actual extent of 

its degeneration (Calhoun 1992,33). In studying the historical accuracy of The Structural 

Trunsfomation, scholars have looked for errors and omissions that may provide insight to the 

political potential of the curent public sphere. They aiso examine the effectiveness of the public 

sphere, especially with respect to accessïbility, its contemporary forms, and its ability to 

influence the state. It is throug. these latter arguments that wornen's relationship with the public 

sphere can best be analyzed. 

Universal access to the public sphere 

One of the key premises upon which Habermas based his conception of the public sphere 

was the assumption of universal access, As conceived by the bourgeoisie, the pubIic sphere was, 

in principle, inclusive: "evqone had to be able to participate" (Habermas 199 1,3 6-37, 

emphasis in original)- Thus, for interlocutors in the public sphere though equality of status was 

not presumed, in theory it was ignored. Yet even Habermas conceded that the universality of the 

public sphere was never realized, and noted that class, with its associated conditions of literacy, 

property ownership, and income effectively disqudifled the majority of the population fiom 

participation (Habermas 199 1 , 3  6-37). 

Although Habermas achowledged the limitations imposed by class, he failed to 

recognize other forms of ciifference that equally bar entry into public discourse. Less powerfiil 



groups, incIuding those marked by gender, colour, ethnicity, (dis)ability or sexuality, are also 

marginalized in the public sphere because of their statu5 within society- Members of subordinate 

groups are often culturally stigmatized or Iack the education and communication skilIs to 

successfùlly represent their own concenis among cornpethg publics (Fraser 1992; Fraser 1995a; 

Landes 1995; Sandercock and Forsyth 1992). For Habermas, however, it was the aspiration to 

universal access, rather than its attaïnment, that was more important (Fleming 1995). 

Legitirnizing dkcourse in the public sphere: issues of 'cornmon concem ' 

A second constitutive assumption identifïed by Habermas is that discussion in the public 

sphere was to be open to any issue of 'common concern'. The bourgeois public sphere thus took 

the innovative step of allowing topics previously considered the sole purview of church and state 

into public discourse (Habermas 199 1,36). Participation in the bourgeois public sphere, 

however, was premised on the equating of 'human being' with 'man', 'property owner', and 

'citizen', and therefore appropriate topics for discussion were those that were recognized as such 

by its bourgeois male interlocutors. Pnvate issues or topics not considered to be of 'cornmon 

concern', on the other hand, were deemed inadmissible- Thus Habermas failed to address how 

restricting discussion to 'cornmon concern' masked the particularity of bourgeois interests under 

the guise of general interests (Calhoun 1993; Fleming 1995; Fraser 1995a; Landes 1995; 

McLaugfüin 1998; McLaughlin 1993). Only by equating the class interests of the bourgeoisie 

with 'general interest' was Habermas's homogeneous public sphere able to daim that it spoke for 

d l  citizens (McLaughlin 1993,600). 

Single versus multiple public spheres 

A related issue is Habermas's conviction that a single public sphere is always preferable 

to multiple public spheres (Fraser 1995a; 1992). From the moment of its inception, the public 



sphere faced multiple competing publics but by focusing on the bourgeois public sphere, 

Habermas missed the simultaneous existence of multiple, non-bourgeois publics (Eley 1992; 

Fraser 1995a; Fraser 1992; Landes 1995; Livingstone 1994). Both the old aristocratie rulers 

fiom whom they stnrggled to wrest the reins of power, and the plebeian elements already in close 

pursuit vied with the bourgeoisie for political supremacy in the public sphere. Though some of 

these competing publics were easily suppressed, others, Iike the highly literate, radical, and 

politicdly combative British Jacobins, were not (Eley 1992,303-325). 

Yet Habermas addresses neither the existence nor the potential benefits of multiple 

public spheres. When there is room for only one public sphere, matters of 'common' concern 

invariably come to represent the interests of the dominant group. Interests of subordinate groups 

are then subsumed under the generdized 'we' of the public and as such, reflect an artificial 

consensus. As Nancy Fraser reminds us, the tenn 'public' irnplies a plurality of views, some of 

which may be mutually exclusive- A single public is therefore inadequate to address the needs 

and interests of a diverse population, especially in a stratified society (Fraser 1995a; 1992). 

Members of subaltern groups are better served by creating their own counterpublics, 

w k e  they can produce counterdiscourses and "formulate oppositional interpretations of their 

identities, interests, and needs" (Fraser 1992, 123). Multiple public spheres allow negotiation of 

compromises when the needs and interests of one public are in direct conflict with another, as in 

the case of labour unions and corporations. Radical or oppositional public spheres c m  therefore 

facilitate representation of the less powerful and regulate the discourse of the more powefil 

(Livingstone 1994). Tn addition, when members of subordinate groups lack the necessary 

commMication skills to speak or be heard in a more 'formal' public sphere, multiple public 

spheres offer marginalized groups a forum for expressing their concerns. 



Womea and the public sphere 

The limitations imposed by Habermas's definition of the public sphere have had 

particular resonance for women. From the start, despite its so-calIed 'universal access', the 

political public sphere excluded women - rich or poor, educated or illiterate. Even when Iess 

privileged men were awarded the fknchise and given the nght to vote and hold public office, 

women remained sidelined from formal participation until they gained the fianchise in the early 

twentieth cenlmy. Women were siniilarly resîricted from full economic participation, including 

ernployment in the media, and hence ikom the primary venue for participation in the public 

sphere. 

By resîricting discussion to topics of 'common concem', the bourgeois public sphere 

played into existing gendered divisions of space. Issues of 'common concem' fell under the 

rubric of the public or masculine sphere, while many issues of concern to women, especially 

those arising fiom their domestic responsiiilities, were consigned to the private sphere. 

Designated as 'private' issues, they were therefore beyond the purview of the public sphere. 

If Habermas's goal is to advance a normative ideal of participatory democracy, then the 

criteria for deciding which matters are of 'general interest' or 'common concern' are of vital 

importance. Seyla Benhabib (1992) suggests that how issues are defined as legitimate hinges in 

part on where the distinction between public and private is made. In moral philosophy, issues of 

'justice', 'norms' and 'needs' are considered relevant to the public sphere, whereas their binary 

opposites, 'the good life', 'values' and 'interests' are generaliy treated as issues outside the public 

sphere. Such distinctions, argues Benhabïb, have served to confine issues of concern to women 

to the private sphere because they render much of what typically is considered female activity, 

such as care for the young, the sick and the eIderly, as matters of 'the good life' and therefore 

outside the r e a h  of discursive analysis, Restricting the family and domestic space to the realm 

of the private sphere is part of a discourse of domination that legitùnizes women's oppression 



and exploitation in the private r e a k  and renders it beyond the scope of public debate (Benhabib 

1992,93). 

Feminists therefore challenge the traditional distinctions which relegate women to the 

private sphere, and attempt to redefîne so-called 'pnvate' issues, what Benhabib has desmied as 

'the good Iife', as public issues ofjustice (Fraser 1995a; Fraser 1992; Landes 1995; Benhabib 

1992)- Renegotiation of the boundaries between 'matters of justice' and 'the good Iife' and 

between public and private, argues Benhabib, should not be extemal to debate in the public 

sphere, but integral to it (1992,89). 

Recuperating the public sphere 

Despite the Iunitations of Habermas's model, the bourgeois public sphere remains an 

important concept because it recognizes the influence of public opinion on government decision- 

making. The question, however, is whether Habermas's definition of how public opinion evolves 

is sufficient. Who are the producers of pubiic opinion? Do al1 citizens have equal access to 

participate in the creation of public opinion - that public opinion which reaches the ears of 

government and can therefore affect government policy, Iegislation and spending? 

For Habermas's concept of the public sphere to be of value in conternporary participatory 

democracies, it must be opened up beyond the exclusivity that marked the bourgeois public 

sphere. As Benhabib (1992) has argued, the issues debated in the public sphere must reach 

beyond those of business and wealthy citizens to encompass those of subalteni publics as well. 

For this opening up to occur, discourse in the public sphere must not be limited to pre- 

determined issues of 'common concem', thus silencing the interests of marginalized groups 

whose interests, by definition, do not necessarily coincide with those of the general public. 



Overview of the thesis 

In this thesis 1 investigate women's access to the public sphere and their participation in 

the formation of public opinion, As part of this process, 1 look at the circumstances and social 

conditions associated with being a woman, and how being a woman affects one's access to the 

public sphere. Using Habermas's mode1 of the public sphere as a point of departue, my goal is 

to explore the existence of impediments to women's access to the public sphere, and their 

implications for women's full and equal participation in the rights and obligations of citizenship, 

1 also incorporate the prernise of critical theory, which "fiames its research program and 

conceptual k e w o r k  with the aims and activities of oppositional social movernents of a given 

age in mind" (Fraser 1995b, 2 1). While this may be seen to abandon the principle of neuîrality 

in research, scholars increasingly allege that the appearance of neutrality is illusory, that in 

practice no research is value-fiee (Lather 1986). In her essay entitled Research as Praxis, Patti 

Lather explores how one can adopt a praxis-oriented approach to research which, like critical 

theory, attempts to combat dominance by being "openly committed to a more just society" 

(1 986,258). Lather proposes that, 

[flor praxis to be possiile, not only must theory illuminate the lived experience 
of progressive social groups; it must also be illuminated by their struggles. 
Theory adequate to the task of changing the world must be open-ended, 
nondogrnatic, informing, and grounded in the circumstances of everyday life; 
and, moreover, it must be premised on a deep respect for the intellectual and 
political capacities of the dispossessed (Lather 1986; 262). 

In addition, theory must be developed as research progresses, rather than attempting to force data 

to fit into pre-existùig fkameworks. It is just such an approach that I adopt in this thesis, one that 

seeks out evidence of social injustice and inequality, in the hope that by exposing instances of 

injustice to critical review, new paths may be found to correcting them- 

I restrict my study to urban and suburban centres in Canada and the United States though 

where data are relevant, occasionally draw from research conducted in Britain and Europe. As 

with any research, however, there are problems with generalizing data even within the 



limitations 1 have specified, For example, although 1 focus my attention on 'women's' access to 

the public sphere, this access will vary depending on the relative power of each woman, 

As Liesbet van Zoonen notes, there is no "monolithic definition of what it is to be a 

woman or a man" (1994,87), The experience of gender is tempered by one's economic, social, 

political, and culturd status. Women's access to social opportunities is therefore mitigated by a 

host of influences such as their class, race, ethnicity, sexuality, appearance, personality 

characteristics (for example, assertiveness and speaking ability), and education, Just as 

individuah can experience multiple, intedocking identities, some of these combine to create 

multiple, interlocking oppressions. For example: 

Women of color do not experience sexism in addition to racism, but sexism in 
the context of racism; thus, they cannot be said to bear an additional burden that 
white women do not bear, but to bear an altogether dzrerent burden fiom that 
borne by white wornen (Houston 1992,49; emphasis in original). 

In this study, where data aIlow, 1 therefore try to address how women of varying backgrounds 

may be differentially affected by a given phenornenon. 

In each chapter, 1 aiso make use of historical data in an atternpt to trace the roots of 

existing attitudes and social conditions that operate to oppress women. By understanding how 

contemporq cultural assurnptions that intiibit women's political, economic and social mobility 

evolved, ferninists may gain insight into which underlying ideologies must be exposed and 

challenged in order to foster a more egalitarian society. 

Finally, 1 rely on the assumption that where social injustice exists, it can be contested- 

The fist step in combating injustice is in its exposure. Members of excluded groups must move 

fkom private dissatisfaction and anger to a reinterpretation of their experience as one that is 

shared with others (Costain, Braunstein and Berggren 1997). From the recognition of shared 

oppression, they may then begin to articulate their fiutrations and transform them into a 

movement for social change. Such was the case for North American women in the 1950s and 

196Os, when the publication of Betty Friedan's The Ferninine Mystique in 1963 gave voice to 



their feelings of I e t e d  career and Iife options. By expressing women's fhsîration, and telling 

them it was justifie4 Friedan provided the impetus for their mobilization (Costain et al. 1997). 

Women have faced Iimited access to the public sphere because of their historical 

association with the privatized world of the home and domestic iife. In Chapter 2 , I  discuss how 

Westem ideology and culture laid the foundation for separation of public and private life, 

assigning men to the public realm of economic activity and politics, and wornen the primary 

responsibility for maintainhg the intimate sphere of the home. As North American cities 

evolved, the separation of residential suburbs fkom the econornic core of the city reflected the 

cultural understanding that women's primary activity revolved around taking care of the 

immediate, day-to-&y needs of the family, and hence women did not require extensive spatial 

mobility, Men, on the other hand, had greater spatial mobility and, because of their 

disassociation fiom domestic responsibilities, could travel M e r  afield without incwing 

unreasonable opportunity costs in terms of time spent traveling to their the places of commerce 

or employrnent. 

My focus in Chapter 2, therefore, is how the spatial configuration of the North Amencan 

city reflects the public/private dichotorny, and how the ideology that wornen's primary role is in 

the private sphere of the home, combined with the spatial separation of city and suburb has long 

served to irnpede women's access to Iife outside the intimate sphere, and by extension, access to 

the public sphere itself. The shape of North American conurbations makes it difficult for women 

to simdtaneously raise families, tend to household needs and work for pay. Lack of mixed Iand- 

use, and concomitant informa1 monitoring, creates sites which are perceived as dangerous by 

women, thus restricting their spatial mobility, especialIy at certain tirnes of the day. Zn addition, 

women rarely see their accomplishrnents recognized in public monuments and commemorative 

space, reidorcing the perception that women have contributed little to public life. The combined 



effect of al1 of these factors serves to restrict women's access to participation in the public 

sphere. 

In Chapter 3,1 explore the concepts of cîtizenship and democracy, and how women's 

ideological and culturaI association with the private sphere has inhiiited their equal access to the 

rights and obligations of citizenship. Research reveals that women and men do not exercise the 

rights and obligations associated with citizenship equally, including access to political office. In 

part, these inequities can be traced by to the ideology of h3ml democracy which, ftom the time 

of Rousseau, held that women did not have the temperament to participate in the political sphere. 

As a result, women historically faced tremendous obstacles to raising their voices in political 

debate or protest. In addition, women were further sidelined by social conventions which defined 

many of women's concerns as 'private', and therefore outside the realm of the political. By 

redefining 'the politicai', however, women have subsequently been able to bring their oppression 

in the private sphere of the home and in the private sphere of the economy to public attention. 

For the bourgeoisie the public sphere was a dernomtic opening up of goverment which 

allowed their concerns and interests to be represented on the public agenda, and was made 

possible through the mediated public sphere of the press. The bourgeoisie carried with thern the 

influence and import of a powerful merging class, and when they spoke, their opinions 

mattered. Women, however, have not shared equally in the invitation to speak in the mediated 

public sphere. In a culture where they were associated with the private sphere of the family, 

their interests and concerns were deemed irrelevant to public discourse, and their aptitude for 

political participation negligiiIe. In Chapter 4,I therefore look at women's relationship with the 

media: their access to it, their representation in it, and how the gender stereotypes which 

precluded their initial participation, linger to undermine their inclusion it. 



CHAPTERTWO: 

WOMEN'S MOBILITY AND TEE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Space is not a scientific object removed fiom ideology or politics; it has always 
been political and strategic. If space lias an air of neutrality and indifference 
with regard to its contents and thus seems 'purely' formal, the epitome of rational 
abstraction, it is precisely because it has already been occupied and used, and 
has already been the focus of past processes whose traces are not always evident 
in the landscape. Space has been shaped and molded fiom historical and naturd 
elements, but this has been a political process (Lefebvre 1976,3 1). 

If we were to waIk through a c i q  or suburb we would see the imprint of human decisions 

upon a h o s t  every aspect of the landscape. Which areas are used for commerce or industry, 

recreation, leisure or housing, even the kinds buildings and Iandscaping employed, are al1 the 

outcornes of human choice. These decisions may be part of an overall urban plan designed to 

rnediate among the cornpeting residentiai, commercial, industrial, and recreational demands of a 

commUNty, or may be based on the risks a private developer is willing to take - or not, as in the 

case of an empty lot But whether it is a planning officer, a developer, or any other individual 

who decides what will occupy a given tract of land, each brings with them their own ideology, 

their own persona1 and poIitical beliefs, professional training and sensibilities. 

Spatial arrangements are thus socially constructed, informed by social attitudes at a 

particular point in t h e  (Spain 1992,6). They are also political, shaped by the ideûlogies and 

politics of the people who design and build our cities and suburbs. As Lefebvre (1976) reminds 

us, if we have any doubt that there is a politics of space, we need look no further than the 

critiques of the built environment leveled by the Ieft and the right to find proof of its existence. 

The design of the urban environment, even when seemingly haphazard or capncious, 

therefore reflects the dominant values of a given society. Because of the longevity of the built 



environment, once social values have been embedded in the physical structures and design of 

urban comrnmities, they continue to influence social relations w i t h .  it. As Salem argues, "the 

built environment becomes an extension of the particdar set of values operative at the îime of its 

creatioa and continues to exert an independent infiuence on the activities that go on within it. It 

therefore fimctions as an instrument of social power and a force for the maintenance of the status 

quo" (Salem 1986, 158). Inequalities that exist within social relations may, inadvertently or by 

design, be built înto the spatial elernents of the environment, generating or perpetuating 

inequalities among classes, minorities and between women and men (Rutherford and Wekerle 

1988, 117). 

Though spatiai relations are inseparable fiom social relations, researchers often separate 

them in order to determine the direction of causality: whether spatial arrangements dictate social 

behaviour or spatial differentiation resuits fiom a given pattern of social processes (Spain 1992, 

6). Efforts to uncoupIe the two provide at best an awkward tool, useful for research purposes 

only. In practice, social relations and spatial relations are inextricably linked: 

[Slpace and social relations are so intricately linked that the two concepts should 
be considered complementary instead of mutually exclusive. Although it is 
necessary to break into the interactive system at some point to test hypotheses .... it 
is hitfess to try to isolate space fiom social processes in order to Say that one 
'causes' the other- A more constructive approach is to achowledge their 
interdependence, achowledge how one tries to separate the two for analytic 
purposes, and then reintegrate the two (Spain 1992,6). 

Women's access to political power, and the paucity of their political involvement, 

likewise cannot be examined in isolation fkom the built environment. in this chapter, 1 therefore 

examine the complementarity between spatial and social relations, and how spatial arrangements 

differentially affect women and men. Though women's limited political participation is not 

determined by the environment, obstacles nonetheless arise fkom the configuration of cities and 

suburbs which hinder women's mobility and consequently their access to the political public 



One of the chief aspects of the urban environment to negativeIy impact women's 

mobility is the physical and psychological division between city and suburbsl. Born out of the 

combined forces of rapid industrialization and urban growth in the nineteenth century, North 

American suburbs evolved to provide a low density, prirnarily residential alternative to the 

crowded, congested industrial city. Unlike the city, with its cornplement of business, industry, 

commerce, recreation and housing, residential suburbs had few supporting services and virtually 

no industry, Although successfbl in escaping the congestion of cities, suburbs brought with them 

a new set of problems. While çuburbs had been envisioned as a haven for the family, their low 

density precluded the economic feasibility of mass transportation. Eventually, as growing 

numbers of the middle class swelled their ranks, these suburban %avens1 were to become a tmp 

for many of their female occupants, 

1 therefore begin this cbpter  by examinulg the evolution of the suburbs, and the means 

by which prevailing social valires became embedded in the built environment2 The creation of 

the suburbs was made feasible by the separation of productive and reproductive labour. As 

industrialization and mass production began to replace home-based artisanal shops in the 

nineteenth century, women and g d s  became associated with the reproduction of the family, 

whde men and boys dominated the waged labour force outside the home. Rapid industrialization 

and asîronornical population grawth also placed enonnous stress on the social and material 

resources of these early metropales, and prompted radical responses among the urban elite. 

Thus, prevailing ideologies wbÉcD defïned male and female roles supplied the necessary logic for 

the physical separation of work and home, and the growing bourgeois flight to the subinbs. 

1 Although US subrtrbs prixnarïly house white, middle class families, they nonetheless represent 
a sizable proportion of the Amencan population, and therefore bear examination in detail. In 
addition, the same patriarchal assumptions that dictate the division of labour in the home and 
allowed for the creation of the suburbs, predominate American households irrespective of class 
or ethnicity. 

In my discussion of the experiences of nineteenth century women, 1 rely on the interpretations 
of twentieth century writers- These views are therefore tempered by twentieth century 
understandings of women's roles and capabilities. 



The urbadsuburban divide is significant to the study of women's political participation 

because of the impediments it imposes on women's physical movement through inban space. 

The effects on women of the physical separation 5om activities such as paid ernployment, 

shopping, social, community and recreational opporhmïties, was either overlooked or 

disregarded as submbs evolved. Obstacles to women's physical mobility can hinder economic 

and political opportunities because they afTect women's access to money through waged laborn, 

and to power, and the institutions which foster personal power, such as education and waged 

labour. Therefore 1 also look at the time and mobility constraints that the separation of city and 

suburb poses on women, and how women, whose primaxy role has been defined as the carhg for 

the household and family, experience these consiraints differently than men. 

Psychological factors can also affect wornen's mobility. First I look at fear of violence 

which, even more than the actual experience of violence, can contriiute greatly to women's 

willingness to participate in activities outside the home, especially at night. Another 

psychological barrier to political participation may lie in the lack of representation of women in 

public space. Few public monuments or hlstorical sites exist which commemorate the lives and 

accornplishments of women. How this affects women's sense of social significance is a question 

1 raise in the last section of this chapter. 

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY CITY 

Physicai conditions 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, though the United States laid claim to a population 

of five ~nillion,~ only six cities had more than 10,000 people each (Bender 1975,3). Urban 

population growth was relatively stable until about 1830, when it began a rapid, steady ascent. 

Bender does not speci& whether these numbers include aboriginal peoples. 



By 1860, New York City had topped the one million mark @id, 8)-4 Canada, by contrast, did 

not àegin to feel the fidl impact of urban growth until around 1880, when a cycle of rapid urban 

industrialization would prompt accelerated urban concentration for the next thirty years 

~ c k e m ï e  1988,17). 

Although the tirne of omet had varied, rapid urbanization had incrediile impact in both 

Canada and the United States. Mushrooming nineteenth century cities were dynamic and 

exciting places, where enterpnsing individuals found unparalleled opportunities for success and 

personal advancement- But cities were aIso becorning dangerous, and gnieling hardship, 

especialiy for the l a b o d g  classes, o b  ensued as rapid population growth s m e d  existing 

infktructures. Cornpetition for uhan space and resources resulted in overcrowded streets, 

markets and housing, heightened demand for utilities and other urban senrices, and placed 

intense stress on urban social order. 

By mid centmy, many Arnencan cities had become a teeming mass of humanity. People 

f?om al1 w a k  of Iife - nch and poor, genteel and uncouth - literally rubbed elbows on the 

crowded city streets. Journalists combed the city daily, chilling their readers with tales of the 

legions of beggars and vagabonds, thieves, pickpockets and prostitutes who made their way 

through the city streets. In the ubiquitous penny presses, both women and men were cautioned 

against walking the streets, especially at night (Ryan 1990,68). Even in daylight, women were 

subjected to insults or the "lecherous gaze" of "voyeurs, corner loungers and hoodlums" 

whenever they traveled in the city (Costello 1885, cited in Ryan 1990,69). 

0 t h  examples of this astronomical mban growth include New Orleans, a comparatively quiet 
27,000 in 1820, which mushroomed to 216,000 by 1880; San Francisco, an 'instant' city in 1849, 
which grew to 234,000 within thkty years (Ryan 1 990, 14); and Chicago, though only 3 0,000 in 
1850, exceeded one million people in 1890, a mere forty years later (Fishman 1987, 13 8). Save 
for a srnaIl decrease during the Depression a hundred years later, this rapid increase has begun to 
slow down only in the late twentieth century (Monkkonen 1988,70). Americans began to fear 
that "instead of improving 'nature's nation,' such progress might obliterate nature and result in 
overcivilization" (Bender 1975, 8). 



Overcrowding also presented assaults on health and the senses. Municipal sanitation 

was stretched to its cases up with the exploding population 

growth. Open sewers of nineteenth century New York coursed through the middle of the city's 

narrow streets, congealing "hto a fetid mire around the street pumps and docks where servants, 

slaves and municipal scavengers dumped r e h e  and slops e v q  night" (Stansell 1987, 10). In 

the streets of nineteenth century London, 

plorse-drawn transport meant that dung mingled with mud and ofien rain to 
create a liquid rnanure that spread filth on pavements and even clothing. The 
noise of &c created a fearfiil din. The smells fiom tanneries, slaughter 
houes, glue factones and other industries were often unbearable (Wilson 1992, 
29). 

Poor sanitation and overcrowding, especially in workïng class neighbourhoods, would 

come to be associated with disease and moral contagion in the nineteenth century. 

diseases, such as yellow fever, typhus, typhoid and consumption, found a perfect breedhg 

ground in the densely packed, poorly ventilated tenement districts. It was choiera however, 

which at times fanned out across cities in epidemic proportions, attacking the weahhy and the 

wretched alike, that provoked the greatest fear among the privileged classes (StanseIl 1987; 

Wilson 1992,38). 

The stress of urbanization was not confixled to the matenal world, but placed traditional 

social systems under considerable strain as well. Victorians had come to accept the miasma 

theory, that disease codd be contracted simply by breathing in the noxious odours of sewage, to 

explain the spread of disease. From this, middle-class Victonans extrapolated that moral 

contagion was similarly transmitted through exposure to the poor and labouring classes- 



Social stresses 

The middle cIass associated the social disorder of the city, evidenced in its dangerous 

streets, rampant prostitution and licentiou~ness,~ and in the poverty and disease of its tenement 

districts, with the decay of the city's workuig classes. As Stansell(1987) notes, many members 

of New York's labouring classes had migrated to the city fiom European or American Mal 

societies. In mal1 rural villages and f m s ,  social order could be maintained through detailed 

persona1 knowledge of the people one encountered on a daily basis (Ryan 1990,60). Cities, 

however, were marked by the interactions of sirmgers and thus, Ryan argues, eluded these 

îraditionaI means of social ordering. 

Urban Iife eroded traditional modes of familial and patriarchal control as well (Stansell 

1987). Families had traditionally controlled the distribution of land on farms, the allocation of 

wages and work in craft shops, and the disposition of dowries and &age portions. In the city, 

where agr i cu l td  land tenure was not an issue and the craft and artisanal trades were rapidly 

disappearing by mid-century, parents and children were forced to fïnd waged employment 

outside of family enterprises. Working class fathers had Iittle to pass on to their sons, and 

therefore Iost an important source of leverage over them. As the economic basis for patriarchal 

control began to erode, parents began to lose the ability to 1 s t  their children's mobility or how 

they spent their money. Swarms of children spent much of their days on the streets, away fiom 

parental discipline, making their livelihoods fiom a host of legitimate, as well as illegitimate, 

pursuits in the S o m a 1  economy of the city streets (Stansell 1987,203). 

The loosening of patriarchal control had specific implications for girls and young 

women. No longer subject to the close parental surveillance which had existed in farrnhouses 

In 18 18, the New York city watch estimated 1,200 women were involved in prostitution, by 
1856 the police chief put this figure at 5,000 (Stansell 1988; 173). Given these 'official' counts, 
it seems unlikely that an estimate finnished in 1870 by a nineteenth cen- social commentator - 
- who counted 3,000 concert saloons employing 17,000 women, al1 of whom, he insisted, 
prostitutes (Ellington 1869, in Ryan 1990,90) - is realistic but it may reflect the moral panic 
suxounding the public display of female sexuality. 



and craft shops, girls and young women became part of the intricate web of the streets- Young 

working cIass women could augment their meager earnings, or substitute them entirely, with the 

profits of prostitution, Thus by the 1850s, the hordes of young Street urchins, scavengers and 

piclcpockets, as well as the ' u d y  daughtersf who resorted to streetwalking and Ioose mords, 

had become, for the middle class, a powerftl symbol of urban disorder (Stansell 1987). 

In addition, nineteenth century American cities suffered fiom the loss of another social 

iradition: patricianship, In Europe, the elite classes had traditional1y assumed responsibility for 

helpmg the poor. In the rapidly growing North American cities, however, tbis responsibility was 

being abandoned by the ernerging urban elite. By the 1820s, emphasis was beginning to shift 

fiom patrician sponsorship of the underclass to the prevention of poverty. Public opinion 

ultimately shifked as well, and the poor were held increasingly responsïble for their own lot in 

life (Ryan 1990). Declining aid fiom the wealthy had a sobering outcome, however, as 

escalating numbers of outdoor poor sweiied congested city streets. 

Nineteenth c e n t q  cities strained under the pressures on their infrastructure. Noise and 

congestion, crime, disease and moral decay rendered the benefits of urban life increasingly 

dubious. Urba. social order was aIso reeling fiom the impact of the collapse of a succession of 

social systexns and traditions. Traditional patriarchal control of the family was no longer 

enforceable with the loss of control over children's livelihoods; traditional methods of 

monitoring community behaviour were rendered obsolete by the sheer magnitude of the urban 

population; and traditional responsibility of the economic dite for aiding the poor and helpless 

was dissolving. Thus nineteenth century urbanites were ready for a new social order, one that 

would address the confiicting needs of their disparate populaces. The hammering out of this new 

order would take place in streets and neighbourhoods, in parlours and the press, and would be 

grounded in the prevailing ideologies of the tirne. A key influence would be found in the 



relationship between women and men and assumptions about their appropriate roles within 

socieîy, 

Dominant ideologies 

Social 'order' is never static, rather it is an amalgam of the competing interests and 

ideologies of individuals and socid groups, perpetually jockeying for seIf-expression. Dominant 

ideologies do emerge, however, often drawing adherents fiom across class and cultural lines. 

The patriarchal stnicturing of social relationships, which some ferninists argue has spanned 

cultures and continents throughout history, is one of these. 

A term borrowed fkom anthropology meaning h i l e  of the fathers', patriarchy is broadly 

used to refer to al1 systems of male dorninance Wilson 1991,9), and often, more specifically, to 

the institutionalized dominance of women by men (Magill 1995, 923).6 Perhaps the scope of 

patriarchy was best expresscd by Kate Millet, who argued: 

Our society is a patriarchy ... tbe military, indusîry, technology, universities, 
sciences, political offices, finances - in short, every avenue of power within 
sociev, including the coercive force of the police, is entirely in male han& (cited 
in Women and Geography Study Group 1984,26-27). 

With these words, Millet captured a sense of how male power and influence cut across 

almost every sector of society, and most ofien comprised its leadership. While many of the 

institutions Millet identified in 1971 have since opened their doors to increasing numbers of 

women, in the nineteenth century women had substantially less access to these avenues of power. 

The concept of patriarchy is not unproblematic, but subject to dispute among feminists as to its 
meaning, its genesis, even its vdidity as a theoretical construct. For example, liberal feminists 
believe male domination is rooted in the irrational belief that men are superior to women; 
traditional Marxist feminists believe male dominance is an ideology by which capitalism rules 
and divides; and radical feminists hold that it is grounded in men's universal control over 
women's bodies, especially their sexual and reproductive capacities (Jagger 1983, 147). The 
universalist daims of patnarchy are challenged for being ahistorical and essentialist (ibid., 1 17), 
and for ignoring its diverse expression across geography (Ferguson 1993,37). 1 will use the t e m  
here to examine manifestations of male dominance in western industrialized societies, especially 
Canada and the United States, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 



Yet the problem with patnarchy is not simply that female participation in certain activïties is 

discouraged or, in some cases, barred. One of the most peniicious legacies of patriarchy has 

been its ability to limit the aspirations of women. As Michelle Rosaldo observed: 

'[Slome women, certainly, are strong. But at the same time that wornen happily 
and successfully pursue their ends, and manage quite signifïcantly to constrain 
men in the process, it seems to me quite clear that women's gods themselves are 
shaped by social systems which deny them ready access to the social privilege, 
authonty, and esteem enjoyed by the majority of men' (cited in Jagger 1983, 117). 

Similarly, Gillian Rose notes that "[tlhe figure of Woman offas a subject position to women, 

and one which is extraordinanly difficult to escape fiom entirely, even though many of the 

oppressions women face in masculinist society occur because women are expected to fûlfil the 

role of Woman" (Rose 1993, 11). Thus, despite the limitations imposed by patriarchy, its 

ubiquitous messages temper women's sense of their own possibilities. 

Patriarchy was a predodant  influence on the social mosaic of the nineteenth century 

city, and expressly apparent in women's unequal participation in public society. As production 

became industrialized and moved outside of the home, women's economic dependence on men 

intensified. Women had limited access to waged labour, especially the professions, and less than 

five percent of marrïed women worked outside the home in 1890 (Hayden 198 1,13). Politically 

and legally, nineteenth c e n w  women were second class citizens: they could neither vote nor 

hold public office; and for much of the century any property they possessed reverted to their 

husband's ownership once they were married (Wdby 1994)- 

Scholars in a number of disciplines, ranging fiom anthropology and sociology to 

psychology and economics, have endeavoured to trace the origins of the gender stratification 

which characterizes patriarchal societies. Their search has tended to lead them to one of two 

sources: the family; or the economy (Spain l992,2 1-27) Family centred, or supply-side, 



explanations examine how the socialization of girls and boys reproduces lower statu for girls 

and ultimately results in different life options for women and men. Yet, whiIe f m d y  centred 

explanations can contribute an understanding of how gender stratification is perpetuated, they 

fa11 short of explaining its historical origins. 

Economic or demand-side explanations, on the other han& set out to locate the source(s) 

of gender stratification by Iooking f is t  at women's contri'bution to economic subsistence. Huber 

(1990) borrows fkom Fried's 1975 theory which proposed that sex stratification is based on 

whose tasks yield the most power and prestige within society. Fried suggested that two factors 

are key in detennining this: fkst, producers in the family will have more power and prestige than 

consumers; second, more power and prestige wiIl go to those who conîrol the distniution of 

valued goods beyond the f d l y .  

Huber argues that in pre-industrial societies men derive more power and prestige than 

women becôuse lactating women cannot tolerate long absences fî-om home. Men therefore have 

greater physical mobility and opportunities to create surpluses through hunting, cultivation or 

warfare. With the coming of industrialization however new techology which allowed the 

feeding of bottled mi& to infants fkeed women fiom the time and space constraïnts imposed on 

them by breast-feeding. Women could be away ftom children longer and, over time, entered the 

workforce in ever-increasing numbers. As suggested by Fried's first principle (that producers 

have more power and prestige than consumers), women were increasingly in a position to 

acquire power and prestige. 

Subsistence theories of gender stratification provide plausible explanations of how 

women came to be in a position of less value than men, but they do not explain why, when 

women presumably have greater access to productive activities today, they still rernain largely 

absent fiom positions of power and privilege. Perhaps a due  to persistent absence of women 

fiom power can be found by combining fmily centred and economic explanations: gender 

divisions set in motion and reidorced by thousands of years of subsistence living may continue 



to be reproduced today through socialization processes which retain key sirnilarities to those of 

the past- 

Zn the nineteenth century, one of the most prominent manifestations of patriarchy Iay in 

the cultural and ideological assignrnent of women and men to separate spheres of responsi%il~. 

Also known as the public/private dichotomy, women were associated with the intimate sphere of 

the family, while men enjoyed fiee rein in the public realm of economics and political life. In 

what follows, 1 look at how the public/private dichotomy served as an overarching ideological 

structure to underwrite the containment of women; and how this ideology, in its multiple forms, 

has often bound women to the home and prevented them fiom exercising economic and potitical 

power. 

Patnarchal underpinnings of the nineteenth century 

The nineteenth century is rife with examples of the differential power between women 

and men. Most obvious is the initial enfranchisement of (propertied, white) men fkom which 

women were excluded. In addition, men enjoyed countless freedoms mavailable to women, 

ranging nom relatively unfettered rnobility through the streets of the city to access to the waged 

labour force and political office. 

Feminist research provides a lem through which the restriction of women firom sirnilar 

freedoms and privileges can be exarnined. Beginning in the mid-1970s, two key theoretical 

positions fûeled much of the feminist historical research. First, ûrtna argued that women's 

activities are universally assigned lower value then men's because: 

women are 'a symbol' of al1 'that every culture defines as being a lower order of 
existence than itself. That is, women and domestic life symbolize nature. 
Humankind attempts to transcend mere natrrral existence so that nature is always 
seen as a lower order than culture .... Women's biology and bodies place them 
closer to nature than men, and because their child-rearing and domestic tasks, 
dealing with unsocialized infants and with raw materials, bring them in closer 
contact with nature' (cited in Pateman 1987, 1 10). 



In descriiing this process, Ortner supplied a theory for the persistent association of women with 

nature, and natural processes, and men with culture, and more intellectual1y sophisticated 

undertakings- 

The second argument, proposed by anthropologist Michelle Rosaldo in 1974, pqorted 

the universal separation of women and men into separate sphereç - the domestic or pnvate sphere 

of the home for women, and public sphere of society for men. Because it was 'universal', 

Rosaldo argueci, the psychological and spatial separation of the sexes, also hown  as the 

public/private dichotorny, cut across al1 societies, throughout recorded historyS7 

The philosophical conventions underlying the notion of separate male and female 

spheres was examined by Genevieve Lloyd in Mun of Rearon (1993). The idea that men and 

women 'belong' in separate spheres, argues Lloyd, has had a long history in Western thought. 

Hannah Arendt documents evidence of this separation ~ o m  as far back as classical Greece where 

male 'citizens' voted and had access to 'public life', while females managed the pnvate sphere of 

the home. Several thousand years later, philosophers such as Rousseau and Kant laid the 

philosophical groundwork upon which nineteenth and twentieth century beliefs in the 'natural' 

division of women and men into separate spheres rests. 

Prior to the eighteenth century, conventional thought held that women's mincis were 

simply an infwior derivation of the male powers of reason. Rousseau challenged this premise in 

the mid-eighteenth century, arguing that women and men had different but complementary 

mental powers, among them wornenfs incapacity for the type of broad mental generalizations that 

men were capable of. Kant endorsed the view that women and men had "different but equal" 

-- - -  

Rosaldofs proposed universality of the public/private dichotomy soon came under attack, and 
was eventually rejected by Rosaldo herself. Some argued, for example, that research on the 
publicfprivate dichotomy focuses on white, middle class women (Kerber 1988), and never held 
strictly tme for m c a n  American women or working class women, who always were involved in 
paid (or sIave) labour force (Reverby and Helly 1992; McDowell 1993). The historical and 
contemporary existence of the public/private dichotomy in specific societies, such as North 
America, is more widely accepted although the extent of its influence is subject to debôte (see 
arguments later in this chapter). 



capacities, also asserting that "'laborious learning' destroys m e t s  proper to the female sex" 

(Lloyd 1993,75). Philosophical consensus therefore dictated that the task of rational, 

intellectual reasoning should, rightfûlly, be undertaken by men. 

Women's intellectual predilections, Rousseau argued, were derived fkorn their closeness 

to nature. For Rousseau, this resulted in what fie called the 'disorder of women': women 

possessed 'undisciplined passion', and this alone provided reason enough to jus* women's 

excIusion fiom citizenship. Rousseau argued that while women were abundantly endowed with 

concem for family, the prerequisites for gcmdpn-vate citizenship, such feelings were inconsistent 

and potentially in conflict with the prerequisites for goodpublic citizenship: loyalty to the state. 

For instance, a woman's virtuous (but undisciplined) passion would lead her to want to prevent 

her sons fkom going to war, yet ttiis lies in direct confiict with the needs of the state for military 

personnel. The separateness of women and men must therefore be acknowledged, and this was 

accomplished by assigning them different social respomibilities: for women, caretaker of the 

private realm of the family; for men, the public realm of the outside world (see Lloyd 1993, 74- 

85). 

Thus the identification of women with 'nature' and men with 'culture' became one of the 

hallmarks of nineteenth century thought and provided the basis for dividing women and men into 

separate spheres. This, in turn, informed t h e  dominant nineteenth century ideology that men 

were best suited to govem society and women to govem the household. 

As North American urbanites faced the physicd and social stresses of urban growth their 

responses were tempered by thse  ideological influences. Appeals to wornen's 'nature' as being 

best suited for raising families was used as the basis for their exclusion fiom the paid labour 

force, especially professional work, as well as fkom forma1 political life in the nineteenth 

century. Ultirnately, this sepration of male and female roles in society couId then be translated 

ûito the gendered division of space. 



Eflect of dominant ideologies on nineteenth century cities 

The attempts to establish order amid the maelstrom of social change were experienced in 

a distinctly different manna among the wealthy and labouring c1asses.B Nineteenth century 

bourgeoisie attempted to adapt to the social upheaval by vigorously (re)defiriing social values 

and expectations, and ultimately, by physically separating the classes. The middle classes sought 

to shape society in their own image by inculcating the Iower classes with their values by 

'preachingl to theïr domestic staff and through reform movements and evangelicalism (Stansell 

1987; Ryan 1990; Fishman 1987; Roberts 1991). The middle classes also instituted massive 

educational campaigns, consisting of a barrage of sermons, advice books, novels, ladies1 

magazines and other prescriptive Iiterature designed to define fwiale roles and reinforce the 

boundaries between male and female spheres (Stansell 1987, 175). 

How wefl these crusades succeeded, however, remains unclear. While didactic and 

cornplaint literature expounding the virtues of female domesticity abounded in the nineteenth 

century, some historians question the extent to which women and men accepted or complied with 

the rnodels they advocated (see especially Vickery 1993 and Kerber 1988). Kerber, for example, 

argues that the preponderance of such Iiterahire may have arisen as a backlash fkom the 

American Revolution, when women had been allowed greater access to politics and women's 

social and political submission couid not be taken for granted. The nineteenth century 

proliferation of prescriptive Iiterature rnay therefore have been part of a sustained effort to 

reestablish a social standard which had been dislodged by the Revolution, an atternpt to re- 

contain women in the private sphere of the home (Kerber 1988). 

The nineteenth century was also marked by numerous campaigns calling for greater 

fernale access to the public sphere, implying, to subsequent historians of that era, that women 

had had little such access. Vickery proposes, rather, that this may have simply been a rhetorical 

8 Race and ethnicity undoubtedly also played a major role in the response to social changes but 
it is beyond the scope of this study. Here 1 look specifically at class diffaences. 



ploy incorporated by nineteenth century feminists: by overstating women's confinement to the 

pnvate realm in order to strengthen their polemic, feminists rnay have clouded the many nuanced 

ways that women could indeed access the public sphere (Vickery 1993).9 

The working class, in tum, did their best to adapt to, and survive the upheavals of the 

nineteenth century city. The bourgeois desire to relegate women to the domestic sphere never 

really had appIication in working class women's Zives- Working class women participated in 

waged labour wherever they could, whether taking in piecework sewing, domestic labour or 

factory work (Stansell 1987). As patriarchal control loosened and women gained greater 

freedom and mobility, they too bega.  to contribute to the chaos and crush of the streets. Amid 

the seeming social dissolution, the working classes nonetheless developed their own means for 

monitoring and socially sanctionhg each other's behaviourlo. 

The attempt to entrench male and female roles into separate domestic and public realms 

of responsibility was not the only response to the social and physical stresses of nineteenth 

century h a n  life. Another ideological impetus for the creation of suburbs rnay have corne fkom 

the influence of the Evangelical xnovement on the upper middle class, Robert Fishrnan (1987) 

poses the argument that the contemporary suburb was the collective creation of the eighteenth 

century London bourgeois eIite. Unprecedented growth in the wealth and size of London's upper 

The nineteenth c e n w  was in fact a time of growing freedom and opportunity for womm. 
The anonymity of the city allowed women greater freedom of movement, especidly in the lower 
classes, and industrialisrn provided opportunities for waged labour to numerous working class 
women. There were also increasing opportunities for social excursions. As the century 
progressed, women of dl classes began to participate a more 'public' social life: fiom ferry and 
caniage rides, theater, dance halls, to promenaduig or 'walking out' on the boulevards and in 
public parks, to visiting department stores, with their specialized tea rooms for ladies only 
(Stansell 1987; Ryan 1990). Urban life thus undermined patriarchal author* (Wilson 1992,9 1). 

See, for exarnple, Stansell's description of social control strategies in New York working 
class neighbourhoods (Stanseli 1987,57-60). 



middle class combined with the increasing chaos and congestion of the city to drive the merchant 

and banking classes to regular weekend retreats in their country manors outside the city, 

Evenhially these manors would shifi fiom weekend retreats to commuter homes, but before this 

wodd occur, there would be a redefinition of the bourgeois family (Fishman 1987). 

In the rnid to late eighteenth centuryy the increasing wealth of the British upper middle 

class meant that marnages no longer had to be based on economic expediency. The way was 

thus cleared for unions based on romantic love, and families becarne the focus of mutual 

intimacy and childrearing. At the sarne time as theù financial position was shifting, upper 

middle class Londoners were also beginning to embrace the growing Evangelical movement. 

Evangelicism heId that the path to salvation was founded in the influence of a Christian family, 

and that the chief enemy of the family lay in the numerous temptations of city life. Of particular 

relevance to lïves of women, was the fanatical opposition of Evangelicals to any role for women 

outside the Christian home (Fishman 1987, 19-35). 

During the 1850s and 1 8 6 0 ~ ~  Fishman argues, the United States demonstrated the same 

cultural preferences which had led to English suburbanization: the Victorian emphasis on 

domesticity; stress on the primacy of the family and the emotional bonds within it; the need for 

pnvacy and isolation of the family; the need to separate the dornestic sphere ffom the work 

sphere; growing uneasiness at the close contact between the classes; the search for class 

segregated neighbourhoods; and the explosive growth of cities (Fishman 1987, 105). Together 

with the patriarchal belief in the 'natural' separation of male and female roles, women's 'natural' 

proclivity for domestic life and men's for waged labour and public Iife, the Evangelical emphasis 

on the spiritual dangers of the city may well have provided the final incentive for the second key 

response to the challenges posed by the nineteenth centirry ci@: the suburban flight of the 

bourgeois elite. 



CREATION OF THE SUBURBS 

The changing North American city 

Like their European predecessors, early North Amencan cities were organic. Except for 

waterfiont warehousuig and red light districts, land use was an ad hoc mixture of residential, 

commercial and industrial properties, where people of different social classes and ethnicity, 

worked and lived side-by-side (MulIer 2990; Kasinitz 1995). Even as they became more densely 

populated, these 'walking cities' remained so compact that less ttian three percent of the 

population walked more than a mile to work (Jackson 1985, 14).= 

Over the course of the nineteenth century, however, North American cities began to 

change. Mixed land use eventuaily gave way to the more specialized fûrtctions, resdting in the 

creation of fbancîal, mercantile, retail and residential subdistricts. By the 1890s retail and 

hancial institutions formed the mainstay of the downtown core (Muller 1990,275). 

As city centres became increasingly dedicated to business fiinctions, residential 

neighbourhoods found themselves edged out of the raban core. By the second half of the 

century, residential diversity was dso  giving way to ethnic homogeneity as immigrant groups 

began to concentrate into ethnic neighbourhoods (Muller 1990,28 1). Cities were not only 

experiencing a reconfiguration based upon fiinction and ethnicity, however. BegÏnning in 18 15, 

and picking up momentum as cities grew in size and complexity, the bourgeois elite were 

relocating their home to the suburbs, and by 1860 residential suburbs had appeared outside the 

Iargest Amerîcan cities (Binford 1 985). 

In The First Suburbs, Binford offers a glixnpse at the timing and pace of American 

suburbanization. Although he maintains that suburbs preceded mass transportation, he examines 

the concurrent evolution of subirrbs and transportation, following the t d l  fkom foot to coach, 

To get an idea of how congested a walking city could get, imagine London, England, in 18 19. 
With over 800,000 people, London was the Iargest city on earth, yet the edge of the city was only 
three miles fiom its centre (Jackson 1985, 14). 



rail, orrmr'bus, streetcar and finally trains. Binford (1985,l) proposes that suburbs began as 

undifferentiated zones outside the city, consisting of estates, scattered farms, wasteland, artisanal 

hamiets, dumpç, and the lke. Residential çuburbs evenhially began to evolve out of the slow, 

deliberate cornmuni@ building of the suburbanites themselves, and were designed to suit their 

needs and goals, 

Initial suburban residents belonged to the merchant and banking classes; those who 

walked to t o m  in pleasant weather but could afford to travel by private coach when necessary. 

By the 1840s, a rise in transitional comnzuters - Young, affluent suburbanites in their twenties 

and thirties - M e r  expanded subinban populations. However, suburbs only really begin to take 

hold with the coming of cornmuter railroads as cornpetitive fares and Iand speculation dong 

railway lines brought suburban living within reach of the middle class (Binford 1985,98). 

While the geographical expansion of the city and the subsequent creation of the suburbs 

can be easily taken for granted today by North Americans, in the nineteenth century 

suburbanization was not the only option available. While early American architecture and city 

form reflected its European roots - a hodgepodge of Spanish, French and British influences - 
evenuaily, as British immigrante began to outnumber al1 others, this gave way to a primarily 

British urban form, one that included residential suburbs (Muller 1990,271). This obsemation is 

borne out by Fishman (1987), who observes that while Britain and the United States both 

adopted suburbanization, continental Europe and Latin Amerka retained the traditional urban 

form in which the wedthy did not flee the ciw but remained at its core. For Fishman, this also 

provides conclusive evidence of the influence of Evangelicism on North Arnerican urban forrn. 

To illustrate his point, Fishman cites the example of Paris, where the family was arguably as 

important to Parisians as it was to Londoners. Unlike the English, the French, who were not 

caught up in the puritanical Evangelical movement, saw no codict  berneen a heaithy family life 

and enjoyrnent of the many diversions the city had to offer, Hence, while Londoners fled to the 



safety of the suburbs, the Parisian elite were saîisfied to remain at the city centre (Fishman 1987, 

110). 

Whether the intent of the middle class flight to the suburbs was to entrench male and 

female roles, to insulate women and children fiom the dangers and temptations of the city, to 

protect the Christian family, to separate the wealthy fkom the stench, disease, and Mime of the 

city, or some combination of each, the suburb would becorne the definitive urban fonn of the 

twentieth centiny North America, 

Suburbs challenged - the material ferninists 

The impetus towards suburbanization was not without its detractors. Between the 1870s 

and the 1930s, American material femuiists12 struggled to promote female equality by 

transforming households, neighbourhoods and cities into spaces which would accommodate 

women's participation in public Me (Hayden 198 1). The quest for women's equaliw led material 

feminists to fight for fernale m g e  as weii as equal access to higher education, jobs and trade 

unions, but they believed that ultùnately "women must create feminist homes with socialized 

housework and child care before they could become truly equal members of society" (Hayden 

1981,3)- 

Material feminists believed that the design of existing cities and homes isolated women 

and made their domestic work invisible. To overcome these spatial limitations, they envisioned 

new forms of neighbourhood organizations such as women's cooperatives, and new building 

types that included kitchenless houses, day care centres, public kitchens and community dining 

clubs, With these innovations and others, rnaterial feminists sought to take advantage of dense 

l2 Though Hayden does not define rnaterial ferninisis, 1 believe she refers here to feminists who 
focused their efforts on making changes in the physical environment to facilitate women's 
emancipation. 



urban populations to share the burden of domestic labour, fkeeing women to pursue more 

activities outside the home. 

While the goals of materid feminists enjoyed a broad appeal, they were ultimately 

undermined by what they viewed as the worst possible living arrangement for women: the single 

family dwelling. Material feminists were unable to overcome the powerfül federal government 

endorsement of the single family home in its 193 1 Hoover Commission Report on Home 

Building and Home Ownership, and eventually ceased their campaigns (Hayden 19 8 2,8). 

Thus, while the degree to which nineteenth century women and men embraced the 

assignent of gendered spheres is debatable, that the majority of the dominant classes did, seems 

indisputable. The very fact that women had restricted access to waged labour, educational 

institutions, political Iife, and were even restricted in their socio-spatial mobility provides 

evidence that there existed, at least to some extent, a de facto separation of male and fernale 

spheres. This resulted in the sustained, if not universal, spatial containment of women. Invoking 

women's 'natural' proclivities - for motherhood and domestic life, and against their ability to 

'reason' - provided a powerfbl argument for the exclusion of women korn fonnal education, 

waged work, and politics. It also reinforced systemic (white) maIe power within social, 

economic and political institutions. 

EVOLUTION OF THE SUBURBS 

The early twentieth centary 

Despite the ambitions of material feminists, the tide was tuming towards 

suburbanization. What had begun with the flight of the wealthiest classes in the nineteenth 

centuy was expanded to the middle cIasses and wouid flourish in the twentieth. Thus, by 1970, 



million low-technology, single family dwellings wodd bouse seventy-five percent of 

American families (Hayden 198 1, 10). 

A number of factors infiuenced the sustained growth of North American submbs. In the 

early twentieth century, subuTbs represented a safe h a v a  fkom the hectic, noisy, overcrowded 

cities, and mass transportation and affordable housing cos* were putting the suburban ideal 

within reach of increasing numbers of middle class North Amencans. With the onset of the 

1930s however, the Depression threatened the continued viability of the suburbs as more and 

more stniggling homeowners hovered on the brink of foreclosure. In tfie United States, the 

federal government responded with the Hoover Commission Report on Horne Building and Home 

Datelopment in 193 1, which advocated single famiIy housing and led to the Roosevelt 

administration's Home Owners Loan Corporation in 1933 (Hayden 1981,8). Over a million 

dollars was poured into refinancing short term mortgages, creating long tenn mortgages which 

allowed thousands of homeowners to remain solvent and many more to buy into the suburban 

dream (Fishman 1987, 175). 

For years aspiring American homeowners were assisted by goveniment initiatives. 

Federal Housing Administration @HA) mortgage insurance escalated throughout the 1930s and 

1940s. In addition, fkom 1916 onwards, federal aid for highway consîruction vlrtually doubled 

each year, reaching $4 billion annually by the 1960s (Rothblatt and Garr 1986,3 1). Highway 

building opened up vast tracts of inexpensive land for housing development, and later for the 

decentralization of business and industry, while simultaneously providing transportation routes 

to central city jobs. 

The post-war years 

Mer the Second World War, Veterans' Administration loan guarantees were combined 

with FKA mortgage insurance to create artificially low interest rates. Large developers such as 



Levitt and Sons, attracted by the prospect of the huge customer base that loan guarantees and 

long texm mortgages implied, took advantage of the reduced Iand costs, and the economies of 

scale offered by the mass production of houses. Americans were now able purchase a new 

family sized suburban home for less than the cost of renting a central city apartment (RothbIatt 

and Garr 1986,32). And they did. 

Suburbs were growing at a phenomenal rate. Whi1e the central city population grew by a 

steady ten million between 1950 and L970, an average of 2.2 million housing units, rnostly single 

family dwellings, were being constructed annualIy in the United States. During the same penod, 

the mean real f d y  income doubled, increasing the ability for American families to purchase a 

home, and consequently driving the suburban population up by an astonishing eighty-five 

million (Fishan 1987, 182). In the 1970s, a f d e r  twenty million housing uni% were built, 

doubfing the construction rate of the previous twenty years (fiid, 192). In Canada, the Canada 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation Ioans and mortgages, combined with relatively low land 

costs, provided similar opportunities to prospective Canadian home buyers (Strong-Boag 199 1)- 

Suburbs and the cult of domesticity 

With the rapid post-war suburbanization, came another phenornenon: the expansion of 

domestic culture. During the war, the absence of a large portion of the aduIt male population had 

given women greater physical and economic fkeedorn and mobility. Women stepped into jobs 

previously held by men, thereby interrupting the existing social order. When the men rehrmed 

kom war, women, were encouraged to r e m  to the home. As with their post-Revolutionary 

sisters before them, prodigious efforts were made to re-entrench male and female roles into their 

respective spheres. 

Women were uprooted fiom their wartime jobs and attempts were made to coerce, 

cajole, or otherwise persuade them to become Ml-time homemakers again. 'Experts' on the 



family abounded, h ~ d a t i n g  the media with countless arguments why society was better off with 

women at home (S-trong-Boag 1992). Among these so-called experts were Dr. Benjamin Spock, 

who instnicted women on how to raise chiidren; Ashley Montague, who championed women's 

materna1 values; and frmctiond sociologists, led by Talcott Parsons, who drew fkom Freud's 

'anatomy is des-' psychiatry and (reprising Rousseau) argued that women and men had 

different, but compatiilq and equally important roles in society. 

In Canada, the w-ritings of 'home-grown' authorities like popular gynaecologist Dr. 

Marian Hilliard fiequently appeared in the pages of Chatelaine magazine, instructing women that 

it was their role to provide a che& home base to bolster their husband's confidence, Women 

had little incentive to pursue work outside the home: comunities lacked support, such as child 

care; and 'working women' were blamed for a host of society's 'ills', including juvenile 

delinquency and homosexuality (Strong-Boag 199 1,474-482). 

Society thus appointed women as the guardiâns of the family. In addition, the 'cult of 

domesticity' place8 enonnous pressure on women to perform their household duties skillfully 

and efficiently. A host of consumer durables, such as washers, dryers, refigerators and stoves, 

were designed and marketed to make women's roles easier, and the era becarne marked by 

consumerim. Veranica Strong-Boag posits that the consumption and suburbanization of the 

1950s also served an additional purpose: it demonstrated capitalism's triumph over cornmunism. 

With the Korean War in Asia, and under the ever-present threat of the Cold War: " [sltable 

families, full time rnothers, and the benefits they produced in sound citizenship were to provide 

the first defence against the 'Red Menace"' (Strong-Boag 199 1,474). Suburban women could 

thus be seen as doing theu civic duty by providing a nurturing home-base for their family's 

health and welfare, while simultaneously reùiforcing capitalist ideology. 

Life in the suburbs was not easy. Householders made substantial econornic, social and 

cultural sacrifices t u  live in the early post-war suburbs. Many were mortgaged to the hilt, 

usually buying up ta or just beyond their means and while there may have been some consolation 



that many of them were poor together, homeowners uùtially had little spare cash to socialize or 

buy much beyond the bare necessities (Clark 1966). In addition, most new suburbs in the late 

1940s and early 1950s lacked many of the amenities migrating urban dwellers had been 

accustomed to. 

Even the best suburbs suffered fkom insufficient public transportation and schools, and 

medical facilities and liiraries were never adequate (Clark 1966). Roads were ofien unpaved, 

sidewalks non-existent, and the newest suburbs often lacked telephones. Young mothers were 

often virtually housebound in any but the best weather, as it became impossible to negotiate 

strollers and carnages through the muddy, rutted streets. Housewives were often isolated, 

having left fâmily and fnends behind ia the city when they moved out to the suburbs. Their 

husbands, who left eady to cornmute to the city and often came home late, were seldom 

interested in going back into town to visit fiends and relatives in the evenings (Clark 1966, 142)- 

Women therefore had an ambivalent relationship with the suburbs. Michelson's study of 

urban and suburban couples in the early 1970s revealed that while suburban men were most 

satisfied with their residential locations, suburban women were the l e s t  satisfied (Fava 1980, 

135)- Like suburban men, women felt that the suburbs were a safer, more desirable place to raise 

children than the central city, but suburban life could be isolating and boring for married women 

(England 1993a). And while somc women were very satisfied with suburban living (Strong- 

Boag 199 l), or felt "rescued" fkom the tedium of paid work and the controlled environment of 

their parents' homes (England 1993% 33), others felt they were "siowly going out of their minds" 

(Strong-Boag 1991,503). 

Late twentieth centary suburbs 

In the 1960s and 1970s however, the suburbs were beginning to register a change. 

hadequate schools and inner city crime were still drawing middle income American families out 



of the central city, but suburbs were also beginning to age, and with them, their original 

populations.u Suburbs were becoming more heterogeneous. There were fewer married couples, 

more young people, elderly and singles, including single mothers, as well as working wives and 

mothers (Cichocki 1980; Fava 1980; Saegert 1980; Knack 1986). Along with changing age 

groups, income levels were seeing more variance as well. By the 1970s a broad spectrum of 

income groups could be found in Canadian suburbs, ranging fkom welfare recipients and families 

living in public housing, to middle and upper income groups (Cichocki 1980). 

In the United States, as suburbs aged they began facing problems traditionally associated 

with central cities. By the early 1980s, homelessness, substandard housing, and decaying 

commercial strips were beginning to piague American suburbs, and twenty-six percent of al1 

poor families were now living in the suburbs14 (Knack 1986,7). But even as age and income 

levels were beginning to reconstitute American suburbs, racial distinctions continued to prevail. 

Although there were no comparable racial divisions in Canadian suburbs,15 US suburbs 

remained the bastion of the American white middle class. Though now home to forty-seven 

percent of white Americans, only twenty-two percent of Afiican Americans lived in the suburbs, 

and usually these were in their kner ~ g s  (Knack 1986, 8). Suburbs in turn were beginning to 

adapt to their changing dernography, adding more multi-family housing, including apartments, 

entertainment spots and, eventually, jobs (Varady l990,23). 

l3 Knack refers to the phenomenon of aging of suburban populations as 'Peter Pan' suburbs -- 
because nobody actuaily took into consideration that suburbanites wouid eventually grow old 
(1986). 

Only fourteen percent of the Amencan poor lived in inner city ghettos, the remainder were 
dispersed throughout the central city (Knack 1986,9). 

15 Post-war Canadian suburbs attracted al1 classes, were less homogeneous than American 
suburbs and, unlike their US counterparts, Canadian suburbanites were not attempting to flee 
urban dangers (Strong-Boag 1991,473). Initial suburbs were comprised of middle income 
WASPs, ambitious working class and immigrants, thougà later suburbs "ofien had distinct class 
and ethnic character" (ibid., 486). 



Cities and suburbs reconfigured: urban decentralization 

When Ebenezer Howard fist proposed garden cities in 1898, he envisioned mal1 cities 

of around 30,000 which would contain dispersed industry, and where neighbourhoods of 5,000 

people would be focused around a community centre and school. A series of garden cities were 

to ring existing cities, providing a counter-magnet to the urban core, attracting people to 

decentralize and thus dilute the squalor and overcrowding of urban life (Greed 1994,93). The 

garden cities of Howard's imaginings, however, never matched the reality of North American 

suburbs. Though suburbs did Iower urban densities and provide more trees and green space, they 

quickly outgrew Howard's ideal population of 30,000. By 1970, American suburban populations 

had reached 74 million, already ouînumbering the central cities' 61 million (Fava 1980, 133). 

Ten years later the gap between them had more than doubled, as the suburban population reached 

105 million, and the central cities trailed at 74 million (Knack 1986,6). 

Howard had proposed that garden cities would also allow for the decentmlization of 

industry, and again, although in North America this did not evolve exactiy as he envisioned, 

suburbs nonetheless were attracting business and industry. Beginning as early as the 1960s, and 

gathering rnornentum in the 1970s, Canadian and American business and industry were joining 

the exodus to the suburbs (Rothblatt and Garr 1986; Fishman 1987; Dyck 1989; Gad 1985; 

Nelson 1986; Relph 199 1). Between 1950 and 1970, three quartes of al1 new manufacturing and 

retail jobs generated in the United States were found in the suburbs, and in the Iess than ten years 

between 1958 and 1967, 338,000 manufacturing, trade and service jobs in the central city ceased 

to exist, while over 443,000 appeared in the suburbs (Fishan 1987,182- 190). 

A number of factors have contriiuted to the dispersion of business and industry to the 

suburbs. Rothblatt and Garr (1986) argue that assembIy line rnanufacturuig necessitated 

horizontal expansion of factones. Lower land costs, combined with high speed interstates, which 

accommodated the more expedient and flexiile trucking industry over trains, made suburbs a 

Iogical locational option for manufacturers. Technology also paved the way for the 



decentralization of 'back office' fimctions - those highly automated corporate interna1 services 

uiat require little face to face contact with either corporate or extemal personnel, and which 

employ a hi& proportion of 'computer' clencal workers (Nelson 1986)- Advances in 

microprocessing and telecommunications in the late 1960s made it feasïble to relocate these 

functions outside the urban core. 

Nelson further argues that as 'white flight' to the suburbs drained the supply of relatively 

educated, sküled, docile female clerical workers out of the urban core, leaWlg a less educated, 

less literate labour market of immigrants and minorities in the central city, corporate back offices 

followed their desired labour markets into the suburbs. This contention is challenged by Kim 

England (1993), whose later interviews with managers of suburban back offices did not 

corroborate Nelson's findings16, and, as will be seen shortly, by Gunther Gad, who identified a 

number of factors, other than the search for captive female labour markets, that may have 

contributed to the decentralization of Toronto back offices. 

SeveraI Canadian scholars have studied the effect of government initiatives on central 

city decentraIization. In the Vancouver lower mainiand, Isabel Dyck discovered that primary 

and secondary industrial activity in Vancouver began decentralizing into the suburbs as early as 

the 1960s. Later, the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) 'Livable Region Plan' was 

conceived to induce fkîher decentralization of business by developing regional town centres, 

and leaving mainly professional and managerial jobs in the downtown core. Relph (199 1) and 

Gad (1986) found similar processes at work ui the Greater Toronto area in metro Toronto's 1976 

'Official Plan', which proposed the creation of outlying office di!dcts to relieve congestion in 

the downtown financial district, 

Like Vancouver, Toronto retains a viirant downtown core, with continued growth in 

both the downtown office district and suburban office complexes. However, Toronto differs 

l6 Only three of the ten personnel managers England inteniewed said demand for spatially 
entrapped wornen had factored into their relocation decisions. Several comrnented that as many 
as eighty percent of their staff had moved to the new offices with them (England 1993,228-229). 



fiom American cities experiencing both downtown and suburban office growth, in the magnitude 

of îts suburban developments- While low to medium height office complexes continue to exist 

in Toronto suburbs, substantial office sub-centres can aIso be found at the extremities of subway 

and light rapid transit lines. These major suburban office developments, which Relph tracked in 

six Toronto suburbs in the 1980s, combine retail, offices, apartments, condominiums, and t o m  

halls in a deliberate attempt to duplicate the vibrancy of their urban downtown counterparts (Gad 

1986; Relph 1991). 

If Toronto is any indication, the decentralization of Canadian businesses may be 

following a different path than their US coimterparts. Gad found that, in Toronto, 

decentralization began with the growth of mmy smali businesses and consumer services geared 

to the needs of their suburban markets, and was followed by the relocation of the sales and head 

offices of manufactirring companies, engineering, architectural and consulting firms. By the 

mid-1980s only tfiree large corporations, al1 in the insurance industry, had begun a partial 

decentralization, primarily of îts female clerical staff. 

Gad predicted there would be a dramatic increase in corporate decentralization as other 

large employers followed suit and began to move al1 or part of their operations to the suburbs. 

As to whether or not large corporations were attracted to the suburbs principally to take 

advantage of a captive female labour pool, Gad is equivocal. He argues that decreasing demand 

for clerical workers, prompted by office automation; huge rent differentials between central city 

financial districts and suburban office complexes beginning in the 1980s; or caps on the 

expansion of transportation networks to the urban downtown core, introduced in the 1976 

'Officia1 Plan', may al1 have contributed to the decentralization of business and the creation of a 

new, polycentric urban form (Gad 1985,347). 

While the motives for decentralization remain complex and unclear, by 1970 suburban 

jobs nonetheless outnwnbered Amencan central city jobs (Fishman 1987), and seventy-two 

percent of the suburban labour force was employed in the suburbs (Fava 1980, 133). 



Decentralkation may therefore be inadvertedy strengthening the link between workplace and 

residence, breaking d o m  the public/private dichotomy that nineteenth century suburbs so 

effectiveIy wedged between women and men, Before this daim can be made, however, the 

economic and social implications of decentrakation must first be considered. h practice, it is 

the hi&-powered upper management jobs and associated hi& Ievel legd, accounting and 

advertising services that are remaining in the central city core, while less powerfùl and 

influentid jobs are dispersed to the suburbs. Thus, while decentralization rnay be increasing 

women's ability to participate in the labour market, perhaps equally likely is the possibility that it 

creates a dramatic spatial segregation by rank, pay and gender (Gad 1986,345). The question 

thus remains whether, even with decentralization, women's participation is on an equal economic 

footing with men. This question is crucial, because economic participation may be one of the 

key ingredients to equal citizenship. 

CONSTRAINTS TO FEMALX ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 

Economic participation and democracy 

Carole Pateman (1970; 1989) has found the link between economic participation and 

participation in the dernomtic welfare state important for several reasons. First, when workers 

participate in the labour market, they are seen to be making a public contriiution. They are also 

in a position to be Ievied by the state, and this in turn is seen to entitle them to the benefits of the 

welfare state (Pateman 1989,192). If an individual is unemployed, however, they a .  no longer 

perceived to be making a contribution and therefore lose their status as an equal citizen (ibid., 

184). 

Empirical research aIso suggests that there is a correlation between a low sense of 

political efficacy, low participation rates and low socio-economic status (SES) (Pateman 1970, 

48). People are more MceIy to participate in politics if they have a greater sense of political 



efficacy, this, in tuni, can be fostered in the workplace. The link between employment and 

political efficacy appears to Iie in the ability to participate in decision-making at one's 

workplace. The greater the control and initiative one is able to exercise over one's job, that is, 

the greater one's sense of efficacy in the workplace, the greater one's sense of political efficacy is 

outside of it, 

A sense of political efficacy can also be acquired by participating in activities in 

cooperation with others, so-called public activities that are intimateIy related to the wider society 

and its economic needs. These may be community activities, especially those in which 

individuals become involved in the collective affairs of others (Pateman 1970,55)- However, 

although this kind of public participation may be found in leisure activîties, such as voluntary 

organizations and politics, these public-oriented leisure activities most often draw individuals 

£iom upper SES groups. For members of lower SES groups, a sense of public participation is 

more likely to be achieved in the workplace. However, those in the lowest status jobs, especially 

in non-supervisory positions, gamer little sense of political efficacy fkom the workplace and 

demonstrate lower participation rates- 

If a key factor to both the perception of citizenship and a seme of persona1 political 

efficacy Iies in economic participation, one way to foster equal access to citizenship would be to 

ensure that women's economic power is equal to men's. Levels of female poverty and women's 

status in the paid iabour force indicate that this cmently is not the case. Sïxty  percent of 

Canada's poor are women, a figure which has remained constant since 1975 (Novac 1995,55), 

and fi%-eight percent of single mothers live in poverty (ibid., 56). In addition, throughout 

western industrïalized nations, women earn only a portion of what men eam (Little 1994). This 

ratio is Zowest in the United States where a women earn, on average, two thirds of what men earn 

(Johnston-Anumonwo l988,U 9). 



Occupational segregation by gender 

One reason for the discrepancy between male and female wages is the existence of a 

gendered occupational segregation which gives men access to a wider v&ety of jobs, especially 

those in the primary or core labour market, These are tfie most lucrative employment 

opportunities, consisting of weU-paying jobs with good working conditions, employment 

stability and mobility, and include union, professional, managerial and some less skilled white 

colla. jobs. Women, on the other hand, are disproportionately concentrated in secondary labour 

market jobs characterized by low wages, poor working conditions and f ige  benefits, as well as 

high labour turnover manson and Pratt 1988; Rutherford and Wekerle 1988; WekerIe and 

Rutherford 1988). In general, these-are the boring, dead-end blue and white collar sector jobs 

that most often employ women, ethnic minorities and migrant workers (Little 1994). 

Occupational segregation by gender occurs both horizontally, limiting the types of jobs 

and industries available to women, and vertically, with women over-represented in the lower 

levels of the labour market (Little 1994, 105). In the United States, for example, 

80 per cent of women's jobs are located in only 20 of the 420 occupations Iisted 
by the Department of Labor. More than half of employed women work in 
occupations that are 75 per cent female, and over 20 per cent work in occupations 
that are 95 per cent female .... The segregation is very stable; in Britain, for 
example, 84 per cent of women worked in occupations dominated by women in 
1971, the same percentage as in 195 1, and in 1902 the figure was 88 per cent 
(Pateman 1989, 19 1). 

These female-dominated occupations include nursing, elementary school teaching and clerical 

work (Hanson and Pratt 1990,377). 

Occupational segregation has been a persistent theme in the Canadian labour market as 

well. In 1980, sixty-two percent of women were employed in three occupational categories: 

clerical, sales, and service, the same categories women have dominated since 190 1 (fkom the 

1984 Royal Commission, cited in Wekerle and Rutherford 1988, 142). In 1996 this number had 

dropped to fifty-one percent, yet women still represent eighty percent of medical, clerical and 

health care workers, and sixty-five percent of teachers (Statistics Canada 1996, B39). Canadian 



women aIso dominate the service industry, especidly in the lowest paying jobs: fifty-seven 

percent of service sector jobs are held by women (ibid,, B39), where a large nurnber are 

employed in retail, food and accommodation, and public administration and finance wekerle 

and Rutherford 1988). The more profitable jobs in the primary industries such as fishing, 

rnining, construction and transportation, on the other hand, remain male-dorninated with women 

representing a mere twenty-one percent of employees (Statistics Canada 1996, B39). 

Supply and demand side qlanations 

Research into employment inequities between wornen and men has tended to focus on 

either labour supply-side explanations which look at the traits of individual workers, or demand- 

side explanations which explore structural factors such as the characteristics of employers or the 

workplace. A demand-side explanation can be found in Nelson's study of the relocation of 

corporate 'back office' operations to the suburbs which, she argued, occurs in order to take 

advantage of a preferred female labour supply (see Nelson 1986). 

On the labour supply-side, some researchers maintain that women may not seek the same 

level of educational or vocationai training as men because women anticipate that their domestic 

roles will be primary (Johnston-Anumonwo 1988). These explanations posit that because 

women assume their labour force involvement will be discontinuous, they avoid occupations that 

require considerable investment in education, on-the-job training, or which will impose wage 

penalties for time spent outside the labour force. Hanson and Pratt's study of the Worcester 

labour force challenges this hypothesis, however, since the majority of incumbents in the female- 

dominated jobs they investigated had higher levels of educational training than the men who held 

jobs in the better compensated male-dominated industries (1 990; 1988; 1986). Neither are these 

explanations supported by Canadian research, where studies indicate that women and men have 

similar education levels: forty percent of men and thirty-eight percent of women have a post- 

secondary certificate or degree, and an additional nine percent of both men and women have at 



least some post-secondary education (Statistics Canada 1996, B 1 1). Hanson and Pratt therefore 

argue that supply-side expIanations provide oniy a partial account for occupational segregation 

and must be exarnined in conjunction with labour demand and recruitment processes in order to 

explain gendered segregation in the workforce. 

Labour supply-side explanations nonetheless remain pertinent to the investigation of 

constraints to mobility. Because women stiIl retain prÏmary responsibility for maintaîning the 

household (Hanson and Pratt 1993), the dispersion of work, home, and commercial sites poses a 

challenge to women's mobility. The effect of this spatial separation on women's ability to fully 

participate in the waged labour force has been the subject of numerous studies. For example, 

feminist researchers are keeniy interested in whether time constraints arising fiom women's 

household responsibilities make women more sensitive to the work-trip distances, causing them 

to seek work closer to home (Hanson and Pratt 1988; 1990). How well the design of the built 

envîronment supports daily life therefore becomes part of a larger issue of how well it 

encourages, or undermines, equality between women and men. 

Environmental fit 

Greta Salem uses the concept of environmental f i t  to descriie the extent to which an 

environment is able to accommodate "the needs, goals, and patterns of social behavior of the 

residmts 'without undue limitations and constraints, especially those which generate social and 

psychological stress"' (fkom Poponoe, cited in Salem 1986, 152). Ln North America, a society in 

which it is assumed men are the primary sources of family income and women, whether they 

work outside the home or not, hold primary responsibiîity for household and child care, the 

urban/suburban spiit is much more able to accommodate the lifestyles of suburban men than 

suburban women. 



A study by Epstein in the 1970s found that subinrban women at every socio-economic 

level, including professionals, suffer employment constraints. Female doctors, lawyers, and 

accomtants, even geographers, who worked full-time most likely lived in the central ciw, while 

those living in suburbs worked part-time or not at dl, unless the suburbs had 'genuine' business 

or commercial centres (cited in Fava 1980, 136)- Studies such as this raise questions as to how 

the dispersion of work and home affects women's opporltunities for employment,l7 and what 

factors in the social, economic and spatial structure of society sideline women fkorn füll 

economic participation. 

Structuation theoly and the comtraints of everydq izye 

One way to approach these questions is to apply the precepts of tirne geography to 

sociologist Anthony Giddens' structuation theory, in order to trace how constraints o c c h g  in 

daily life restrict human behaviour. According to Giddem, social life consists of both the 

structure or social context in which human behaviour occurs, as well as the human agents who 

operate within it. The social structure provides a Çamework for behaviour within a social 

systern, shaping that behaviour by acting to promote some behaviours and to constrain others, 

Nonetheless, humans also have fiee will, or agency, and are not defïned by their social systems 

but can react, even in unconventional ways, as individuaïs within that social structure, Human 

agents therefore sirnuitaneously, and constantly, reshape their social structure as it, in tm, 

shapes their lives (Spain 1992; Wolch and Dear 1988; Rase 1993). 

Limitations to women's economic mobility can tlherefore be examined beginning with 

the most elementd constraints imposed by daily Iife. In this way, the seemingly trivial or 

mundane irritations caused by restrictions to mobility that occur during the course of everyday 

life can be seen to perpetuate women's social position and reinforce the structures that restrict 

17 It also suggests ttiat if business continues to decentmlize, opportunities for women will 
continue to expand. 



women's temporo-spatial mobility. The cumdative effect of these restrictions can be the 

creation of deficiencies within the environment that ultiniately limit a woman's potential or 

rnarketability, and result in a self-reinforcing process that perpetuates women's inequality (cf, 

Wolch and Dear 1988). Investigations into women's daily lives therefore become significant in 

tracing the origïns of their limited physical, and therefore economic, mobility. 

Here, time geography can provide an approach to the study of women's daily lives. 

Initially conceptualized by Torsten Hagerstrand to document the temporo-spatial structuring of 

social life, time geography can be employed to document the routine paths taken by individuals 

and, of specific importance in the study of women's mobility, the constraints they face as they 

fulfill everyday tasks (Rose 1993). For womeq 'capability' and 'coupling' constraints can 

pdcularly complicate their day-to-day mobility. Capabiiity constraints create physical limits to 

movement, and include the inabiliw to be in two places at once, the need to eat and sleep, and the 

me of transportation available. Coupling constraints aclmowledge that people are obligated to 

corne together at certain times and in certain locations to attend, for example, school or work 

(ibid., 22). The effects ofthese constraints are especially apparent when womeri enter the waged 

Iabour force. 

Dual roles and domestic responsibilities 

Throughout the twentieth century, women's labour force participation rate has been 

steadily increasing. In 1890, less than five percent of married women worked outside the home 

in the.United States (Efayden 1981,13). By 1950 the number of dual hcome househoIds had 

risen to 19.6 percent, but almost sixty percent of Amerïcan families still consisted of a full-time 

hornemaker wife and a ml-time wage-eaming husband, By 1980 more than half of the adult 

women under age si--five were in the waged labour force (Mârkusen 198 1,24); by 1990, less 

than twenty-five percent of women were Ml-tirne housewives and nearly thirty-three percent of 

families were dual income (England 1993a, 28). In Canada, 59.3 percent of women with 



families are cmently in the waged labour force and 30.4 percent of these women have children 

under age sixteen- In addition, forty percent of families are dual încome; 14.3 percent of women 

with families are the sole income earners; and only 14.6 percent of women are full-time 

homemakers with full-tirne wage-eaming husbands (Statistics Canada 1996,332iB L 8). 

Despite women's rising participation in waged labour, there bas been little change in the 

houseMd division of labour (Hanson and Pratt 1990; Pickup 1988; Pratt 1990; Saegert 1980). 

Though younger couples appear to be more egalitarian with respect to the sharing of household 

tasks, especially child care (England 1993a), women still reîaïn prïmary responsibility for most 

of the &y-to-day operation of the household, such as managing cooking, cleaning, chiId care, 

laundry and shopping (Hanson and Pratt 1990). For women with children, Isabel Dyck adds to 

this list the 'unseen work of rnothering': driving children to and fiom activities, preparing 

costumes, or helping with badges, and so on (Dyck 1989)- Men, on the other hand, are 

responsible for tasks that occur less fiequently, such as yard care, car care and household repairs 

(Hanson and Pratt 1990,390).1a 

Working women must therefore coordinate multiple daily activities, adding paid work to 

already existing household responsibilities, as well as fiequently combining shopping and 

deIivering children to school and àaycare with their journeys-to-work. As Greta Salem suggests, 

it is easy to underestimate the extra burden this places on women's schedules: 

Time is a fiequently overlooked resource required for the attainrnent of other 
social values, hdividuals who must allocate more time than others to achieve the 
same ends are clearly disadvantaged. The dispersion of facilities, combined with 
the allocation of roles within the family unit, impose bwdensome demands on the 
tirne of working women. Although many of these women have ml-time jobs, 
they retain their domestic obligations as well as their belief that their primary 
cornmitment must be to the home (Salem 1986,155). 

l8 Dolores Hayden suggests that men often avoid their share of household work by feigning 
incornpetence, especially when it cornes to cooking (Hayden 1980, 174). 



The time and energy women expend in performing household tasks, carhg for children, and 

traveling between activities, al1 contribute to the diminishing amount of time and energy 

available for outside activities, 

The journey to work 

One way in which feminist scholars have atternpted to quanti@ the effects of the 

urbadsuburban split and the domestic division of labour on women's occupational segregation, is 

by examining the tirne (or distance) women are willing to travel to work. These 'joumey-to- 

work' studies are prompted in part by statistical evidence that men's salaries increase 

proportionately with the distance traveled to work (Rutherford and Wekerie I988), which 

suggests that restricted physical mobility may directly affect employment opportunities and 

salary expectations. 

Studies of women's joumeys-to-work however have yielded inconcIusive u d  sometimes 

contraclictory results. Some researchers have found that wornen's joumey-to-work is 

'significantly' less than m d s .  For example, Cichocki found women averaged a nine mile 

journey-to-work while men's work trips averaged thirteen miles (1 980); Hanson and Pratt's study 

indicated that women spent 16.5 minutes compared to men's 20.5 minutes mveling to work 

(2988; 1990); and Johnston-Anumonwo found that women îraveled 5.5 miles to men's 7.8 miles 

(2992)- Rutherford and Wekerle looked at five studies conducted between 1977 and 1983, al1 of 

which showed men travel M e r  and spend more lime getting to work than women (Wekerle 

and Rutherford 1988), yet when they conducted their own research in Scarborough, Ontario, they 

found that while wornen worked closer to home than men, they spent more tirne getting there 

(Ruherford and Wekerle 1988). 

To determine the relevance of these fuidings, we mu t  first establish what constitutes a 

'significant' difference in work-trip distance. While the four mile difference in Cichocki's study 



and the 2.3 mile difference in Johnston-Anumonwo study may be statistically signifïcant, how 

much do these diffefences translate to in terms of t h e ?  Would they be the equivalent to Hanson 

and Pratt's four minute ciifference in maleHemale work-trip length? If so, while four minutes 

twlce a &y may be statistically significant on a sixteen or twenty minute work trip, it is really 

only a modest différence when used to gauge the constraints on women's tirne. 

Domestic responsibility hpothesis 

Johnston-Anumonwo looked at women's journeys-to-work from another perspective, 

trying to establish whether domestic responsibilities or the presence or absence of children had a 

greater affect on work-trip distances- In her examination of Baltimore travel patterns, she found 

that marital status had a much greater impact on women's work-trip distance than the presence or 

absence of children, suggesting that the gender division of household labour continues to favour 

men, and that the additional responsi'bilities wornen undertake in managhg a household affect 

their availability for paid employment outside the home (Johnston-Anumonwo 1992). 

Slmilar studies, however, have had mùted results. When England reviewed a number of 

studies of women's work-trip distances undertaken between 1977 and 1992, she found one study 

indicating that married wornen have shorter work-trip lengths than single women, and another 

three in which they had longer work-trip lengths than single wornen- England also looked at the 

effect of children on work-trip distances, finding two studies that showed women with children 

had shorter jomeys-to-work than women with no children, and a finther three shidies in which 

women with children had longer work-trip lengths than women without children (England 

L993b). In her own interviews with suburban Columbus, Ohio women in 1987 and 1988, 

England found that married women traveled slightly Ionger to work than single women. 

From these confiicting data, as well as fiom her own results, England concluded that the 

journey-to-work is part of a much larger tirnefspace budgeting problem. How far women were 

willing to travel to work, and whether or not they were willing to rnove doser to paid 

employment, was tied into a "pre-existing and evolving web of localized relations" (England 



1993b, 237; emphasis in original) which may include the availability of good caild care ancilor 

school systems, competitive mortgage rates, and their partner's journey-to-work It seems likely 

then, that as conscious agents women base employment decisions on a combination of competing 

needs, of which work-trip distance is ody one. 

Transportation options 

Early studies suggested that wornen are also coastrained in their employrnent choices 

because their greater reliance on public transportation restricts access to jobs (Cichocki 1980). 

Whether this continues to hold tnie today, however, is questionable- A 1983 Toronto Transit 

Commission study found that while women fiom the çuburb of Scarborough were more likely 

than men to rely on public transportation to travel to work, these 'transit captives' nonetheless 

accounted for only nineteen percent of the female working (Rutherford and 

Wekerle 1988, 121). The other eighty-one percent of women working outside of the home either 

traveled by private automobile (67.5 percent) or had access to private transportation but for 

reasons of convenience or cost chose to travel by public transportation (14.5 percent). The study 

suggests that the rnajority of women have access to private transportation and may indicate a rise 

in fernale automobile ownership fiom earlier studies. Nevertheless, women who cannot drive, 

who cannot afford to own a car, or who otherwise may not have access to private û-ansportation, 

may be penalized in the range of jobs to which they have access- 

Of the studies which examined the percentage of women in the wage workforce who 

were 'transit captives', that is, who relied on public transportation to travel to work, al1 looked 

solely at women cmently employed in the waged labour force (Hanson and Pratt 1990, 1988; 

Rutherford and Wekerle 1988; Johnston-Anumonwo 1992). If Rutherford and Wekerle's figures 

l9 The same study found 4.2 percent of men were transit captives, making the ratio of female to 
male transit captives 4.5: 1 and sixty-seven percent of transit captives women (Rutherford and 
Wekerle 1988, 121). 



are representative of average transit use in North America, then Iess than twenty percent of 

f e d e  employees are transit captives. Ifwe treat this figure as represenbtive, however, we may 

nui into several problems. First, there is no indication that these figures hold true throughout 

Canada, let alone across the United States, Further studies would therefore have to be 

- undeaaken to determine if this pattern persists across North America. Second, and equally 

important, this study and others only examine cmently employed women. There is no 

indication what percentage of women who are not participatïng in the waged labour force remain 

unemployed because îhey do not have access to paid ernployment, or h d  the time required to 

travel to work, especially if they have to rely on public transportation, prohibitive. 

Marginal gains 

Rutherford and Wekerle found a fûrther complication in interpreting the significance of 

journey-to-work studies: although male workers show a marked increase in salary with distance 

traveled to work women show only a marginal increase20. They suggest that this probably 

reflects the fact that most women are in female-dominated industries, and rates of pay in îhese 

industries Vary little over the metropolitan Toronto area Nonetheless such a kding challenges 

the 'dual role' hypothesis, h t  women have shorter journeys-to-work to accommodate their 

combined domestic and waged work roles. It suggests instead a 'rational' explanation: women do 

not travel as fâr to work as men because they are not compensated for additional b v e l  

(Rutherford and Wekerk 1988). 

20 Shidies indicate that incomes inrxease incrementally as people travel M e r  to work In 
Rutherford and Wekerle's study, for example, women who traveled twenty miles to work average 
$2,000 more per year than women who traveled only one mile. Men, on the other hand, 
averaged $6,500 per more year for an equivalent increase in work-trip distance (Rutherford and 
Wekerle 1988, 124). 



Job search and recruitment 

Hanson and Pratt (1988; 1990) also iovestigated how women and men acquire waged 

employment. In their study of Worcester, Massachusetts, they found that both employers and 

employees reIy heavily on word-of-mouth to fi11 most job vacancies; usually only professional, 

managerial or skilled positions were advertised. Because no studies of women's job networking 

were available, Hanson and Pratt extrapolated fkom studies conducted with men, which indicated 

individuals' job search networks tend to be of the same sex. Whereas women most ofkn find 

p i d  employment through family, fnends and neighbours, men's job networks also include work 

acquaintances. Hanson and Pratt contend that because women are more geographically 

constrained than men, the* employment networks are also geographically constrained. As a 

result, wornen l m  about jobs ffom other women who are employed in occupationally 

segregated jobs close to where they live, and so the cycle of occupational segregation continues. 

WhiIe joumey-to-work studies have been unable to establish the extent to which 

women's domestic and child care responsibilities contriiute to occupational segregation, they 

have raised several key issues. First, women evaluate jobs differently, and have dif5erent 

priorities when choosing a job, than men. For example, women interviewed by Hanson and Pratt 

indicated that they would rank work hours which were compatible with their children's schedules 

second only to good pay when considerhg paid employment (1990,395). Job benefits figured 

third most important to wornen in the paid labour force (it was second in priority for men, d e r  

pay), followed by a host of scheduling requirements, including proximity to home, actual job 

hours, and how well these hous fit into their partuer's work schedule. Balancing domestic 

responsibilities with waged labour schedules therefore figured prominently in women's choice of 

employment outside the home. 

A second issue which influences women's decisions to pursue paid employment may 

arise directiy &om their status in the secondary labour market. Markusen (198 1) proposed that 

given the low wages, the limited range of jobs available to women, and the lack of control over 



working conditions in factory and service sectors jobs, some women may choose to remain 

outside the waged labour force. As homemakers, these women rnay experience a greater variety 

in tasks, and achieve greater levels of expertise than they would working in a de-skilled job in 

the lower ranks of the labour market, Men the option is available, some women may therefore 

find remahing outside the paid labour force preferable to obtaining an unattractive, poorly 

paying job within it (h4arkusen 198 1)- 

Women rnay also choose to accommodate dual roles by engaging in shift work (Little 

1994; Pratt 1990)- Such was the case in twenty-nine percent of the dual incorne earners Hanson 

and Pratt questioned, who worked non-overlapping shifts (Pratt 1990,600). This is not 

necessarily an attractive option for wornen, however, since in the vast majority of couples, it was 

women who worked the night shifts, adding to their levels of stress and having impIications for 

the type of employrnent they would engage in. 

Whether or not women's joumeys-to-work are af6ected by the domestic division of 

labour or child care, and whether or not women work outside the home, they nonetheless carry a 

greater share of domestic responsi3ility than men. In addition, women remain over-represented 

in the secondary labour market, thus adding to the unlikeIihood that they will become politically 

active, for as Pateman argues: 

Women are segregated into certain occupational categones ('women's work') and 
they are concentrated into non-supervisory and low-skilled and low-status jobs. 
It is precisely workers in such jobs that empirical research has shown to be the 
least likely to participate (Pateman 1989,222)- 

Furthemore, if economic participation is one of the de facto prerequisites to full citizenship, and 

equal-access to the paid labour force is one way of achieving economic equality between the 
-. 

sexes, the work of women who choose to raise their children full time continues to be at best 

ignored, at worse, denigrated. 



PSYCHOLOGICAL BARRIERS TO MOBKITY 

Safety 

The prospect (as distinct fkom the redity) of crime introduces an element of 
uncertainty into everyday life such that social relations seem precarious, their 
quality unpredictable, and their utiIity questionable (Smith l984,3 6 1; emphasis 
in original). 

Women also create self-imposed bâmers to mobility in response to the real or perceived 

dangers of the city. For women, especially at night, the civ is transforrned into a maze of 

dangerous spaces, and this perception c m  profoundly affect their use of space (Pain 1991; 

Pawson 1993; Valentine 1989). ALthough women are not alone in their fear - fear of crime is 

one of the top issues affecting the quality of life in the United States21 - women's fear is dif'ferent 

from men's. Both men and women fear theft or robbery, but to this women add the fear of male 

violence, in particular, of sexual violence.22 For women, even those who have not experienced 

violence, fear of assault c m  have a major impact on their lifestyles. 

The prevalence of women's fear of violence and the potential effects on their spatial 

mobility are staggering. Fi@ percent of Canadian women report that they do not feel safe 

wallang alone in their own neighbourhood after dark (Whîtzman 1995,9 1); a Seattle study found 

seven times as many women as men do not go out done at night; and percent of inner ciiy 

women in a British crime survey repûrted that not only did they fear going out alone on foot at 

night, they actively avoid it (Pain 199 1,420). 

21 Information was obtained from a 1989 Gallup poll (Nasar and Fisher 1993, 187). 

22 Valentine (1989), Pain (1991), and Pawson (1993) al1 maintain that the fear of sexual 
violence adds a marked, qualitative diEFerence to women's fear. 1 question how many women 
consciously name their fear as fhat of sexual assault, as opposed to a generalized fear of male 
violence. My fear, and 1 expect that of many women, arises fiom the knowledge that 1 wouId be 
ill-equipped to fight off most male attackers, so when 1 feel 1 am in a vulnerable position, rny 
fear is of any (unspecified) 'attack'. In this section, unless otherwise specified, 1 therefore 
include fear of both physical and semial assault when referring to women's fear of violence. 



Though dficult to quantiS., these fears are not unfounded. We can only speculate as to 

the actual number of sexual assaults against women as the vast majority of cases are likely not 

reported- A 1980 study in Britain, for example, estimated as few as ten percent of rapes are 

reported to police, and found four times as many sexual assaults were reported to the Rape Crisis 

Centre than to the police (Pain 1991,419). More recently, Statistics Canada reported in 1993 

that fifty percent of Canadian women have experienced some fom of physical or sexual 

violence23 since age sixteen, but only fourteen percent of these incidents were reported to the 

police (Whîîzman 1995, 91). 

Gill Valentine suggests that fear of sexual violence is learned fiom an early age, often 

beginning in the home, where "girls are socialised into a restricted use of public space through 

observing both their parents' differential fears for them and the control of the spatial range of 

their activities in relation to boys" (Valentine 1989,386). For adults and young addts, the media 

becomes a major source of Somation about violence against women. However, because media 

in general disproportionately focus on violent crimes against ïndividuals, the news tends to give 

the illusion that violent assaults are more prevalent than they actually are. The media are also 

more likely to report attacks by h o w n  assailants, especially when they occur in isolated 

public spaces, despite the fact that assaultç against women are most often committed by sorneone 

they know (Valentine 1989; Pain 1991). Hence, women's fear of attack becomes synonymous 

with a fear of public spaces (Valenthe 1989). 

Rachel Pain proposes that women also leam about the potential for sexual violence 

through their own experience of sexual harassment, which she defines as "unwanted intrusive 

acts perpetrated by men against women, including staring, touching, and comments or actions of 

a sexual nature" (Pain 199 1,4î  1). While the relationship between sexual harassment and fear of 

sexual violence may appear to be overstated, as Pain contends: 

[allthough sexual violence mainly takes place in private space, the cornmon 
occurrence of sexual harassment inpublic space acts to rernind women of sexual 

---- - 

23 Note: Whitzman does not speciS what constitutes physical or sexual violence. 



danger. In other words, sexual harassment evokes fear of more severe sexual 
attack through routinely creating a state of insecurity and unease among women 
(Pain 1991,421; emphasis in original). 

Most wornen will have some experience of sexual harassment in the5 lifetime. Unlike 

men, women fkequently find their persona1 space invaded by what ranges fiom the seemingly 

benign, such as whistles or comments, to actual physical assault by h o w n  men in public 

spaces (Valentine 1989,386). The number of women affected by such harassment is significant. 

An Edinburgh study found m- three  percent of sixteen to thhty year old women surveyed had 

had a t  Ieast one "worrying or fiightening experience" that year (Pain 1991,421); another British 

study found that during their lifetime, seventy-five percent of women under age sixty-five had at 

least one fiightening experience, which ranged fkom verbal harassrnent or whistling to flashing 

or physical assault (Valentine l992,2S), 

The cumuiative effect of an unwanted touch - perhaps fiom a stranger, perhaps not - the 

occasional semai comments or suggestive looks, the wamings £tom family and &ends, and the 

media reports of physical or se& violence, is that many women, if not outright fearful, are 

often suspicious or cautious of male strangers, especidly in situations where male behaviour 

may na t  be regulated. Women's fear is most ofken experienced in isoIated public spaces, 

especially at night, and women respond by rnodifjring their behaviour in a number of ways. One 

strategy women employ is to look for cues in the environment which signal potential danger. 

Women make judgments about the safety of their smoundings based on the design of the 

environment and the time of day. 

A L982 sîudy of sixty-five Seattle rapes whicli occurred in public places found a number 

of commonalties between the sites of the assaults (Wliitzman 1995, 93). The same design 

features which were identified in the Seattle çtudy were identified by women in Canadian and 

British studies as features which caused them fear or uneasiness. These included locations where 

a potential attacker might be able to conceal himself, where visibility was blocked or limited, 

where the possi%ility of escape was blocked, or where any combination of these features 



occuned (cf, Nasar and Fisher 1993). Mer dark, for example, places with poor lighting or 

signage, or with 'blind' corners can appm threatening, as well as any place where a woman c m  

be isolated, away fiom the potential intervention of others, such as parks, parking lots, or multi- 

storey car parks and their isolated stair wells and elevators (Valentine 1989; Nasar and Fisher 

1993)- 

Women also look for cues in the environment which suggest that crime is permitted or 

possible. These cues may come from 'social incivilities', that is, behaviour which connotes 

disorder or potential victimization, such as pubIic drunkenness, or the presence of people which 

appear tfireatenùig such as drug addicts, prostitutes, gangs of youths, or homeless people. 

'Physical incivilities' can dso convey messages about social conditions, especially when the 

environment is run-down and poorly maintained. These cues may inchde gra£fiti, litîer, vacant 

lots, abandoned buildings, vandalism, and dilapidation, al1 of which Indicate that behaviour is 

unregulated and potentially dangerous (Nasar and Fisher 1993 ; Valentine 1989; Pain 199 1; 

Whitzman 1995). 

Women respond to threatening environments in several ways. In places which they 

perceive as dangerou, women are constantly on alert for aberrant behaviour and areas of 

reduced visi"t>ility which rnay conceal a potential attacker (VaIentine 19 89). Women also take 

precautionary measures to avoid areas which are perceived as dangerous. As Valentine reminds 

us, many of our taken-for-granted choices about routes and destinations are part of ongoing 

coping strategies women employ to feel safe (1 989-3 85). These strategies are so much a part of 

wornen's daily lives that they are rendered virtually invisible, It is only when asked directly 

about these precautions that the extent of women's behavioural adaptations reappear- When this 

question was posed to sixteen to twenty-four year old women in Britain, ninety percent of 

respondents indicated that they habitually take precautions which range from avoiding certain 

sîreets to not going out at al1 (Whitnian 1995,91). 



The effects of violence, and the media reporthg of violence, extend beyond the 

population of victims to influence the spatial patterns of most, if not all, women. Fear of 

violence causes women to significantly limit their movements and c m  even affect their social 

and econornic activities. For example, forty percent of women questioned in a 1985 study 

conceded that fear affected their social life, and twenty percent felt that fear restricted the jobs 

available to thern (Pain 1991,425). Fear of violence exacts a cost to wornen in terms of t h e ,  

energy and lifestyle choices. As Pain contends: 

the threat of crime, by creating a constant state of apprehension ... and by leading 
to the self-imposition of behavioural restrictions ...hi& women's opportmities to 
be active participants in public life (Pain 1 99 1,425). 

Spaces of Representation 

An additional, if subtle, psychological barrier to women's political participation and 

sense of citizenship rnay lie in their lack of forma1 representation in urban public ~ ~ a c e . 2 ~  Public 

monuments and historical preservation sites are created to officially commemorate the lives and 

activities of people who are recognized by a community as histoncally significant, whether at a 

local, regional or national level. Yet a survey of these sites of forma1 public remembrance would 

reveal that women, as well as members of ethnic cornmunities, people of colour, the working 

class, and lesbian and gay men, are virtually absent- 

In Los Angeles, for example, where nearly sixty percent of the population are Latino, 

m c a n  Arnerican or Asian Arnerican, and half the population are wornen, 97.5 percent of 

officid landmarks commemorate hg10  history, and only four percent acknowledge the 

achievements of women, including Anglo women (Hayden 1994,467). Gai1 Dubrow found 

simila. absences in her study of historical preservation sites: ody two percent of American 

24 By urban public spaces, 1 include urban spaces to which any member of the public will 
generaf ly have access, whether or not there is an admission fee. These spaces may hclude 
public parks and squares, streets, preservation sites, etc. 



national historical landmarks commemorate women's achievements; and in five major US cities, 

Miami had the highest number of histoncal sites representing women's history (eight percent), 

while Boston had none, and the n o m  for other cities was closer to three percent @ubrow 1994, 

8-9). In addition, although public monuments of men usuaily recognize living or historical 

military and political leaders, national and local heroes or captains of uidustry, when women 

appear in statues they most ofien depict mythical or allegorical figures (Johnson 1995; Monk 

1992). Thus, it is no surprise that while the historical contriiutions of actual men are celebrated, 

one of the most famous female figures in Stone is the Statue of Liberty. 

It is difficult to gauge the importance of historical sites and public monuments to 

cornmunities and their members. How ofkm do people pass by a historic monument and really 

notice it, or even sit an eat their lunch underneath one without later being able to name the 

historical figure or the event it memorializes? Yet, even if public monuments c m  so easily 

disappear into the backdmp of daily life the absence of women and minority groups fkom such 

public comrnemoration may be important for several reasons. 

Monuments are designed to pay public triiute to individuals and events, to be a source of 

inspiration and to demonstrate the respect of a community, and as such represent of the values of 

that community at the t h e  of their creation. When rnembers of a communily do not find 

themselves publicly commemorated, the underlying message is that the social group to which 

they belong is not as valued and that they do not play a role significant or consequential enough 

in that community to warrant its respect. In the same way, when historical sites preserve 

examples of architectural excellence, they commemorate the homes, clubs, and business sites of 

the most affluent, but over1ook the social and econornic struggles of the majority of ordinary 

citizens (Hayden 1994,446-7). 

Just as attempts are being made to recover women in art, literature, and history, and to 

fZnd powerful female role models in business, labour and political life, so too an increasing 

number of feminist scholars and community planners are endeavouring to re-instate women, as 



well as other minority communities, into the commemorative landscape of the city. One such 

undertaking, the Power of Place project in Los Angeles, is responsible for projects that 

cornmernorate the lives of women and members of minority groups. One of the first projects 

saw the installation of an eighty-one foot commemorative wdl chronicling the life of Biddy 

Mason, a fonner slave who became the city's most famous midwife. Another project won the 

designation of the Embassy Theatre as a cultural-historic landmark The faciliq had been the 

historic gathering site for labour unions and community organizations, including Russian Jewish 

and Latina garment workers (Hayden 1994). On the other side of the continent, the Women's 

Rights National Historical Park in Seneca Falls, N e w  York was established in 1980 to mark the 

site of the 1848 convention that launched the women's rights movement (Dubrow 1994,7), 

As Johnson (1995) reminds us, public monuments can serve as the loci for collective 

participation in politics and public life, most obviously in ceremonies such as those held at 

cenotaphs on Remembrance Day. But they also serve as a subtle reminder of who the important 

contributors to a community are. Attempts to estabiish monuments and historical preservation 

sites which honor women's contriiutions, and the contnibutions of members of other socially, 

politically, and economically marginalized groups, stem fiom the desire to foster a more 

democratic and inclusive approach to preservation planning, and to renew pride in the family and 

the iraditions of a al1 members of a community (Dubrow 1994; Hayden 1994). As Hayden 

suggests, recognizing women's contriiutions helps women to see themselves as strong and wise 

people (1994,484), and to remind wornen they are valued citizens whose presence matters, 

CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the static nature of the built environment, there has been increasing dispersion of 

business and industry to the suburbs. Nonetheless, while decentralization has re-inîegrated the 

public and privates spheres to some extent, bringing jobs to the suburbs and challenging the 

dichotomous separation of male and female roles that characterized first half of the twentieth 



century, women remain unequally distributed in the core labour market, and over-represented in 

the secondary. In addition, as Gad (1985) points out, the most p o w d  positions in the labour 

market remain in the central city, creating the potential for a new spatial segregation by rank and 

pay, as well as gender. Decentralization has also brought shopping, recreation and services 

closer to suburban women, reducing the distance they m u t  travel, ofien with children, to 

accomplish daily tasks, Because of their low density, however, suburbs remain resistant to the 

benefits of mass transportation, thereby penalizing suburban women who must rely on public 

transportation for their excursions outside the home, 

Gentrification is also challenging the propensity to separate home and work As 

Markusen observes, gentrification has resulted in large part fiom the breakdown of the 

patriarchal household (198 1, 32). Gays, singles, and professional couples with jobs in the central 

business districts are inmeasingly attracted to central city residences. From here they can 

minimize their joumeys-to-work and take advantage of conveniently Iocated retail, recreational 

and service institutions. However, a s  Fishman (1987) notes, gentrification is a relatively minor 

phenomenon when examined in the context of the continued size and scope of the suburbs. 

As women's labour force participation levels have increased, there has also been a 

corresponding increase in market-produced 'instant' dhe r s ,  ranghg f?om fiozen dinners, ready- 

to-eat meals, and pre-cut and packaged foods, to delis, bistros and fast food outlets where entire 

meals can be assembled to eat in or take home. S e ~ c e  institutions and retail stores have also 

extended their hours, making it possible in many areas to shop for grocenes any tirne of the day 

or ni&; to shop for other household items after work or on Szturday or Sunday; even to find a 

doctor or dentist, or other professionals, available on evenings and weekends. 

In addition, t h e  is some evidence of changes to the division of domestic labour. 

Although women stili retain primary responsibility for the household (Hanson and Pratt 1990), 

younger couples are beginning to lead the way to a more egalitarian division of domestic labour, 

especially child care (England 1993a). However, as Kathy, a thirty-eight year old working 



mother, dernonstrates, this sometimes requires a conscious reassessment of deeply ingrained 

attitudes towards the roles of women and men in the household: 

1 was doing everything, 1 thought that 1 should be 'Supermom.' 1 didn't realize 
that 1 had the right to ask m y  huband it's t h e  for you to take the kids out, do 
the dishes, and so on. Then five years ago 1 decided 1 couldn't handle it 
anymore. The kids always called me, and 1 was the one taking time off for their 
doctor's appointments. As I've moved up the ladder, 1 can't take time off. 1 was 
the one doing d l  the cleaning while they were out, If 1 was lucky 1 had a couple 
of hours on Sunday evenings. Now he does more than half. We got counseling, 
because 1 said if this is what marriage is about then I've had enough. We 
decided we didn't want to break rrp the mm-age, so we got counseling and got it 
al1 ïroned out. He's stuck to his bargain and I've stuck to mine. Whoever gets 
home first starts dinner. Whoever is in the basement puts a load of laundry in. 
Itk no longer 'mom's job' (cited in England 1993% 38). 

With more and more women combinuig waged labour with existing domestic 

responsibilities, renegotiations of the division of labour within the household are inevitable. 

Perhaps, as Markusen predicted in 1981, as men assume their share of responsibility for 

housework and child care, they will begin realize just how inefficient current household 

production and urban structures really are (198 1,3 1). Maybe then we will begin to experience 

significant changes in both household structure and urban forrn that will facilitate women's ease 

of mobility. 

Over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries women have made dramatic 

strides in economîc, social and political access. As cities grew and populations mushroomed, so 

too did women's urban mobility. Female political participation, fiom parades to public oration, 

blossomed in the nineteenth century, especially with the coming of the sufktgists. By the end of 

the twentieth cenhrry, women have now entered political office and hold jobs in almost every 

labour category. The progress women have made over the past two centuries is nothing short of 

phenomenal. 

For al1 this progress, however, women have not yet reached male levels of representation 

in business and industry (Hanson and Pratt 1988; Rutherford and Wekerle 1988; Wekerle and 



Rutherford 1988). And, in political office, the participation rate of women is even more 

disheartening, In the US federal legislature, o d y  10-8 percent of seats in the Lower Houe and 

six percent in the Upper House are held by women {INelson and Carver 2994,737)- After the 

1988 elections, three out of fi* governors were women, two out of one hundred senators, and 

twenty-six out of 435 congressional representatives (Spain 1992,224). In Canada the numbers 

are only slightly betterr women hold 13.2 percent of seats in the Lower House, and 12.5 percent 

of the Upper House (Bashevkin 1994, 142). 

If we assume that (contrary to the nineteenth century 'different but equal' hypothesis) 

women and men have equal mental capacity, the question becomes why women have not yet 

reached male levels of participation. Xn thïs chapter 1 have offered a partiaI expianation. 

Women's role as the prhary persons responsïble for the coordination, and execution, of 

domestic labour, in conjunction with the Iayout of the built environment which creates obstacles 

to women's mobility and exacerbates existing time c o n s ~ t s ,  has restricted their fiil1 and 

focused participation in both the private and public reaims. h the next chapter, I look at 

women's experiences with the democratic system of government. 



CHAPTEEL 3: 

WOMEN, CITIZENSHIP AND DEMOCRACY 

INTRODUCTION 

1 have proposed that women's access to the rights and obligations of citizenship is 

compromised by their restricted access to the public sphere. In Chapter 2, I  explored how the 

physicd structure of the city has affected womenrs mobility and, as a consequence, their ability 

to participate in the public sphere. In order to establish whether women's restricted access to the 

public sphere affects their status as citizens, the concept of citizenship and how it may be 

exercised by members of society must first be examined. In this chapter, 1 therefore explore 

women's relationship to citizenship. First 1 look at the notion of citizenship, and its associated 

rights and obligations. This, however, is not as straightforward as it may first appear, because 

the notion of citizenship is a highly contested one. 

Marshall's highly inauential thesis on the civil, political, and social rights of citizenship 

forms the point of departure in m y  analysis of women's access to citizenship. Despite the 

prominence of Marshall's theory, his focus on citizenship rights, to exclusion of any notion of 

obligations, has recently prompted fierce cnticism fiom the politicd Right- Mindful of these 

critiques, 1 have broadened my inquiry to include women's access to both the rights and 

obligations of citizenship, paying particular attention to sociaI and political rights, as these are 

the ones most closely smtinized in contemporary discussions of citizenship. 

The social rights of citizenship form the basis of the democratic welfare state, and the 

social obligations prornote responsible citizenship through economic self-reliance, charity and 

volunteerism. Women's relationship to these rights and responsïbilities comprise the first 

element of my analysis. 



Next 1 examine the political nghts and obligations of citizenship, paying particuiar 

attention to the concept of democracy because these political rights and responsibilities are 

inextricably linked to the system of govername in which they are located. To unravel the 

complex relationship between democracy and citizenship requires a carefiil study of the goals of 

democratic govemment. As with citizenship however this is no easy task because the concept of 

dernocracy is nebulous, resistant to any one definition, and constantly undergoing change. 

To best accomplish my analysis, 1 have chosen to review theones of democratic theory 

and 'women's place' within it. 1 propose that women have historicaliy had a tenuous relationship 

with the democratic process and this lies at the root of some of the continuing baniers to 

women's fidl political participation, Expectations about women's capabilities and capacities, 

which had provided the rationale for their prolonged exclusion fiom the political arena, still 

resonate to a disturbing degree in contemporary society. A gendered approach to dernocracy 

m u t  therefore acknowledge the disparity of opportmities between women and men, and where 

necessary, compensate for these to provide women with greater access. 

The routes to democratic participation lie prirnarily in formal political participation 

through voting or holding public office, or informai participation in the public sphere. As a final 

element in my study of women's access to citizenship, 1 look at barriers to women's formal 

political participation, reserving for my final chapter, a study of their access to informal 

participation in the mediated public sphere. 

Definhg citizenship 

No single concept can desm-be either a Miversal notion of citizenship or what it rneans 

to be a citizen of a particular nation- A broad definition of citizenship may touch upon the 

collective entitlenients and obligations of mernbers of a comunity, such as a nation-state 

(KofÏnan 1995, 122). Some theories focus on the nghts and entitlements of citizenship, while 



others ùiclude the role of active involvement in the affairs of a community (Vogel 1991,59). 

Bryan Turner notes that citizenship also encompasses a "set of juridical, political, economic and 

cultural practices that define a person as a competent member of a cornmunity" (Turner 1993,2). 

Perhaps the definitive twentieth centuy notion of citizenship, however, was laid out by 

TH. Marshall in 1949 in his now classic treatise, Citizenship and Social CIass.l Marshall's 

thesis empbasized the rights of citizenship, focusing on passive entitlements rather than 

obligations for active political involvement. He identified three basic entitlements of citizenship 

as civil, political, and social rights, and maintained that these rights, which had evolved over 

three centuries, were necessary to ensure the full and equal treatment of al1 members of society. 

He began his discussion with a summary of these three aspects of ciîizenship as he perceived 

The civil element is composed of the nghts necessary for individual fkeedom - 
liberty of the person, fieedom of speech, thought and f a i t .  the right to own 
property and to conclude valid contracts, and the right to justice. The last is of a 
different order fkom the others, because it is the right to defend and assert al1 one's 
rights on terms of equality with others and by due process of law. This shows us 
that the institutions most duectly associated with civil rights are the courts of 
justice. By the political element 1 mean the nght to participate in the exercise of 
political power, as a member of a body invested with poiitical authority or as an 
elector of the members of such as body. The corresponding institutions are 
parliament and councils of local govemxnent. By the social element 1 mean the 
whole range fiom the nght to a rnodicum of economic welfâre and security to the 
nght to share to the full in the social haitage and to live the life of a civilised being 
according to the standards prevailing in the society. The institutions most closely 
connected with it are the educational systems and the social services (Marshall 
1992, 8). 

Civil rights, the f i s t  to be established, were secured in the eighteenth century, followed 

by political rights in the nineteenth with the realization of universal (male) suffrage. The 

attauiment of social rights in the twentieth cmtury represented, for Marshall, the final stage in 

the evolution of citizenship rights. 

MarshaIl would later expand this thesis in Sociology at the Crossroads (1963, London: 
Heinemann Educational Books); Social Policy in the Twentierh Century (1965, London: 
Hutchinson); and The Right to Welfare and Other Essays (198 1, London: Heinemann 
Educational Books). 



Marshall viewed social rights as a critical aspect of citizenship because despite the 

f o n d  political equality achieved with the h c h i s e ,  extensive social and economic inequalities 

persisted in society. To address this contradiction, Marshall reasoned that citizexlship should be 

extended to include a set of rights that would enable al1 eligible individuals to participate fdly in 

the social, economic and political Iife of a society, and thus "to Iive the life of a civilised being 

according to the standards prevailing in the society" (Marshall 1992, 8). 

The social nghts of citizenship therefore existed, for Marshall, to counter the effects of 

social and economic inequalities that exist in a capitalist society- Incorporated to offset the 

inequalities created by class differences, they may potentially mitigate the effects of any sources 

of discrimination, whether based on race, ethnicity, gender or any other mark of 'différence'. 

Critiques of MarshaII 

Whiie his descriptiion of citizenship as a series of nghts has become a benchmark for 

subsequent examinations of, and challenges to, contemporary notions of citizenship (cf. Kofman 

1995; Kofinan and Peake 1995; Kymlicka and Norman 1994; Lister 1990; Turner 1993; Tumer 

1990; Vogel 1991; Walby 1994), Marshall is not without his critics- Some reject his 

evolutionary notion of the acquisition of citizenship, charging that it both suggests an 

inevitability in the development of social rights and, especially in the case of women, that is 

histoncally inaccurate (Turner 1993,6)- His theory is also crïticized for its ethnocentrism, as he 

assumed the British experïence universal when, in fact, it is historically and comparatively 

inaccurate for other societies (Turner 1990, 193; Kofinan 1995, 125). 

Others, Iike Kofinan, contend that Marshall's view of citizenship was too optimistic 

given the curent massive erosion of social rights that has accompanied the onset of globalkation 



(Kofman 2995, 125). hdeed, while most people still identifL citizenship with the notion of 

rights (for example as social Rghts in Britain and civil rights in the United States), in recent years 

the concept of citizenship-as-rights has corne under increasing attack (Kydicka and Norman 

1994,355). 

After a nearly thirty year boom in post-war growth, an economic dow~turn in the mid- 

1970s and 1980s spurred the growth of the politically conservative right, who author some of the 

most fiequent contemporary challenges to the citizenship-as-rights thesis (Parry 199 1, 188). 

From Thatcherïsm in Britain to Reaganism in the United States, the New Right mounted a 

sustained atîack on the welfare state, chdenging its fimdamental objectives and values. The 

welfhre state was accused of promoting passivity without improving the Iife chances of the 

unemployed (Kymlicka and Norman 1994,355) and many western governments, operaîing under 

mushrooming national deficits, began to roll back the social welfare gains of preceding decades, 

citing efforts to stabilize national economies. 

In disrnantling the welfare state, the New Right sought to replace citizenship as a 

language-of-rïghts with citizenship as a language-of-obligations, rewriting the "passive' 

citizenship of nghts and entitiements to an 'active' citizenship of economic self-reliance, political 

participation and civility, Increasingly, active citizenshïp, and the idea that the nghts of 

citizenship should be enjoyed only in r e m  for fülfilling of certain individual obligations, was 

championed, The entitlernents of citizenship were to be supplemented, or even replaced, by the 

active exercise of civic responsMities, as in the case in American workfare programs where 

labour in low paid, often dirty jobs, became a condition for the receipt of welfare bene& (Smith 

1995; Kymlicka and Norman 1994,355; Lister 1993,S). 

The rhetoric of the obligations of citizenship, argues Keams, replaces a collectivist 

approach with an individudistic approach to the provision of welfare (Kearns 1995, 157). In 

rolling back taxes, the New Right reduced public provisioning, appealing to citizens to make up 

for loss of public services either through volunteerism or by donating to charity. To fûlfill their 



civic obligations, active citizens may volunteer in the cornmtmity, in the management of 

collectively enjoyed services, or on a personal level by keeping d e ,  fit, and well (Smith 1995, 

192). 

Feminist critiques of citizenshrjl 

Feminist critiques of contemporary notions of citizenship focus rnainly on women's 

relationships with the social and political aspects of citizenship* As noted above, some of the 

central obligations of citizenship identified by the New Right are economic self-reliance, 

political participation, volunteerism and charity (Kymlicka and Norman 1994; Smith 1995; 

Lister 2990). Yet women's relationçhips with each of these obligations can vary significantly 

from men's. In what foUows, I look at how unequal access to paid ernployrnent colours women's 

access to the social rights and obligations of citizenship. 1 then explore women's relationships 

with the political rights and obligations of citizenship. 

WOMEN'S ACCESS TO THE SOCIAL RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF 

Marshall descriied the social r ights  of citizenship as those which ensure a "modicum of 

economic welfare and social security" and "the right to live the life of a civilised being according 

to the standards prevailing in the society" (Walby 1994,380). To achieve this level of economic 

welfare, citizens must be guaranteed both an education, to prepare them for the labour market, 

and social security for when they were unable to work, whether as a result of unemployment, 

illness, or retirement 

Perhaps there are feminist critiques of the civil rights of citizenship, for example, women's 
lower economic status may afford them differential access to legal representation. Such 
concerns, if they exist, are not found in the general literature on women and citizenship therefore 
in this papa 1 have restricted my discussion to women's access to the social and political rïghts 
of citizenship. 



Access to the socid rights of citizenship forms the basis of the welfare state and relies on 

several assuniptions. Firsf the welfare state is founded on the notion that members of society are 

entitied to a minimum level of existence and are therefore simultaneously independent 

individuals and members of a Iarger community: 

The welfare state has been fought for and supported by the labour movement and the 
women's movement because ody public or collective provision can maintain a proper 
standard of living and the means for meanhgfûl social participation for al1 citizens in a 
democracy. The implication of this claim is that democratic citizens are both autonornous 
and interdependent; they are autonomous in that each enjoys the means to be an active 
citizen, but they a .  interdependent in that the welfare of each is the collective responsibility 
of al1 citizens (Pateman 1989,203). 

A second assumption is that workerç earn fidl access to pensions, social security, 

unemployment benefits and because to the 

social welfare system when they are working (Walby 1994,386). This in tum relies on a final 

assumption: in order to contriiùte to the welfare state citizens m u t  have access to, and be able to 

participate in, the paid labour force. 

It is because of this emphasis on the necessity to finance the welfare state that Paternan 

can argue employment has replaced military service as the key to citizenship (Pateman 1989, 

187). It is here, however, that feminist critiques of citizenship are also the most resonant 

because, as 1 discussed in Chapter 2, women and men enter the labour market under significantly 

different conditions, 

Wornen, citizenship and the paid labour force 

The persistent association of women with the private sphere, and men with the public, 

helps to perpetuate the fidl or partial economic dependency of women upon men. Despite 

women's increasing levels of labour force participation, many people still consider women the 

primaxy persons responsible to household management and child care (Nanson and Pratt 1990) 

and men the prirnary 'breadwinner'. The assumption tfiat wornen's prùnary responsibility lies in 



the home has fed the expectation that their economic contributions are marginal, supplernental to 

the male family wage, and contriiutes to the occupational segregation of labour by gender (see 

Chapter 2 - Occupational segregation by gender, supply and demand side explanations). Such 

beliefs affect women's career patterns by making their Iabour force participation more 

discontinuous and fiagrnented than men's. 

Unlike women, most men are not responsiile for the physical care of chiidren or 

household management, are domesticaIly serviced by women, and are therefore fiee to pursue 

fiill-time paid employment- Most women, on the other hand, can expect to be excluded fkom 

paid employment at some stage, ofien later to struggle with the triple burden of child care (and 

caring for elderly or innrm family members), domestic labour and paid employment (Lister 

1993,4). 

Because their roles as primary carers in the family o h  intemtpt paid ernployment or 

are undertaken at the expense of more lucrative careers in the paid labour force, women's eaming 

potential tends to be lower than men's. Women's incomes aIso tend to be significantly less than 

men's due to the occupational segregation of labour. In a social security system in which 

entitlement is based on contributions, however, the link between the marketplace and social 

rights is long-term. Benefits such as pensions are based on employment history and are therefore 

correspondingly smaller for women, whose employment may be discontinuous, leaving rnany 

women to face poverty in old age (Listg 1993, 8). In addition, women are not equal contributors 

to the financial upkeep of the social welfare system. 

PnVate vs. public dependency 

Private economic dependency cm significantly shape womds  relationship to 

citizenship. Once married, women often lack control over how resources enter the household, 

and how they are allocated and consumed within it. Economic dependence on a partuer, who 



may arbitrarily decide how his income is spent, can affect power relationships within the family. 

In addition, when measuring incorne the social security system confiates woxnen with men in a 

single unit called 'the family', obscuring the degree of poverty women and children face when the 

male does not share his income faïrly. Women, who often have no enforceable rights to their 

partners' income, are then deemed ineligiile to receive benefits if the 'family' incorne appears 

sufficient (Lister 1990,450). As Phillips notes: 

m h  en... men presume the authorïty to take major decisions because they bring 
in the money on which the household survives, there are strong resonances of 
what is a classic argument for democracy. Incorne and wealth should be entirely 
irrelevant; each individual should have an equal voice (fhillips 199 1, 1 10). 

Economic dependency can also mate a sense of obligation towards the economic 

provider and how the money is spent. As Lister argues, "the lack of security, rights and 

autonomy involved in a personal relationship of econornic dependency and the sense of 

defaence it can create are corrosive of any notion of citizenship rights" (1993,6). Iri a social 

system where citizenship is linked to paid employment, the economic dependence of women on 

their male partners persistently undermines their access to citizenship. 

The welfare state is based on the premise that everyone contributes and everyone 

benefits (Lister 1990,459), and thus paid employment is recognized as the 'legitimate' entry 

point into the social welfare system- When women contribute their time to raise families, care 

for the sick and elderly, and maintain a household, but do not conbfbute financially to the system 

through waged labour, the pressing question of women's entitiement to social benefits is raised: 

1s being a carer compatible with being a full citizen? Xfnot, then what shouid change? 
Should women only be entitled to citizenship ifthey behave like men and have lifetirne 
comrnitment to paid employment? And if so, what are the implications for those who need 
caring? Or should the rules of the welfare system be changed so that paid employment is 
not the only or main route to access to decent support in old age? (Walby 1994,386). 

Walby's concerns echo what Pateman has dubbed Wollstonecraft's dilemma'. In the 

nineteenth century, feminist Mary Wollstonecraft argued that women's work as mothers, just as 

their husbands' paid work, is central to their citizenship. The dilemma for citizenship is whether 

women should be granted citizenship in a gender neutral manner, with the same expectations and 



requirements as men, or whether women's different societd role entifles them to express their 

citizenship differently than men (F'ateman 1989, 196-197). 

William Beveridge, 'father' of the contemporary British welfare state, was one of the fist 

politicians to address the effect of women's economic dependence on their statu as citizens. In 

1942, The Beveridge Report officidy recognized the value of women's unpaid work, stating that 

"the great majority of rnasried women m u t  be regarded as occupied in work which is vital 

though unpaid, without which their husbands could not do their paid work and without which the 

nation could not continue" (Beveridge 1942,49). With the introduction of family allowances, 

wornen were given important recognition as independent members of the state (Pateman 1989, 

199), but were only marginaUy alleviated fkom their economic dependence on men. 

Nevertheless, the glarhg contradiction remains: as long as economic independence is 

one of the main critena for citizenship, because of the operation of the socio-economic system 

countless women remain virtually cut off fiom access to full citïzençhip. As Right wing 

govemments reduce fimding to the welfare state and the elderly, the disabled, and the sick 

increasingly rely on their families for home care, this responsibility falls more and more upon 

women, once again reducing their access to waged labour. 

Charïty and volunteerkm 

Women's relationship to the labour market also affects the other social obligations of 

citizenship idenîifïed by the Right: donating to charïty, and voIunteerism. While the Right 

lobbies for reduced taxes and the voluntary contri'bution of tax breaks to charity, women, who 

earn less than men, are in less of a position to benefit fiom these tax breaks, and therefore to pass 

these breaks on through charitable donations. In addition, only unpaid work performed in the 



public sector is recognized as 'volunteer work', rendering the unpaid work of millions of women 

who care for aging parents and ailing family members invisfile (Lister 1990,455; Kearns 1995; 

Walby 1994,386). Thus, despite the rmtold hours women spend caring for others, they remain in 

a position where they can be accused of either not contrïibuting to the social welfare state or not 

upholding the 'moral' obligations of citizenship. 

In addition to social rights and obligations, citizens of the democratic welfare state 

possess political rights and obligations, and access to these depend on the nature of the political 

system and routes to power within it In the remaining sections of the chapter, 1 therefore 

examine the democratic system and its built-in prejudices and suppositions about the role of 

women; the routes to official power withxn the systern; and women's level of success attaining 

political leadership. 

WOMEN'S ACCESS TO THE POLITICAL RIGaTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF 

CITIZENSHIP 

Just as there is no single definition of citizenship, neither is there a single definition of 

democracy. Rather, democracy is an ever-evolving project, constantly being adapted to the 

demands and conventions of history and the state. Marshall noted that the nght to participate as 

a member of a political authonty or as one of their electors formed the c m  of the political rights 

of citizens (Walby 1994, 180). To detennine precisely what these rights are and how they can be 

achi&d, 1 look at the democratic state, its cment form, and its origins. 

Contemporary theories of democracy 

In 1970, Carole Pateman undertook an evaluation of contemporary theones of 

democracy in a book entitled Pariic@ation and Dernocraiic Theory. She reviewed the work of 



some of the most prominent twentieth centmy political theorïsts, distilling f?om their writings a 

'contemporary theory of democracy' in which she attempted to capture those themes which were 

most consistently supported arnong them (Pateman 1970, 14). 

Among these authors, Pateman found democracy generally described as a political 

rnethod which is characterized by a set of institutional arrangements at the national level. 

Political leaders, who were most often rnembers of the elite, competed for votes at periodic, fiee 

elections. Because the sanction of loss of office was the primary way to control and ensure the 

responsiveness of leaders, elections were considered a crucial element of democracy. In tuni, 

voting was considered the prïmary route to exercising the political rights of citizenship in a 

representative democracy because, although decisions of leaders could be influenced by active 

groups during non-election years, most theorists maintained that in order to remain stable the 

system required high levels of apathy3. Political equality within dernomcies was believed to be 

found in universal sufj6rage and the equal opportunity to access charinels of innuence over 

leaders. For the majonty of citizens, participation was restricted to the choice of leaders, 

protecting the individual fiom the arbitrary or pnvate interests of their leaders (Pateman 1970, 

14). 

Pateman noted that these theoretical treatises on democracy were formulated in the 

shadow of the Weimar republic where a democratically elected government had committed 

atrocities against its own people and the world- Extensive public participation in the democratic 

process was therefore treated as suspect because the second World War had instilled a fear that 

mass participation collapsed into fascism. Subsequent research appeared to support these fears, 

as poIitical data gathered between 1950 and 1970 suggested that most citizens, especiaily those 

ftom the Iower socio-economic scaie, generally Iacked an interest in politics and supported 

widespread, authoritarian attitudes (Pateman l970, 1-3). Political theorïsts of the day therefore 

See Pateman's discussions of Schumpeter, Berelson, Dahl and Sartori (Pateman 1970,2-11). 



cautioned that public participation m u t  not exceed the minimum level necessary to keep the 

electoral process working (ïbid., 14). 

Democracy in the late twentieth century 

The description of democracy Pateman compiled in 1970 remains closely related to 

present day democracies. While some writers, like Pateman, argue that tme democracy requires 

more direct participation of its citizens (see Pateman 1970; 1987; l989), for most citizens forma1 

participation is Iargely restncted to the minimal level available in a representative democracy: a 

visit to the polling booth on election &y. 

A look at contemporary hiberal democracies reveals that they have drawn heavily fiom 

their eighteenth and nineteenth century predecessors, and some of their histoncal characteristics 

continue to dominate the cment operation of the democratic process. In order to better 

understand women's relationships with the democratic welfare state, 1 therefore look at the 

history of liberal democracies and women's roles in them, 

History of liberal democracy 

Anne Phillips marks two moments as critical to the history of contemporary liberal 

democracies: the origin of the democratic process in the ancient Greek city-states, and the 

beginning of the liberal tradition in seventeenth century Europe (Phillips 1991). Early Greek 

democracies were republics, and demanded the active participation of their citizenship4. 

Athenian citizens, for example, met at least fo* times each year to debate and resolve major 

issues of state. At these assemblies, citizens were expected to debate rnatters of general concern, 

transcending personal interests as they addressed the needs of the republic (Phillips 199 1,23-24). 

It is important to note however that citizens were restricted to native-boni, male property 
owners; women, children, slaves, foreigners, etc., were excluded fiom citïzenship. 



These grand ideals, however, differed vastly fkom those of the liieral democratic ideals that 

replaced them, and which emphasized the individual and his or her interests. 

Carole Pateman's essays on feminism and democracy are among the most extensive and 

rnost kequently cited among feminists exploring women's status in the democratic process. 1 

therefore use these as a base for my own research. Pateman cites three central figures as 

responsïble for laying the foundations of the liberal democratic state: Thomas Hobbes (1588- 

1679); John Locke (1632-1704); and Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1788). Known as the social 

contract theorists, each contrïi'buted to the revolutionary shift fkom the long-standing belief that 

dominant and subordinate relationships were based on hatural' differences, such as age, sex, 

strength or asmied characteristics, to the idea that al1 individuals are rational beings, bom fkee 

and equal to one another. This belief would dlow for a corresponding shift fiom the conviction 

that political authority was ascn'bed, to one which would reprise the govmance style of the 

Greek city-states, where public leadership was achieved through contract, consent and agreement 

(Pateman 1989, 18). 

Locke and the liberal tradition 

Whereas Hobbes laid the groundwork for social contract theory in the seventeenth 

century, Locke's expansion of the concept in the eighteenth century provided the crucial buiIding 

blocks. Locke argued that individuds were bom with a nahnal, God-given nght to Ïnterpret the 

laws of nature but because humans are fallible, this right should be voluntarïly ceded to elected 

representatives. Civil or political society was justified, he believed, because it was difficult for 

adults to Iive together without some f o r -  of govenunent. Friction between individuals was 

inevitable because large inequalities of property a .  holdings tempted some individuals to use 

force to get what they desired, thus introducing the possibiiity of warfare. Neither could 

monarchs be tmsted to arbitrate f&ly between competing interests because, like al1 individuals, 

they too were affected by the desire to expand their persona1 resources. Under conditions of 



unequal wealth and property, and where a diversity of beliefs and institutions existed, Locke 

argued that only a political fonm of govemment, one that excluded individual private judgrnents, 

could be both legitimate and effective (Paternan 1989, 97-99), 

Locke proposed that at the time of the formation of civic, or political, society, each 

individual gave up their right to interpret the laws of nature and passed this right to a 

representative who would act as an umpire between cornpethg interests, exercising political 

judgment on behalf of the comrnuniQ (Pateman 1989,99). In the liberal tradition, it was the 

consent of the people, and only their consent, which constituted the 'social contract' that gave 

governments the rïght to rule. W l e  Hobbes and Locke were not revolutionaries thernselves, 

their articulation that the tacit consent of the citizenry was a necessary prior condition for the 

power to rule ûuly was revolutionary (Phillips 1991,24), 

Thus, in democratic States, the regular election of political leaders came to replace 

monarchic rule. Free elections were held to be critical in protecting citizens fiom governments 

that might otherwise be tempted to exceed their allotted roles, were they not held accountable 

through the ballot box (Phillips 1991, 15). The infiastructure of democracy could therefore 

provide a fundamental, if limited restraint on the employment of coercive force of goveniment, 

preventing agencies of power, law, and howledge fiom fishg into a single domineering organ 

(Tunier 2 990, 19 1). Or, as nineteenth century political theorists Jeremy Bentham, James and 

John Stuart Mills agreed, 'the people' were the only way to ensure that the 'sinister interests' of 

govemment were kept in check (Pateman 1970,18). 

Characteristics of the liberal democracy 

The liberal tradition is characterized by a number of principles. Two closely related 

tenets are the belief in the priority of the individual, and the separation of the political and 

pnvate spheres. Unlike the civic republicanism of the early Greek city-states, where political 

matters were deemed to be those that transcended private interests to address the cornmon good, 

the liberal democratic tradition maintains that d l  political issues flow out of private interests 



(Phillips 199 1,24). In the liberal democracy, specially chosen representatives act to protect Iife 

in the private sphere, arbitrate between conflicting mterests and make political decisions to 

benefit the community (Pateman 1989,90). GoverInnent therefore exists with the consent of its 

citizenship to mediate between the conflicting interests of private individuals. 

The second critical feature of the liberal tradition is the clear division between matters 

pertaining to the state, that is, those in the 'publict or political sphere, and those pertaining to the 

private interests of individuals, or in the 'private sphere' @en. a d  Caus 1983; Pateman 1989; 

PhilIips 1991). The delineation of separate spheres is Iïberalism's way of dealing with the 

problem of social order inherent in a system where individual judgment and interest may 

confiict By dividing social life into two spheres, individuals retained the 'God-given' right to 

make decisions about issues in the private sphere while ceding that right to the state's 

representatives in matters where one individual's interests may conflict with another's (Pateman 

1989,101-2). The separation of public and private life therefore designated certain areas as 

outside govenunent control, sometimes formally by establishing individual rights and fieedoms 

in a written constitution, but more commonly through historically shifting conventions over what 

can be considered a public concern (Phillips 199 1, 10). 

In addition, the Mly developed lrberal state clairns to abolish distinctions based on birth, 

rank, education, occupation, race and sex by declaring them politically inelevant (Phillips 199 1, 

15). However, as social and political theonsts fiom Hegel and Marshall to contemporary 

feminists have shown, and as 1 shall discuss later in this chapter, declaring something irrelevant, 

and eliminating its effects on democratic participation can be two entirely diffe~ent matters. 

These historical athibutes of liberal democracy wodd have considerable impress on 

women's relationship wifh the state and the public sphere. In addition, the theoretical 

contriiutions of yet another architect of the democratic state would also have a signincant and 

enduring impact on women's role in society. 



Rousseau, civic republicanbnt and transcending the state of nature 

In the eighteenth century, Rousseau distanced himself fkom Locke's assumption of the 

prionty of the individual and proposed instead a r e m  to the tenets of early Greek civic 

republicanism- He argued that in civil life individuals must transcend their ascriied 

characteristics and private interests, and create a society in which their actions are regulated 

solely by general or universal d e s  and laws that apply impersonally to dl. Fwthermore, he 

contended, îndividuals would more readily uphold the niles of civil association if they developed 

a sense of justice or rnorality, internalizng the rules that ordered the5 socio-political relations 

(Pateman 1989,20-2 1; emphasis added). In order for civil society to succeed individuals 

therefore must be capable of abstract thinking and of concepbializing the general good (Kofinan 

and Peake 1990,3 19), as well as developing a sense of justice. As a sense of justice was 

fundamental to the maintenance of public order, if for any reason some individuak were 

inherently incapable of developing one the basis of civil sociev was threatened, and contained a 

permanent source of disorder (Pateman 1989,21). 

Wornen 's incupacity for partic@ation in the poIitical sphere 

It is here that Rousseau positioned women, fomally and theoretically at odds with the 

dernomtic process, by proclaiming them incapable of the manner of reasoning required of a 

political citizen (Kohan and Peake 1990; Pateman 1989; Phillips 199 1). Rousseau argued thar, 

unlïke men, women were incapable of sublimating passion and hence could not develop the 

sense of justice needed to participate in civil life. For Rousseau, and for many who foliowed 

him, women belonged to that category of hdividuals who were unable to develop a sense of 

justice and therefore presented a threat to social order. Wornen's prioritizing of family bonds 

over the 'public good' epitomized their particularistic dispositions, and stood in stark contrast to 

the goals of a system in which the demands of pnvate interests were to be subordinated to the 

public or universal good (Pateman 1989,211- 



Because of their inherent 'disorder', Rousseau argued that women must be barred fiom 

civil life, and that the only way to protect the state fiom the impact of women was through strict 

segregation of the sexes (Pateman 1989,24). To accomplish this segregation, women must 

therefore be contained in the domestic sphere, where the desîructive effects of their passion on 

socieiy codd be cintailed, For Rousseau, the separation of the pnvate and public domain was 

therefore integral to his vision of social Iife, for it was only when wornen were safely tucked 

away in the private sphere that their passions could be contained and rendered harmless to the 

public order (Lloyd 1993,78). 

A 'good citizen', on the other hand, was imagined to be a father (i.e., a man) whose sense 

of justice was able to ovemide his love for his f i y ,  his desire to protect its uiterests, and the 

infiuence ofhis irnpassioned wife; in other words, an individual mled by his intellect rather t h a .  

his emotions (Pateman 2 989,25). Ironically, support for Rousseau was not restricted to men, 

who presumably had the most to gain by accepting his tenets. Following his publication of 

Emile in 1762, Rousseau's ideas of what constituted a good motfier and father gained substantial 

support among women as well (Kofman and Peake 1990,3 19). 

WIzile Rousseau's interrogation of the conflict between emotion and a detached sense of 

justice is vital to theones of democracy, by ascribing to one sex the inability to set aside passion, 

and to the other the sole capacity for requisite powers of reason, he set the stage for a prolonged 

and continued subjection of women, Civic republicanisrn, like lheralism and feminism, relied 

on the notion of individuals as "fiee and equal beings, emancipated fiom the ascn'bed, 

hierarchical bonds of traditional society" (Pateman 1989, 103). By declaring women an 

exception, Rousseau was able to remove women fiorn this state of fundamental equaiity and 

place them outside its purview. 



Combining elements of l l ' b d s m  and republicânism, the early American state became a 

nation which rejected ascriied hierarchies of rights and privileges i~ favour of the equality of the 

'citizen' (Marston 1990,449-452)- The strategy of its founding architects was to "build a state 

around the bourgeois political and economic principles of a community of rational individuals 

who had a package of fonnal rights" (&id., 450). The United States held strongly to liberal 

ideals of individualism and a govenunent which operated primarily at arrns length to ensure 

economic security, protect its citizens ~ o r n  the îdiîngement or interference of others, and 

guarantee the opportunity for equal access (ibid., 451). Thus it clung to the Iiberal ideal of 

equality, where government existed only with the consent of its citizens, to ensure equal access 

to pursue their private interests. In the nineteenth ceritury, adopting the liberal tradition of 

Locke, and the Enlightenment tradition of Rousseau, many in the young nation enthusiastically 

endorsed the separation of domestic life fiom the state, sparing both the public sphere fiom the 

disruptive passion of women, and women &om the disruptive influences of the public sphere. 

Limitations of contemporary democracies 

As contemporary democracies evolved, they retained some of the p ~ c i p l e s  

conceptualized by Locke and Rousseau and, ofien d e r  considerable struggle, rejected others. 

The priority of individual interests, though less strongly felt in the Canada, rernains an axiomatic 

feature of the Amerïcan state. Women, and members of other social minonties, are no longer 

formaIly excluded fiom the democratic process, nor do distinctions based on birth, rank, 

education, occupation, race and sex formally structure an individual's rank in the socio-political 

hierarchy. Nonetheless, inequities arising ftom the tenets of the early democratic forrn persist, 

creating limitations within the contemporary state, and several of these are particularly relevant 

to women's access to the political public sphere. 



One of the criticisms arising fiom the liberal democratic tradition pertains to the 

assertion that al1 'men' (latex amended to include women) are created equal. Born out of the 

rejection of ascribed characteristics and hierarchies of dominance, liberal universalisrn aspired to 

ignore difference between individuals and social groups5, Yet, while the elimination of group 

difference was an extrernely important step in the history of emancipatory politics (Young 1990, 

159), differential access to society's social, political and economic resources did not 

automatically ensue. 

Although liberalisrn promotes the ideal of the rational individual whose particularities 

are irrelevant (and civic republicanism attempts to rise above difference), it has not escaped 

serving the interests of the privileged group, As Iris Marion Young obsenres, "blindness to 

group difference disadvantages groups whose experience, culture and social capacities are 

different fiom the privileged group" (1990, 164). Prior to afnrmative action, for example, jobs 

routinely were awarded to members of the privileged group, leadership positions in business, 

industry, and govemment continue to be dominated by members of the privileged group, Tbs, 

despite liberalism's attempts to eliminate social hierarchies, %ehind the mask of so-called 

universal ideals, mechanisms of exclusion have always existed" (Natter 1995,270). 

Many feminists have therefore argued that in order to ensure that the interests of afl 

members of society are served equally, we must continue to recognize difference until it no 

longer has bearing on an individual's life chances ( M o d e  1995a; Mouffe 1995b; Natter 1995; 

Young 1990; Phillips 1991; Pateman 1987; Pateman 1989; Lister 1993). Universalism, under 

the idiomatic guise of serving an inclusive community, in effect overlooks the many sources of 

disparity and discord in society. Mouffe proposes instead that democracy will always contain 

antagonisms because there c m  never be a fùlly inclusive community in which division and 

1 use Young's definition of social group as "a collection of persons differentiated fkom at least 
one other group by cultural forms, practices or ways of life" (Young 1990,43). These can 
include those based on race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, (dis)ability, etc. 



connict have disappeared (Natter 1995,271). Because each of us consists of multiple identities - 

no one, for example, is 'just' a worker, 'just' a woman, or 'just' bIack - division and conflict are 

endemic to social life. Thuç confIicting priorities and desires exist even at the individual level 

and it is therefore unredistic to imagine they will ever disappear at a societal Ievel. 

Although we may have no 'essential' identity, the possibiIity for cornrnunal action 

nevertheless does exista Zn her vision of 'radical democracy', Mouffe proposes the creation of a 

space in which practices, discourses and institutions that allow for the expression of c o n f l i c ~ g  

interests and values may exist6 Here the demands of women, blacks, workm, and gays, as well 

as numerous other social groups, would not be swept dong in the tide of 'the democratic 

majoriv' but stand independently on the political agenda (MoufTe 1995a; Mouffe 199%; Natter 

1995). 

Likewise women are not a monolithic group. Iust as there is no single prototypical 

woman, neither is there a single group of interests that defines the needs, interests and desires of 

al1 women. As Spehan cautions, there is no 'woman's place' unrnediated by class, race, 

ethnicity, religion, and so on. The challenge for feminists is to aclmowledge the multiplicity of 

women's voices and ensure al1 women's interests are taken into account. Otherwise wornen in 

dominant groups are apt to neglect or silence other women, just as they have been neglected and 

silenced by most political theorists (see Paternan and Shadey 199 1,9). Whenever a woman (or 

man) enters into public discourse, their voice must be seen as only one among many. Just as no 

single person can speak for d l  people, because of the multiplicity of each person's identity, no 

member of one social group can speak for al1 members. In a truly participatory democracy, al1 

citizens must therefore be encouraged to speak and each citizen m u t  have an equal opportunity 

to be heard. 

Unfortunately MoufYe does not expand on how this can be achieved in practice. (See critique 
of Mouffe in Kymlicka and Norman, 1994.) 



When difference is ignored another important criterion separating the powerfiil fiom the 

less powerful is overlooked: class disparity. Hegel first brought the relationship between class 

dîfference and citizenship to theoretical attention in the nineteenth century when he addressed it 

in terms of a moral dilemma undennining citizenship. He argued that the operation of the 

capitalist market leaves some citizens impoverished, without the resources for social 

participation. When individuais are thrown into poverty, they lose the means for seIf-respect and 

the means to be recognized as citizens of equal worth (Pateman 1989, 182). As PhilIips 

observes: 

The equal nght to vote, for example, does not guarantee equality of influence in political 
decisions, for the resources we bring to the politics (money, contacts, education, time) 
disproportionately favour certain groups, while the economic or bureaucratic power of non- 
elected bodies (private companies being one obvious exampIe, the civil service or executive 
branch another) is such that major decisions are made on their terms ...[A s Marx argue&] the 
hlly developed liberal state 'abolishesr distinctions based on birth, rank, education, 
occupation (and by our own century even distinctions based on race and sex), but only in the 
sense that it declares them politically irrelevant (Phillips 1991, 15). 

As countless wornen seeking promotions, public office or jobs in male-dominated fields 

have discovered through the years, simply declaring difference irrelevant does not necessarily 

make it so. The fundamental inequalities of a class society, more specifically the economic 

distance between its citizens, falls beyond the political scope of a liberal democracy. The liberal 

tradition deliberately set out to ignore differences in order to avoid the preferential treatrnent of 

individuals which had characterized earlier monarchic regïmes. In choosing to ignore 

differences that pnvilege, the varying needs and abilities and absolute differences in social and 

econornic positions, by extension, also had to be ignored (Mitchell 1987, 28-29). However, 

distinctions that advântaged the privileged class were not eliminated, a fact which has led many 

to observe that equdity in a capitalist society can only be "equality under the law", As Tawney 



argued in 1929, "fieedom of privilege must be controlted: fieedom within a class society means 

fieedom for one class to exploit another" (cited in Mitchell 1987,41).7 

The Iiberal separution of the public andprivate 

Perhaps the single most important legacy of the liberal and Enlightenment traditions, in 

terms of its effect on the lives of wornen, has been the sepration of the private and the public 

spheres, As 1 discussed in the previous chapter, the strong identification of women with the 

private, domestic sphere and men with the public economic and political sphere has severely 

restricted women's social, economic and political opportunities. While women certainly have 

more mobility in these areas today than in the nineteenth century, lingering attitudes about a 

'womin's place', her role in caring for children, her spo&e and the household, continue to 

influence the organization of our cities and homes. As Phïilips observes, as long as the sexual 

division of labour can result in domestic tyranny and has direct consequences on the nature and 

degree of women's political involvement, it must be regarded as a political, as well as social, 

issue (Phillips 199 1, 157). 

Redefîning the politicai 

Nevertheless, the relationship between the public and private spheres is not carved in 

Stone, as an examination at the state and individual level reveals. Prevailing political philosophy 

and public temperament dictate whether govemments will be predomînantly laissez-faire, 

The liberal emphasis on the individual also remains fundamentally contradictory to the notion 
of the "public good'. Advocates of a more participatory democracy or of civic republicanism 
therefore find the limitations on political participation, public spiritedness and civic action of 
liberal democracy particularly repugnant. Liberalism is accused of reducing political 
participation to passive acquiescence, and the scope of the political fiom general concems to 
parochial, private interests (see MouBe 1995a; Phillips 1991; 48). To recover a notion of the 
'public good', Benn and Gaus attempt to theorize two parallel strains liberalism, one focusing on 
individual, the other on public, interests (see Benn and Gaus 1983, Chap. 1). 



providing only a cursory presence in economic and social We, or more heavily involved, as in 

the case of the welfare state, where state jurisdiction may extend into the economy and even into 

pnvate life. At the individual level, feminists have vigoroudy criticized the division between 

public and private and its effects on women's social, economic and political opportunities. The 

pubIic/private divide is therefore not immutable, and as the next section will reveal, ongoing 

challenges to the boundaries of the political continue to blur the distinction between public and 

private. 

ne dernocrutic welfare stute 

Boundaries between the state and private interests have proven increasingly penneable 

in the twentieth century. This is particularly evident in the expansion of the welfare state, which 

has eroded distinctions between public or state activity and private economic activity. The 

expanding reach of the state into private enterprise has come, in part, tiom the unanticipated 

growth in the size and scope of corporations. In classical liberal theory, no single producer or 

consumer could become so large that they could have a significant impact on the marketplace 

(Benn and Gaus 1983,53). In the twentieth century, however, some private corporations have 

begun to resemble govemment in the scope of their organization, power, and scale (Young 1990, 

67). Today, decisions made by a single large corporation, for example in the auto industry, can 

affect a whole nation's economy. Because individual corporations can have such a far-reaching 

impact, govexnments have become increasingly involved in economic coordination in fields 

ranging fiom transportation and communication to research and development, and education and 

training (ibid., 67)- 

Changing political values have prompted increasing government intervention in al1 areas 

of social life, Young locates an additional two aspects of the democratic welfare state which are 

absent fiom laissez-faire lxkral capitalism. First, the state is held to have an obligation to meet 

the needs of its citizens when other mechanisms fail. As T.H. Marshall identified in the social 



rights of citizenship, the contributions of the welfare state range fkom unemployment insurance 

and social security to pensions and health insurance. Second, the state embodies formal equality 

and proceduredimi rather than an arbitrary, personalized form of authority characteristic of 

absolute monarchies voung 1990,67-69).8 

The personal is the political 

Similarly, the definition of personal, domestic issues has also become politicized. 

Pulling back its cloak of respectability, feminsts exposed the family as a breeding gound for 

domestic tyranny, challenging the notion that what goes on in 'private' is a solely private concem 

and making the case for democratizing the relationships and decisions made in the home 

(Phillips 1991, 115-1 16). 

From as early as the nineteenth century, femïnists challenged the professed equality of 

liberalism, arguing that the public/private dichotomy obscured the subjection of women to men 

within an apparently universal, egalitarian, and individualist order vateman 1987, 105). In 

1869, John Stuart Mill's The Subjecttion of Women charged that the relationship between 

husbands and wives was an "imjustifïed and unjustifiable" exception to the liberal principles of 

individual freedom and equality, fkee choice, equality of opportimity and allocation of positions 

by ment, and denounced conjugal relations as an enduring example of the "primitive state of 

slavery" (Pateman 1987, 1 15; Pateman 1989,2 14-215). 

Young also maintains that the bureaucratization characteristic of govemment was conceived as 
a way to eliminate domination, especially class domination. Decisions could be analyzed not by 
whether they were right or jusf but whether they were legally valid, which allowed for the 
universalization and standardization of social and corporate activity. However, the expansion of 
bureaucracies ultimately resulted in a new lcind of domination - that of workers, clients and 
consumers who were subject to mles made by, and for the convenience of, the provider or 
agency. Thus, since the 1960s, new social movements, from the anti-nuclear power movement 
to the environmental movernent, have risen to challenge the domination and colonization of 
unresponsive govemmental bureaucracies (Young 1990,76432). 



In the twentieth century, second wave feminists adopted the slogan 'the personal is the 

political' in order to broaden the scope of the political. Anne Phillips traces the ongins of this 

axiom to the civil rights movement of the 1960s where, despite common liberatory ideals, female 

activists found their labour w a s  being exploited by their male colleagues, and their concerns 

sneered at and îrivialized. In this behaviour female activists recognized a pattern that mirrored 

the interaction between women and men at home and in the workplace. No longer willing to 

accept treatment as 'second class citizens', feminists sought to politicize the subjection that 

women had traditionally experienced in private (Phillips 199 1, 93-1 12). 

As feminists began to  reconceptualize the distinction between the public and private, the 

personal is politicai' laid cl& to a continuum that stretched across what previously had been 

considered the trivial and mundane to 'grand politics' (Philiïps 199 1, 1 12). Daily life became 

politicized, and women's demands for equality with men in education, pay and child care, as well 

as demands for control over their bodies through contraception and abortion, became part of the 

political arena @ofinan and Peake 1990,3 16). Feminist scholars, in tum, began to study how 

personal circumstances were stmctured by public factors, fkom laws about spousal rape and 

abortion to women's status as wives, and fkom policies on child care and the allocation of welfare 

benefits to the sexual division of labour in the household and the workplace (Pateman 1987, 

117). In this way, 'the persona1 is the political' drew attention to the interdependence between 

personal and public life, 

Broadening the political 

Achwledgment of  the changing boundaries of the political, brought about by the 

welfare state and perhaps to some degree by feminist critiques, is evident in the continued efforts 

to define and quanti@ the political. Some conternporary theorists have responded by broadening 

the political to include relations of power at any level of society, from mal1 groups, including 

families, to formal goverment. Dahl, for example, fhds a political system in "'any persistent 



patteni of human relationships that involves, to a significant extent, power, rule and authority"' 

(cited in Pateman 1989, 105)- KoTiian and Peake note that the political can take place wherever 

behaviotr is shaped and dtered by human decision and action. Like Held, they fmd that politics 

"is manifested in the activities of cooperation, negotiation and stniggle over the use, production 

and distriïution of resources" (Kofinan and Peake 1990, 3 15). Natter, in turn, fin& the political 

in the dimension of antagonism that is always present in social relations (Natter 1995,271)- 

A gendered approach to democracy therefore stresses domestic inequdities as part of 

what balances out each person's political weight: as long as a sexual division of labour exists it 

should be part of the political debate. Michael Waizer proposed that liberalism is a "world of 

walls", and between every sphere these walls should exist, so that one's success in commerce 

should not cany any particular power in politics, and so on (see Phillips 199 1, 158). The 

problem for women has been that their ascnption to the domestic sphere has extended outside the 

family to impede their access to employment, education, and political power. 

Access to public office is the highest plane of formal political participation to which 

most citizens can aspire, and to which al1 citizens are theoretically equally eligible. In practice, 

however, access is not trdy equal. Attitudes towards women, theu roles in the domestic sphere, 

and their capacity to participate in the political realm Iay at their early exclusion fiom suffrage. 

In the twentieth century, afier decades of lobbying, in 19 17 Canadian women and in 1920 

Amencan women were finally granted the right to vote. However, long-standing prejudices are 

much more slow to change and, even though women are now formally eligiile to vote and hold 

public office, on the cusp ofthe twenty-nrst century the overwhelming majority of govemment 

positions remain in male han& 



CONSTRAINTS TO WOMEN'S POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

In Canada and the United States, as in most representational democracies, women's 

record of participation in public office has been discouraging. In 1989, women constituted 

twenty-seven percent of the world's representative assemblies, up a mere 1.5 percent fiom 1972 

(Brodie and Chandler 199 1,8). With the exception of Nordic countries, however, women's 

levels of representation range between two percent to ten percent worldwide (Phillips 199 1,61). 

Leveis of female participation 

Between L920 and 1970, less thân one percent of elected federal or provincial officiais in 

Canada were wornen, coniinuing the pre-sufiÏage tradition in which the legislation of social, 

economic and political policy an exclusively male prerogative (Brodie and Chandler 199 1,4). 

Between 1972 and 1988, the number of female candidates increased fkom sixteen to nineteen 

percent and female representatives in the House of Commons rose fiom six to nine percent (ibid., 

5). fn 1993, the number of female Members of Parliament inched up to 13 -2 percent, or thirty- 

nine women (Bashevkin 1994, 150). 

In the United States, figures are similar, if somewhat lower. Only ten percent or forty- 

seven of the 485 members of Congress, and six of the 100 senators, are women, The numbers of 

women in state offices are slightly better: sixteen percent of mayors and fourteen percent of 

other municipal officers are women (Nelson and Carver 1994,745). 

That the nominal majority of the population consistently represents less than fIfteen 

percent of elected officials, and therefore are vlrtually excluded fkom power, calls into question 

the legitimacy of our democratic institutions and biases of our electord systems (Brodie and 

Chandler 199 1,9; Megyery 199 1, xvii). This would not matter if, as our forefathers argued prior 

to female sufhge, women's interests were adequately represented by their husbands, fathers and 



brothers. However, as recent studies of gender-based votuig pattems in North Arnerica 

demonstrate, women and men do have different political priorities. 

Voting priorities: women vs. men 

In the late 1970s, a 'gender gap' was beginning to form at the polling booth as women 

showed evidence of voting as a cohesive bloc. h the US, for example, eight percent fewer 

women than men voted for Reagan, and women were less likely than men to support Reagan's 

neoconservatism or his rejection of the Equal Rights Amendment (Brodie and Chandler 199 1, 

23). American women aiso voted more fkequently for social spending, equd rights, governent 

replation, and less o h  for militay spending (Nelson and Carver 1994,746-747). 

In a survey conducted during the 1988 federal election, slightly less than fi@ percent of 

Canadian women said they had been infiuenced by the women's movement- This figure is 

important because women who ident3y with feminist issues differ fiom men, and other women, 

on questions of reproductive choice, militarism and govenunent support for the poor, ethnic 

minorities, and single parents (Brodie and Chandler, 23-24) 

Ewomen demonstrate differing voting prionties than men, why are there not more 

women in government positions? This question has been approached fiom a number of angles, 

and in the remainder of the chapter 1 examine some of these discussions, including how barriers 

to formal participation are identified by female candidates; how attitudes of women towards 

formal political participation affect their decision to participate; and how political socialization 

of girls and boys may affect later inclinations among women and men to nui for political office. 





face the same h d e s  when nmnuig for office, o h  being placed .in unwinnable ridings or, if 

they are lucb, in safely l i b d  ones @Telson and Carver 1994,746). 

Finally, potential female candidates, unlîke men, tend to delay wtry into politics until 

their children are grown (Brodie and ChandIer 199 1,34; Bashevkin 1994, 149; Rinehart 1992, 

26). Of the women elected in the 1988 Canadian federal election, for example, fifteen percent 

were under age forty, and few had children.1° Delaying candidacy can signîficantly affect a 

woman's long texm political prospects because, as many politicians have discovered, to get to the 

top in politics one has to start early (Brodie and Chandler 1991, 34). 

Women's attitudes toward rnnning for political office 

Sylvia Bashevkin argues that many women are ambivalent about runnùig for public 

office, especially in English Canada, because of a long-standing strategic dilemrna between 

whether political independence or conventional partisanship best serves women's interests 

(Bashevkin 1994, 145). She traces the origins of this dilemma, in part, to leading sufnage 

groups who believed women could bring the purity of their private domain into the public world 

of politics. When women were enfEanchised, new women voters were encouraged to "avoid the 

corrupting, immoral political organization and to adopt an independent, non-partisan route to 

national influence" (ibid., 146). The desire to retain the organisrational autonomy and influence 

of independent feminist groups, Bashevkin rnaintains, continues to undermine their decision to 

join partisan politics. However, in a parliamentary system where conventional partisanship is 

more likely to ensure political influence and legislative success, such a strategy can limit 

women's access to politicaï power. 

Io In the same post-dection n w e y  of successfûl female MPs, the majority of women indicated 
that family responsibilities were not an important obstacle in their election bid. However, few of 
these women had children (Brodie and Chandler 199 1,44). As the nwey can provide no 
indication of how family responsibilities affected unsuccessfül fernale candidates, nor begin to 
address how family responsibilities may hold back other women nom even contemplating 
m i n g  for office, the value of this information is questionable. 



The political socialization of women and men may also play a significant role in the 

de& of female elected officiais. Sue Tolleson Rinehart analyzed a number of studies 

undertaken f?om the Iate 1960s to the late I980s, in which levels of femde political involvement 

Tom adolescence to adulthood were examined, Tbe studies indicated that until grade twelve, 

girls demonstrate more internal political cornpetence than boys in both awareness of the 

'democratic d e s  of the gamet and a sense of civic obligation, and are twice as likely as boys to 

be s~ultaneously involved in school, cornmunity and political affairs. Despite this internal 

political awareness, their political ambitions, once rivaling boys, felI dramaticdly during 

adolescence. By the time they reach college, women and men are equally unlikely to consider 

womenls political candidacy favourably. As a sirnulated election in 1984 revealed, physically 

attractive female candidates performed worse, whïle physically attractive male candidates fared 

much better among student voters, suggesting that for women, the social environment can be 

inhospitable to one's attempts to be political (Rinehart 1992,23). 

Rinehart searched for evidence of stnichiral barriers that rnay be at the root of this 

phenornenon. She examined a series of studies of adult women and fomd that the effects of 

structural bamiers appeared strongest among less educated, lower income women. For exanrple, 

a study of East Texas women in 1985 indicated that they were "too tired, too financially pressed, 

and too skeptical to expend their lirnited energy on doubtfiü political returns" udess the issues 

involved directly af5ected theïr fmilies (Rinehart 1992, 23). 

Even among the most active and c o b t t e d  women, political involvement tends to 

remain in the background, and most women find it difficult to even imagine ninning for office 

(EZin=hart l992,26). Rinehart proposed that although partly an outcorne of internalized gender 

role socialization, the reluctance to hold office is more likely the result of externdized 

impediments, including culhiral expectations. SocietaI values which dictate that women assume 

the major responsibility for child care and household management can deter al1 but the most 

detennined women fiom seeking public office. Studies indicate that even among more affluent, 



better educated women, high levels of political involvement decline rapidly as the degree of 

disniption to family life increases. For example, a 1981 study showed that female office hoIders 

were much more likely to rate spousai support and the ages of children as very important factors 

in their decision to nni for office (Rinehart 1992,26)- Such sentiments do not differ greatly fiom 

those expressed by sufkgist Hannah Mitchell, who noted nearly a century ago how husbands 

can actually impede women's participation in politics: 

No cause can be won between dinner and t a ,  and most of us who were married had to 
work with one hand tied behind us, so to spealc..domestic unhappiness, the price many 
of us paid for our opinions and activities, was a very bitter thing (cited in Lister 1993, 
10). 

h social systems where women are expected to be politically active, however, somehow society 

is able to accommodate them: 

mindividual expectations are inseparable fiom society's: women are held accountable their 
low ambition, when they may be doing no more than experiencing a very human reaction to 
blocked opportunities ... When, on the other hand, society expects female political actors, as in 
places where there is a tradition of women holding office, it continues to have political actors 
(Rinehart 1992,26-27; emphasis in original). 

Attitudes towards women in politics 

It wouId appear fiom currmtly available research, that society's acceptance of female 

political leaders may leave room for optimism. In 1921, when Agnes MacPhail became 

Canada's fint ffemale M F ,  she was considered a "fieak" Pashevkin 1994, 146). More recent 

studies, however, paint female candidacy in a better light. Nelson and Carver, for example, 

found evidence that the public see women as "upright outsiders who can clean up government", 

echoing the sentiment of eady s&ge groups who believed in the puif jhg potential of female 

politicians (Nelson and Carver 1994,746). Although similar studies are not available in Canada, 

studies in the United States, Australia and Britain indicate that there is no electoral risk in 

nmning female candidates, and if given winnable ridings women would fare as well as male 

candidates. In fact, American voters gave women higher grades than their male counterparts for 

honesty, intelligence and understanding of voters needs (Brodie and Chandler 199 1, 3 3). Thus 



there seems to be little evidence that the will of the voters creates a tangible banier to formal 

female political participation, 

Women's access to citizenship and political participation remains shadowed by the 

publidprivate dichotomy which tempers alf social, economic and political relations in North 

American Society. In addition to the fonnal routes to democratic participation, Habermas's 

mediated public sphere must also be examined. In my final chapter 1 therefore look at women 

and the media: their levels of participation as contriiutors in the media production process, as 

subjects of both entertainment and news media, and as ïnterlocutors in the mediated debate of the 

public sphere. 



C W T E R  4: 

WOMEN AND THE MEDIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Citizens behave as a public body when they confer in an unrestricted fashion - that is, 
with the guarantee of fieedom of assembly and association and the fieedom to express 
and publish the* opinions - about matters of general interest in a large public body this 
kind of commmication requires specific means for transmitting information and 
uifluencing those who receive it. Today newspapers and magazines, radio and television 
are the media of the public sphere (Habermas 1974,49). 

In fiilly democratic systems ... everythïng is in perpetual motion. Citizens 
are ... catapulted by their liberty into a state of permanent unease. There is a 
difference, openness and constant competition among power groups to produce and 
to control the definition of reality- Hence, there is always an abundance of 
information flows ....AU dis is unavoidable and proper. For the chief and 
unsurpassed advantage of democracy is not that it guarântees peace and quiet and 
good decisions, but that it offers citizens the right to judge (and to reconsider their 
judgements about) the quality of those decisions. Democracy is nile by publics who 
make and remake judgements in public (Keane 1992,129). 

Zn 271e Stmctuml Transfomurion of the Public Sphere, Habermas (1991) identified the 

discursive arena of the public sphere as fimdamental to the process of democracy. He believed 

that issues of conceni identified and debated by citizens in the public sphere could then be 

reflected in govemmental policy and legislation. Because the notion that the nile of govemment 

is legitimated by citizens is a basic tenet of democracy, the role of the public sphae became 

paramount to it. 

In large, complex societies the media's role in democracy is fundamental for two 

reasons: public debate cannot take place face-to-face, and citizens must have access to 

information and issues beyond their ixnmediate environment- In addition to providing a forum 

for public discussion, the media therefore play a critical role in the circulation of Ilifonnation and 

ideas. Because of the importance of the media's dual roles, fieedom of the press has become a 

cornerstone of democracy and part of a package of related basic rights - which also include 



freedom of opinion and speech, and fieedom of assembly and association - that citizens c m  

employ in smtiniPng and challenging goverment (Habermas 199 1,83)- As NichoIas Gamham 

notes: 

The rights and duties of a citizen are in large part defined in terrns of fkeedom of 
assembly and fkeedom to impart and receiie information. Without such 
fieedoms it would be irnpossibIe for citizens to possess the knowledge of the 
views of others necessary to reach agreements between themselves, whether 
consensuai or majontari& as to either social means or ends; to possess 
howledge of the actions of those to whom executive responsibi&ties are 
delegated so as to make them accountable; to possess howledge of the extemal 
environment necessary to arrive at appropnate judgement of both personal and 
societal interests (Garnham 199 1,3 64)- 

In an effort to uphoId their role in the democratic process, the media construct 

professional codes of ethics to guide their approach to deciding what will be defined as news, 

and to ensure tmth and accuracy in joumalism. In the United States, two of the most prominent 

of these are the American Society of Newspaper Editors' (ASNE) Canons of Journalists and the 

Socieq of Professional Joumalists' (SPJ) Code of Ethics. Laid out in 1923 and modified in 

1975, the Canons of Journahts established the firçt set of guidelines for journalistic 

responsibility, freedom of the press, independence, sinceriiy, truthfiilness and accuracy, 

impartiality, fair play and decency (Beasley 1997; Lorimer 1994). In 1987, the SPJ Code of 

Ethics delineated six similar principles under the headings of truth, comprehensiveness, privacy, 

loyalty, confidence and fieedom, and are now considered to be the United States' most widely 

invoked joumalistic standards (Beasley 1997,235-23 6). 

Although clearly a priority, the aim of such codes was not solely to ensure joumalistic 

integrity. In addition, professional codes acknowledged the importance of the media in 

providing a public foruni for the exercise of democratic fieedorn of speech. The ASNE Canons, 

for example, explicitly noted that the media as "'agencies of mass communications are carriers of 

public discussion and information, acting on their constitutional mandate and fieedom to learn 

and report the facts"' (cited in Lorimer 1994, 123). The problem for the representation of 



women's concerns and issues, has been how the media decide what constitutes news, and which 

facts they choose to report, 

Media coverage is one o f  the few avenues in which members of society, especially those 

who are marginalized, can bring their issues and concerns to widespread public attention, The 

media, in tum, c m  help set social, political, and economic agendas by infiuencing the manner in 

which issues and events are perceived, either leg ih izhg  them through positive coverage, or 

underniining their validity through negative coverage or by ignoring them altogether (Coffey 

199 1,25). Because of thïs power to manipulate public perception, feminists have focused 

considerable attention on the portrayal of women in the media and the coverage of women's 

achievements and concerns. 

In exaniining women's relationship with the media, feminïst researchers have found that 

the pattiarchal culture that confined women to the private sphere likewise impedes their access to 

the mediated public sphere (Fraser 1992; McLaughlin 1998; van Zoonen 1994; Rakow and 

Kranich 199 1). The effects of this limited access on women's role in democratic participation 

are twofold. First, it has Iimited women's participation in the public sphere. Women have not 

been equal participants in public debate because they have not had access to a fonun in which 

they can present their views. Second, the content of the existing debate in the public sphe-re has 

perpetuated the marginalkation o f  women and their concerns. Representation of women in the 

media has tended to reinforce the association of women with the private sphere, often 

"syrnbolically denigrating women by portraying them as incompetent, infenor and always 

s u b s e ~ e n t  to men" (van Zoonen 1994, 16). 

In 1963, Betty Frïedan published The Ferninine Mystique, a ground-breakïng work which 

critiqued the portraya1 of women in the media, and one which many femulists believe triggered 

the begiming of second wave feminism (Bradley 1998; Farrell 1998; van Zoonen 1994). The 

impact of n e  Feminins Mystique was immediate and persuasive, inspiring a senes of studies 

and reports on how the representation of women in mainstream media, especially wornen's 



magazines, perpetuated stereotyped images of women as housewives, mothers and brainless 

consumers (Cantor 1988; Farrell 1998). In a response that illustrates the importance of the 

media in the public sphere, the furor caused by The Ferninine Mystique also prompted 

government reaction. Shortly after its publication, a President's Commission on the Status of 

Wornen was reIeased in the United States in which the mass media was crïticized for 

"'projecting, intentionally or rniiritentionally, an image of women that contains old myths, 

misconceptions and even distortions of tnie images"' (cited in Cantor 1988,77). 

News and entertainrnent media have been equally culpable in the sexually stereotyped 

portrayal of women- The insidious nature of these portrayds has haunted feminists, who argue 

that portraying women as ineffectual outside of privatized roIes such as mother, housewife, and 

sexual object, has encouraged the treatment of women as second class citizens and seriously 

constrained women's integration into the public sphere of government and business (Trimble 

1991,327). 

in this chapter, 1 look at women's level of participation in the media as media workers, 

subjects of media attention, and participants in media discourse, as well as how the 

representation of women in the media works to promote or undennine their legitimacy as equal 

participants in a democracy. Mediated images constitute a crucial element in reproducing the 

dominant social order. Access to the media in the production of these images, as well as to the 

representation of one's social group, can be imperative in establiskg its social legitimacy. 1 

therefore begin with one of the key elements in feminist critiques of the media: the stereotypical 

representation of women. 



REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN THE MEDIA 

Gender stereotyping 

Stereotypes are socially constructed, mental 'pigeon-holes' that allow us to sort through 

the seemingly endless array of information with which we are conf?onted in our daiiy lives 

(Fowler 199 1, 17). In the absence of detailed knowledge of new people, ideas, and events, 

stereotypes enable us to categorize new information and experiences by cornparkg them to 

existing paradigms, and thus make our world more comprehensiile. The media, in t m q  may 

also utilize stereotypes in their presentation of information: sometimes unwittingly, sometimes 

when characters or events are not deemed important enough to warrant detailed, nuanced 

examination or treatment. 

Linda Trimble describes gender stereotypes as "rigid and fixed generalizations based on 

the assumption that males and females, by virtue of their sex, possess distinct psychological 

traits and characteristics" which in broadcast media "are manifested in the differing portrayals of 

women and men in terrns of appearance, abilities, personality, power, occupation and status" 

(Trïxnble 1990,327). Indiscriminate use of stereotypes cm confine people, especially members 

of marginalized groups, into one-dimensional roles or caricatures, minimizing their role in, and 

importance to, society. Conversely, stereotyped portrayals of (white) males can serve to 

reinforce their dominant role in society- 

Feminist sîudies conducted between the mid-1950s and the Iate 1980s demonstrated that 

gender stereowes employed in television programs around the world were remarkably simiiar. 

Female characters were found to be focused on the family; most were married with children, and 

were defined by their relationship to male characters such as husbands, sons, bosses, fathers or 

some other man (van Zoonen 1994, 17). Before the 1 WOs, female characters rarely worked 

outside the home, and if they did, it was in 'pink colla? jobs. They were pleasant to look at and 

pleasant to be with. They were nurturers, cornmonly portrayed as passive, subrnissive, 

indecisive, dependent, concemed, emotionally volatile, and relatively powerless @uke 1996; 



Trimble 1990; van Zoonen 1994)- Women of colour were subject to additional stereotypes 

ranging £kom the black woman as the 'loud but lovable mammy' to the overpowering black 

matriarch or the sexually insatiable black temptress (van Zoonen 1994). 

Male characters, on the other hand, far outnumbered female characters: in 1987 by a 

ratio of two to one (Duke 1996,233)- They held the power, and the jobs: ninety percent of 

educated, professional characters on television were male, Male characters were also rational; 

they made decisions, at work and at home; they were active and authoritative; and were strong, 

powerfûl, independent, career-focused professionals @uke l996,23 3 ; Trimble 1990). 

Prevailing media stereotypes therefore positioned women in subordinate social roles and 

reinforced the image of men as the wielders of power in society. One of the problems arising 

from the media's use of gender stereoiypes, is that the media play an integral role in the 

reproduction of dominant social values or hegemony. The persistent use of gender stereotypes 

may therefore reinforce attitudes and expectations towards women's abilities and their roles in a 

democratic society. 

The media and hegemony 

The concept of hegemony is used in cultural studies to descn'be how common culture 

and shared meanings are derived and reproduced in society. Curent usage of the term follows 

the pre-World War II writings of Marxist Antonio Gramsci, who used hegemony to describe the 

complex process by which the ideology of the ruling class is subtly diffused throughout society 

(Eley 1992; Lewis 1992; van Zoonen 1994). 

Gramsci argued that through the use of intermediaries such as intellectuak and 

religious leaders the dominant class achieves hegemony by repeatedly demonstrating its moral 

and intellectual superiority. GraduaIly, the ideoIogy of the ruling class cornes to be accepted as 

'cornmon sense', and constraints created by the hegemonic order are perceived to be part of the 



natural limitations of living, not the outcome of a particular cultural, economic and political 

ideology. By the thne this state is reached, the hegemonic order has become so pervasive that it 

invisibly structures al1 social relations, fiom taste and customs to morality and religious and 

political consciousness (Eley 1992,3S 1-325). 

Hegemony is believed to inform social consciousness to such an extent that a single 

concept of reality dominates society (Eley 1992,323)- Nevertheless, because of economic and 

cultural pluralism of societies, the dorninance of the d i n g  class is never complete- Rather, it 

faces constant challenge f?om subordinate classes attempting to impose their ideas and agendas 

onto the dominant social order, thus creating dissenting counter-discourses. Hegemony must 

therefore be constantly defended, won over and over again in an atmosphere of the ever- 

fluctuating cultural, econornic and political strengths of subordinate classes which continually 

break down and transfomi it (EIey 1992,323; Lewis 1992; van Zoonen 1994). 

One of the long-standing manifestations of the current hegemonic order is the 

association of women with the private sphere of the home, and men with the public world of 

industry, commerce and politics. Nancy Fraser (1992) dates this aspect of hegemony back to the 

emerging bourgeois public sphere, where new gmder noms which promoted feminine 

domesticity and the sharp separation of the public and private spheres were among the key 

sipifiers that distinguished the bourgeoisie fiom higher and lower social strata (Fraser 1992, 

1 14-1 15). The growing power of bourgeoisie to set social standards is evidenced in the fact that 

these markers of distinction later became hegemonic. As the prllnary site for the construction 

and expression of public will, the bourgeois public sphere therefore became a place in which 

social meaniugs were "created, circulated, contested and reconstnicted (Fraser 1995% 287), and 

thus the site for the reproduction, and contestation, of hegemony. 

In contemporary society, the public sphere rests largely with the media and thus the 

media are the primary site for the creation of hegemony (Habermas 199 1; van Zoonen 1994; 

Fraser 1995; McLaughlin 1993). The reception of m e  Ferninine Mystique, and the intense 



scrutiny of the media's representation of women that it prompted, may be seen as testament to 

the power of hegemony. Friedan's book, and the feminist studies it inspired, shook many women 

and men out of their unwitting acceptance of hegemony by demonstrating that women's 

subservience to men and their confinement to the private sphere was not immutable but a social 

role imposed on women by an ideology which could be contested. Friedan, however, was not the 

first feminist to attack the women's statu in the hegemonic order. Women have balked at their 

restriction to dornesticity since at least the nineteenth century (Ryan 1990; Stansell 1987), and 

s&gists had Iaunched their own reIatively successfiil assaults in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. But it was not until Friedan systematically exposed the demeaning 

representation of women in the media that the 'common sense' expectation of differential roles 

for women and men faced its most sustained and widespread challenge to date. 

Feminists allege that the media's use of stereotyped portrayals of women and men 

reinforce social attitudes that confine women to the domestic sphere. These critiques are 

premised on the belief that gender stereotypes are ùicorporated into a lifelong process of 

socialization. Through the use of "symbolic rewards and punishment for different kinds of 

behaviour", socialization equips individuals with a repertoire of appropriate behaviours for given 

situations, and teaches them the kinds of behaviours that are expected to accompany particula. 

social roles and statuses in society (van Zoonen 1994,34). 

Socialization can therefore be seen as the mechanism by which society's norms and 

values are reproduced, and thus an insinment for perpetuating hegemony. Liesbet van Zoonen 

(1994) maintains that the media are the main instruments in conveying stereotypical, patriarchal 

and hegemonic values about women and femininity. The media "present capitdist and 

paîriarchal order as 'normal', obscuring its ideological nature and translating it into 'common 

sense"', and therefore also play a crucial role in reinforcing social and economic relations 

through their representation of male and female roIes (ibid., 24). 



Chalienging the notion of hegemony 

While the concept of hegemony can be used to desmie the dominant tendencies and 

predilections of a society, the idea that power and, by extension, hegemony can be centralized in 

a single social stratum has come under increasing attack in recent years. Lyotard, for example, 

claims that power is "dispersed across diverse institutions and discourses, including mass media" 

(in Livingstone and Lunt 1994,24). Among these diverse discourses are the counter-discourses 

of subordinate groups. Thus the reproduction of hegemony is achieved only to the extent that 

subordinate classes willingly accept and embrace its precepts. 

Media analysts have also begun to question the actual extent to which the media is able 

to influence societal noms. In many early media theones, audiences were portrayed as passive 

recipients of the media's hegemonic representations of reality, accepting these representations as 

if they were the tnNi. Stuart Hall, for example, argued that the apparent objectivity and realimi 

of television tends to naturalize its discourse, causing it to appear as an unmediated 

representation of reality. While television images rnay in principle be open to multiple 

înterpretations, in practice, audience interpretations are structured and thus limited by "the 

dominant cultural order" (cited in Barry 1993,489). van Zoonen argues that psychoanalytic and 

ideological theories of the media sirnilady depicted female audiences as passive, apparently 

immerçed in and unable to recognize the ideological workùigs of pabiarchal and capitalist 

hegemony (van Zoonen 1994,105). 

Recent media theones, on the other hand, have begun to emphasize the audiences' role in 

interpreting media representations. van Zoonen uses bel1 hook's discussion of how blacks 

construct alternative readings of prime time television to challenge the notion of audience 

passivie. As a chiXd growing up in the 1950s and 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  hooks would listen to adults in her 

household and community discuss the absence of black characters, evidence, she claims, that 

hegemonic norms and values are evaluated and negotiated by ordinary people on an eveqday 

basis (van Zoonen 1994, 107). van Zoonen aIso argues that feminist media theories which 



condernn women's magazines, soap operas and romances do not suffilciently examine their 

enduring popularïty for women. Even fermnists, who logically should be the f i s t  to reject these 

so-called women's genres, are increasingly 'coming out' and adrnitting to being hooked on these 

formats that previous feminists have claimed promote a 'false consciousness' which keeps 

women in their subordinate social roles (van Zoonen 1994,106). 

Thus it is not just how reality is represented but how individuals interpret these 

representations that shapes social meaning. Yet while audiences rnay not be passive, empty 

vessels waiting to blindly accept the hegemonic rqxesentations of reality provided by the media, 

discarding the effect of media altogether is also unwarranted. Kielcolt and Sayles (1988), for 

example, argue that television programs do not change audiences' interpretations of the world, 

rather audiences specifically choose to view programs that reinforce already existing views. 

While there is a certain logic to this contention, it does not address how these 'already existing 

views' came about to begin with, what the role of the media may have been in the earliest stages 

of the socialization process, that is, with young children, or its role in maintainhg stereotyped 

perceptions. 

Gendered stereotypes do exist. Lack of coverage of wornen's concerns is well- 

documented. Women's prhary association with the private sphere is a long-standing, easily 

observed phenornenon. Al1 are aspects of the current hegemonic order. Thus, while the extent 

of the media's role in the reproduction of hegemony is unclear, it does not necessarily follow that 

it plays no role at all. Lisa McLaughlin (1998,612-613), for example, charges that current 

feminist media studies which celebrate the resistance of the audience are conservative because 

they treat the hegemonic tendencies of the media as unproblematic. In practice, television 

dominates many peoples' leisure tirne, and consequently nrill often provide material for later 

conversations wïth fnends and CO-workers. This ability to affect what people talk about and how 

they find out what is happening in the world gives media a powerflll influence that should neither 

be ignored nor muiunized. 



The enduring sîrength of gendered stereotypes and how they can affect women's political 

possibilities is perhaps best iilustrated by auditing actual coverage of women involved in forma1 

politics. 1 therefore now turn to an examination of the media's coverage of female politicians. 

Representation of female political candidates and politicians 

An important aspect of women's access to the political public sphere is the representation 

of women who choose to become involved in the formal political arena- In hvestigating the 

media's treatment of women's political participation, feminists look at both the use of gendered 

stereotypes, and compare the quantity of coverage between fernale and male politicians and 

candidates. 

Gender stereotypes in polifical campaign coverage 

Analyses of political campaigns are an important aspect of political studies, creating 

models and theories which are useful both to political hopefiils and to theorists tracking the 

intricate operations of the democratic process- One of these, the 'resonance' mode1 of campaigns, 

has found that the average voter is unlikely to acquire even a minimal amount of factual 

information about candidates or campaign issues. in the absence of actual information, voters 

will then tend to assess candidates based on cultural stereotypes, including gender stereotypes 

(Iyengar, Valentino, AnsoIabehere and Simon 1997). 

Studies of voters, in tum, indicate that they associate male and female candidates with 

stereotyped personaliw traits and corresponding policy strengths. Women are more likeiy to be 

perceived as wann, compassionate, honest, dependent, noncornpetitive, passive, gentle, 

emotional, empathetic and as weak leaders; whereas men are iypically perceived as more 

independent, objective, cornpetitive, insensitive, aggressive, unemotional, ambitious, tough, 



knowledgeable, and strong leaders (Kahn 1994; Kahn and Goldenberg 199 1, Norris 1997a; 

Iyengar et al- 1997)- 

Voters also tend to assume that male and female candidates have specific areas of 

competence based on their gender. Women are perceived as more efYective in areas related to 

education, health, enviro~mental issues, minority rights, abortion, dmgs and social programs; 

while male candidates are considered better suited to foreign policy, crime, defence, agriculture 

and immigration issues. Overall, the media highlight 'male' issues more frequently than 'female' 

issues, regardless of the candidate's gender, although coverage of 'female' issues will nse for 

both men and women if at l e s t  one of the candidates is female (Kahn and Goldenberg 1991). 

When candidates choose to apply these gendered political stereotypes to themselves in 

their campaign advertising, the effects appear to coincide with voter expectations, In 

independent studies, both Iyengar et al. (1997) and Duke (1996) tracked the outcorne of elections 

and found female candidates fared better with voters when they emphasized issues associated 

with their gender.1 Women who hope to achieve political office must therefore rake into account 

the limitations they face in media coverage and voter expectations because of their gender, 

especially if they opt for strategies and platfoxms which may contradict these stereotypes. 

Campai@ coverage 

The quantity of campaign coverage that candidates receive is also an important aspect of 

a successful bid for office. Voting theories suggest candidates are more likely to be successfül if 

they are recognized, and voter recognition increases with media coverage. Candidates are also 

evaluated on the basis of their policy stances, th& personality, and whether they appear viable, 

al1 of which can be affected by campaign coverage. 

1 Whether or not the use of these stereotypes were sufficient to win an election however 
depended on what voters perceived as key issues during that election year (Iyengar et al. 1997). 



In a study of US Senate races, Kahn and Goldenberg (199 1) discovered that female 

candidates received less media coverage than their male counterparts, Coverage of women 

candidates also focused on their viability, to their detriment. Because women are more often 

challengers than incumbents, and tend to have more difficulty in accumulating campaign 

hancing, viability coverage tended to present fernale candidates in a negative light. Trait and 

personality coverage, in hm, depended on the sex of the reporter, with female reporters more 

likely to report on the issues raised by female candidates. AIthough the number of female 

reporters covering political campaigns is currently low (around twenty-five percent), this 

suggests that their increased presence may be an important resource for women d g  for 

oflice (Kahn and Goldenberg 1991). Based on their findings with respect to the quantity of 

coverage, representation of viability, and coverage of issues and personality, the authors 

concluded that media coverage may be a serious obstacle for female senatonal candidates (Kahn 

and Goldenberg 1991). 

Coverage of female politicaI candidates, f?om both a quantitative and qualitative 

perspective, therefore does not yet match that of their male counterparts. In addition, female 

political candidates must walk a fine Iine between appearing too ferninine, and risk being 

dismissed, or not ferninine enough and thereby fly in the face of voters' expectations. While not 

as pervasive as in the pasf Deborah Rhode discovered that media coverage cm still be found 

which desmies female candidates is surprisingly "sexually freighted tenns". During the 1992 

political campaigns, for example: 

Lynn Yeakel was 'an unlikely standard bearer, a former full-time rnother,' and 
Carol Mosley Braun was 'ebullient, a den-mother with a cheerleader's smile'.,..In 
the profile on Braun, not d l  the twenty-second paragraph does a persistent 
reader leam that she was also a lawyer, former prosecutor, and veteran state 
senator (Rhode 1995,696-697). 

As such coverage suggests, the use of gender stereotypes can diminish women's credibility and 

obscure the importance of their messages. 



Coverage of women in office 

Once elected, many femde politicians believe that the media tends to trivialize their 

roles by focusing attention on their appearance or by positioning coverage in the women's pages 

or style sections of newspapers. Contrary to this perception, however, a study of the women 

elected to the United States House of Representatives in 1992 found most media coverage of  

female politicians was positive; sixty percent of coverage reached the fiont page or national 

news section, and there was litde evidence that coverage was biased or trivia1izi.g (Carroll and 

Schrei'ber 1997)- Disturbingly, but perhaps not surprisingly, coverage nonetheless tended to give 

the impression that women politicians were focusing on 'female' issues such as abortion, 

women's health and, to some degree, sexual harassment. Despite the substantial contribution 

individual women made to the Crime Bill and health care refonn, media coverage of their 

involvement was nonexistent2 (ibid-, 145). 

Pippa Noms aIso looked at coverage of fernale heads of state in 1994, a total of nine 

women out of 189 leaders worldwide. She fomd that female leaders were covered slighfly less 

o h  than male leaders, but the difference in coverage was not great. In addition, there was Little 

evidence that joumalists employed simple sexual stereotypes when covering women world 

leaders (Noms 199%). 

As the data on the use of gender stereotypes in both entertainment and news media 

demonstrate, feminists analyses of the representation of women in the media remain a critical 

area of study. Feminists have linked stereotyped porirayals of women, inadequate coverage of 

women's perspectives and issues, and women's limited roles as analysts, news sources and 

newsrnakers, with the absence of women media workers, especially in media decision-making 

roles (Beasley 1997; Rhode 1995; Coffey 199 1; Cantor 1988; Noms 1997a). They also criticize 

Because of the absence of media coverage, the authors of the study were only able to find 
evidence of the wornen's participation in these areas fiom reading Congress records. 



the news media for their focus on issues of interest to men, arguing that the news is a masculine 

genre, revolving around the political and economic interests of men (Rakow and Kranich 199 1, 

il). Ijn the next section I look at theses critiques, as well as one of the first steps taken by 

feminists to combat the media status quo: the cal1 for greater participation of women in the 

media production process. 

THE ROIX OF WOMEN IN THE PRODUCTION OF TEE MEDIA 

The persistent absence of women as media sources is readïly apparent when their 

participation levels are trackeci A 1991 sîudy found the ten most fkequently seen analysts on the 

three American nightly network news were men @orris 1997b, 161), and surveys conducted in 

the early 1 990s indicated that in the US, men provided eighty-five percent of newspaper quotes 

or references, and were seventy-five percent of television interviewees and ninety percent of the 

most fiequently cited pundits (Rhode 1995,687/88). In 1994 men still dominated the fiont pages 

of newspapers, garnerhg seventy-five percent of the news references and appearing in sixv- 

seven percent of the photographs (Duke 2 996,23 3). By 1995, though nineteen percent of the 

fiont page references were about women, and thirty-nine percent of the photographs, few of the 

women newsmakers were political or opinion leaders (Noms 1997b, 155). 

To get a true picture of women's status as newsmakers requires more than simply 

countkg how eequently the media reference women, as Rakow and Kranich demonstrated in 

their July 1986 study of evening network newscasts. After viewing a month of nightly 

newscasts, they found that of 1,203 news items, women appeared in only 18 1 as on-camera 

sources. However, only forty-three percent of the women were referenced because of political 

affiliations or expertise in a given area. Of these, sixteen percent were experts and authorities, 

thirteen percent politicians or candidates, and four percent were involved in political activities. 

Fifty percent of the women who appeared in the news were private individuals selected by the 



media to illustrate the effect of a particular event, whether a crime, a disaster, public policy or 

the actions of family members, such as mothers or relatives of hostages, gunmen or afflicted 

children, Another eight percent were celebrities and the final two percent were unidentifiable 

(Rakow and Kranich 199 1,13). 

Thus both content and quantity of coverage must be taken into account when tracking 

women's level of participation as media sources. In addition, feminists argue that if women are 

to receive greater and more balanced coverage by the media, more women must be admitted into 

the ranks of media workers. 

Womenls participation as media workers 

In the early twentieth centmy, there were few female journalists, and those working on 

newspapers were restricted almost exclusively to the 'women's pages', covering issues such as 

food, fashion, furnishings, and society news. In broadcast media, the late 1940s found only one 

female journalist on American television news. By 1960, the number of had nsen to one for 

each of the three major US television networks, but their roles were low-profile, limited to 

coverage of political wives or becoming 'weather girls' (Rhode 1995,686). From the mid-1960s 

to the earIy l98Os, women journalists rose fkom less than five percent to thirty-four percent in 

American television news, and in print media fiom less than twenty percent to almost forty 

percent (Rhode 1995,686; Weaver 2 997,2240). 

Although their nurnbers were increasing, female journalists stilT had difficulty obtaining 

the most highly coveted story assignrnents and story placements (on-air time in broadcast media, 

and in newspapers, bylines - an important syrnbof of recognition and status) (MediaWatch 1991). 

Reflecting on her own history in the media, Marlene Sanders recounts how in the 1970s and 

1980s 'on-air' women were given anchor spots only d h g  what were considered f i g e  times: 

earIy mornings or weekends. Women dso had difficulty garnering on-air reporting tirne. Of the 



609 stones aired on the three American television networks in November of 1986, women 

reported on only seventy-six. In 1987, of the 239 American network news reporters only thirty- 

six were women; none ranked among the top ten in terrns of air time; and their top six men 

colleagues captured more air time than al1 thirty-six female reporters combined (Sanders 1988, 

113)- In the same year in Canada, a CBC count found thiay-nine percent of their reporters were 

female, while in 1986 at its cornpetitor, CTV, only sixteen percent of its journalists were wornen 

(Trïmble 1990,335)- 

By 1992, one thud of American journalists were women, but the number of wornen in 

television reporting had dropped from about one third in 1982/83 to about one quarter peaver  

1997,25). In the United States, men still wrote about two thirds of front-page stories and 

seventy-two percent of the commentaries on newspaper op-ed pages, and provided eighty-five 

percent of television news reporting, while a survey of fifteen major Canadian newspapers found 

Iess that than thirty percent of bylines were accredited to women (Duke 1996,234; Rhode 1995, 

686; MediaWatch 1991,22). J i  addition, of the female joumalists who did manage to obtain 

positions in e t  and broadcast media, most found thernselves working predominantly on stories 

that could be seen as an extension of their domestic responsibilities: children's and educational 

media, consumer and domestic programming, huma. interest and feature sections of newspapers, 

entertainment programrning, and the like (van Zoonen 1994,49)- 

Women of colour face even stiffer challenges breakuig into the ranks of the media. 

Although 18.6 percent of the American labour force are members of ethnic minorities, wornen of 

colour comprise less than seven percent of the newspaper workforce, and three percent of its 

executives and managers; provide two percent of broadcast media stories; and in an annual 

survey of the fifty most prominent reporters in the early 1990s not a single women of colour was 

mentioned (Weaver 1997; Rhode 1995,686). 

In the management positions of media organizations and jounalism schools, the number 

of women remaius Iowa than national averages. By the early 1990s, less than ten percent of 



deans or directors of journalism schools were women @hode 1995,686). In the print media, 8.7 

percent of American publishers, 19.4 percent of executive editors, thirty percent of newspaper 

executives, and thirty-two percent of lower-level managers were women, compared to an overd1 

average of thirty-six percent in the American labour force (Beasley 1997,240; Weaver 1997). 

Nonetheless, women journalists now constitute almost sirty-eight percent of American 

journalism school graduates, and about fifty percent in Canada (Weaver 1997; Rhode 1995; 

MediaWatch 1991,22), although these figures have not yet been translated to parity for women 

in the workplace. Yet evidence suggests that as the number of women in media increase, they 

are more likely to become managers, especially in weekl y newspapers and news magazines, 

where in 1992, they were already almost on par with men (Weaver 1997). With increasing 

female participation in the production of news, feminists hope to counteract what they see as  the 

media's tendency to focus their coverage on issues which are primarily of interest to men, 

The absence of women as news analysts and experts, sources of news, and newsmakers 

(subjects of news stones) may be explained in part by their relative absence in the public sphere. 

Because news media traditionally focus on issues and events that occur in the public sphere of 

business, politics and economics, the limited role of womem in the public sphere as authority 

figures or experts provides the news media with a "ready-made justification" for subsequent 

absence of women fiom news coverage @.akow and Kranich 199 1,12). Expanding the 

definition of news to include issues which are of concern to wornen is one way feminists 

envisioned to reach broader coverage and inclusion of women in the media. 

The news as a masculine genre 

Feminists also argue that the news is a masculine genre which revolves around the 

political and economic interests of men (Rakow and -ch 199 1,lI).  The journalistic 

distinction between 'hard' and 'soR' news reflects this emphasis: hard news is equated with 



serious, important information (read masculine), while soft news focuses on human interest and 

lifestyle, and is associated with women audiences and reporters. News can therefore be seen as 

men talking to men, about men, and about the worid as seen through the eyes of men (Rakow 

and Kranich 199 1, Z 1). 

Other feminists claim that women feel alienated f?om the news, because it does not 

provide them with Iaiowledge that enables them to make sense of their own daily experïences, 

Whereas television news provides legitimation for many d e  viewers, and an opportunity to 

feel part of a particular social order, for example, women rnay feel outside of that social order 

and therefore may feel no need to keep up with it at al l  (van Zoonen 1991,232-233). 

The assurnption that media emphasis on politics and economics serves solely male 

interests is increasingly dubious, however, especially given women's increased participation in 

political and economic life. As van Zoonen observes, many studies are conducted on women 

Iivüig in 'traditional' family settings, who are not participants in the paid labour force, and who, 

more and more, constitute a diminishing segment of the female public. 

The long-standing absence of women's issues is evident when contrasted to the increased 

coverage in recent years of domestic violence, child absence, rape, women's health, day care (for 

aging parents, and children), abortion, welfare and social services. More important than the 

abundance of so-called male values, is the neglect of these and other issues and topics of concem 

to women. The fact that women do not see their lives reflected in the news media continues tu 

sideline women, elevating involvement in the public sphere and dunùiishing the aspect of lives 

lived outside of public visibility. 

Increasing fernale participation and the role of media conventions 

Because many feminists interpret the relative absence of women as newsmakers and 

sources as directly reIated to the lack of female media workers, they propose that increasing 



women's access to the production of news may foster greater access of women's concems and 

achievements to the public sphere, and create more balanced and Iess stereotypical coverage of 

wornen. More wornen in management and high visibility positions in the media is seen as a 

rneans to pave the way for more women in the rankç (van Zoonen l99I, 220). 

Such reasoning, however, is limited for several reasons. As van Zoonen points out, it is 

an essentialist view which assumes that women share a common perspective that is different 

fiom men (van Zoonen 1994,63). When feminists cal1 for an increased number of women, there 

is also an implied expectation that they will have a feminist approach. Uitimately, however, 

tnisting that an increased number of women in the media will dramatically change the coverage 

of women ignores the strength of the organizational environment and entrenched news traditions 

within which the news is produced. 

The fündamental flaw with anticipating that greater female participation in media 

production wiil lead to improvement in the coverage and portrayal of women, is that it assumes a 

level of individual autonomy that journalists simply do not possess. As Rakow and Kranich 

(1991) note, it is d i k e l y  that in traditional media coverage male media workers conspire to 

exclude women or to present them in a particular fashion. Rather it is news conventions that 

shape what will be detemiined to be news. Journalists are sociaked into the unwitten d e s  and 

prevailing n o m ,  practices and values of newsrooms through a process of rewards and 

punishments which ultimately leads to self-censorship. To fùrther cornplicate the issue, this 

process is subtle, so that it appears to Imake sense' to do things a particular way, thus making 

socialization is hard to resist even for female jomalists (van Zoonen 1994; Bradley 1998; 

Rakow and Kranich 1991, 11-12). 

van Zoonen contends that because of the sheer number of people involved in media 

production, the personal ideas of a given female joumalist may have little impact on the 

production of news. In examinhg the factors which influence news production, she looks to 

Dimmick and Coit who propose a complex hierarchy of influences which range f?om the 



personal characteristics of media workers, such as gender, ethnicity, age, education, as well as 

professional, cultural and political background, to national and international regdatory policies 

(van Zoonen 1994,47-48)- 

Dimmick and Coit argue that although some journalistic latitude is possible within 

particular news organizations, most newsrooms are d c i e n t l y  bureaucratized that different 

individuals ultimately react the same way under s i d a r  circumstances. Journalists, including 

women, are socialized into news traditions through face-to-face contact with colleagues; through 

formal and informal groups and meetings such as editorial meetings, professional organizations, 

and informal socializing; and through organkationd factors such as policy, organizational 

structure, work routines and power relations within organizations. Added to these are the 

competing commercial, professional, and artistic goals of individuals and departments which cut 

across all aspects of media production (van Zoonen 1994,4743). 

News production is therefore conducted in an environment rife with intemal and extemal 

pressures, al1 of which can have an impact on production values. As David Weaver rerninds us, 

the societal and cultural environments within which the media operate, as well as audience 

expectations (or, perhaps more to the point, what the media interpret as these expectations to be) 

al1 have a powerfûl impact on joumalistic autonomy (Weaver 1997). Thus the weight of 

newsroorn tradition is a formidable force against which even the most determined female media 

workers have limited impact. Among these traditions are those employed to determine what 

shall constitute the news. 

Media shape the news 

News media do not simply reflect the world, but help shape how the world is perceived 

by choosing what they will cover and how. Of the myriad of events that occur in a single day, 

the vast rnajority will never make it to the newsstands or be broadcast over the air waves because 



events and topics are not intri>zsicaliy newsworthy. Rather, as Stuart Hall observes, 'news' is the 

product of a cornplex process of systematic sorting and selection based on a socially constructed 

set of categories. News is therefore a creation of the journalistic process, dependent on what the 

society and the news media deem is important (quoted in Fowler 199 1, 11-13). 

Which events and issues the media choose to cover depend on media conventions and 

standards of newsworihiness. While the media do not follow a prescribed format for producing 

the news, researchers can nonetheless extrapolate f?om examples of news presentations to tmck 

common media practices. Roger Fowler, for exampIe, notes the extent to which the criteria for 

newsworthiness reflects cultural values. To attract audiences and readership, news media seek 

out issues and events that hold meaning for their audiences. One of the chief criteria for 

newsworthîness thus tends to be found in stones related to countries, societies and individuals 

who are perceived to be most like oneself (Fowler 199 1). 

Events also become news if they are unexpected or negative, as in disasten; if they occur 

in nations that are culturally proximate or if a comparable situation could occur in one's own 

nation; or if they reference elite nations (superpowers) or elite persons, such as politicians or 

celebrities. The media also favour unambiguous events which are recognizably significant and 

relatively straightforward to understand, as well as events that are easily personalized, creating 

feelings of identification, empathy or disapproval. Lastly, an event is more likely to become 

news if it has 'consonance' with the reporter, that is, if it coincides with a journalin's 

preconceived ideas of what should be happening (Fowler 1991, 12-16; Lorimer 1994,205-206). 

The media therefore go &ou& a deliberate process of sorting through daily events and 

judging what they will present as news, selecting what angle they will use in presenting a story, 

how much coverage it will receive, what sources will be used and how balanced they are, and 

what, if any, visuals they wiIl use to accornpany it. Readers and audiences, in tuni, leam how 

much importance to attach to a topic by the extent of coverage it receives and its positioning in 

the broadcast, newspaper or magazine. By Mrtue of the amount of attention news media give an 



issue or evenS they help determine what the pub1i.c will consider important and whether it is 

worth covering @uke l996,23 1; MediaWatch 199 1,22). 

The news therefore give us onIy a partial view of the world, and by the time it reaches 

the public it has been transformed and manipulated through differential treatment in presentation 

both to satis* the conventions and requirements of the media, and to conform to numerous 

social, political and economic factors (Fowler 1991). The question is who, or what, is 

responsible for the comparative lack of coverage of issues of importance to women, and for how 

women are represented in the media? For some feminists the answer is clear: news is shaped for, 

and by, men, hence the absence of women and women's concems. 

To combat the media's propensity to focus on broad poiitical and economic events and 

issues yet ignore issues of concern to women, and to portray women using broad gender 

stereotypes of their characteristics and roles in society, women in the early 1960s began to 

engage in direct challenges to the media industry. These challenges were part of a growing 

movement in which women began questioning al1 aspects of their roles in society and treatment 

as second cIass citizens, and which marked the beginning of second wave feminism- In the next 

section 1 Iook at the ways in which women chdlenged the media, which ranged fiom protests 

and critiques of the media, the creation of alternative media, and greater participation in 

mainstream media, 

THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT AND THE MEDIA 

Chaiienging the mass media: license challenges 

The publication of The Ferninine Mystique, and corresponding protest fiom women and 

rninorities in the mid- 1960s about the lack of diversity in broadcasting (Cantor 1988,76) 



prompted efforts to reform media practices in print and broadcast media. Perhaps the most 

notable of these actions were the feminist challenges to broadcast licensuig renewals- 

In 1966, for the fïrst time in broadcast history, the US Court of Appeals instructed the 

US Federiil Communications Commission PCC) that it must permit citizens to participate in its 

Iicensing proceedings (Cantor 1988,77). Every three years, mtil the beginning of deregdation 

in 1984, the FCC required broadcasters to renew their broadcast licenses. In the 1970s and early 

1980s, women's goups throughout the US began to petition the FCC to deny licenses to local 

television stations at renewal time. Citing FCC policy under the "ascertainment of community 

needs", women's groups argued that existing media coverage was derneaning to women's issues, 

programrning dÏd not reflect the concerns of women, and hiring poficies kept women and 

minonties out of newsrooms (Cantor 1988). 

Feminists efforts to have broadcast licenses denied ran up against the US Fùst 

Amendment, which guaranteed fieedom of speech- As a result, no licenses were ever revoked, 

making it difficult to gauge the acrual success of the license challenges. Cantor notes that 

increases in the number of women working at local television stations began before the license 

chaIlenges occurred and rnay have occurred anyway, given the dramatic shift in women's 

employment in most sectors in the past twenty years (Cantor 1988,80). Nonetheless, the license 

challenges may have helped raise awareness among station owners (Cantor 1988). As Bradley 

(1998) observes, the actions did bring station owners to the bargainhg table and as stations 

began to recognize the benefits of female newscasters in selling the news, women began to find 

more employment opportunities open to them. 

In Canada, paralle1 actions were initiated in the 1970s by feminists who protested 

stereoSpical portrayals of women on television and radio, and called for the federal government 

to promote egalitaria. and progressive Mages of women. The Canadian Radio-television 

Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) responded in 1979 by setting up a Task Force to draft 

sex-role stereotyping guidelines and make recommendations on their implementation (TrimbIe 



1990). The resulting Task Force, Towards Equality for Wornen, consisting of industry 

appointees and six public representatives fkom feminist groups across Canada, proposed a 

twofold solution: equal employment for women within the industry, and regulation of advertising 

and programming. 

As with the US actions, the direct effect of the Canadian Task Force is unclear. 

Broadcast media were given a two-year trial period in which they were to voluntarily regulate 

themselves, When their response was minimal, the CRTC imposed mandatory self-regdation 

but did not follow thtough by monitoring licensees or instituting penalties for non-cornpliance 

when licenses came up for renewal. Like the US, Canadian women have seen improvements in 

their representation and employment in the broadcast industqr, and analysts suggest it is at least 

partially an outcome of the Task Force (Trimble 1990). 

Caiis for revision of journalistic codes of ethics 

Feminists also stnick back at the media by demanding that they institute guidelines to 

ensure fair and positive treatment of women and rninorities, in 1975, the (US) National 

Commission on Observance of International Women's Year proposed a series of media 

guidelines on employment, news production, respect for women and language usage (Beasley 

The employment guidelines maintained that women should be involved in more policy- 

making positions; should be employed, at equal pay, in jobs at al1 levels; and have the 

opportunity for training and promotion. News guidelines proposed that news definitions should 

be expanded to include more coverage of women's activities at local, national and international 

levels; the media should seek out news of women; and news should be reported by subject, not 

sex (as in 'women's pages'). Under the title of respect guidelines, it was noted that women's 

bodies should not be used to add irrelevant sexual interest and presentation of persona1 details 



should not occm d e s s  they were relevant to the stoiy. Finally, language guidelines included a 

reassessrnent in which courtesy titles (Mrs., Miss, Ms.) should be abandoned; females over the 

age of sixteen should be referred to as women, not girls; tenns used should not be gender 

specific; and women's organizations and activities should be treated with the same respect as 

men's would be treated (Beasley 1997,238). 

The proposal was modestly successful; many media stopped using courtesy titles, and 

print and broadcast style books began to discourage demeaning stereotypes and sexist references 

(Beasley 1997). Journalistic codes, however, were slower to change. In 1987, the SPJ Code of 

Ethier still made no reference to discrimination, and none appeared prïor to the latest revision. 

In the proposed code, journalists now have an "aflkxnative duty to report al1 significant aspects 

of global society, including its constituent groups"; they are urged to "teli the story of diversity 

and magnitude of human experience"; they must "avoid stereotypes in covering issues of race, 

gender, age, religion, ethnicity, geography, sexual orientation and social status"; and they must 

"strive to give voice to al1 segments of society in public discourse" (Beasley 1997, 236). 

While women's groups laboured to elevate the manner in which women's issues and 

women in general were portrayed in the mass media, the women's movement itself faced its own 

simultaneous struggle against media bias. Still dominated by men who relied on a traditional 

repertoire of sexual stereoîypes and patriarchal expectations of women's roles, the mass media 

became the confused and often reluctant chroniclers of the new social movement. If women felt 

that obtaining credibility in the media in general was difficult, it would be nothing compared to 

what their sisters who chaiienged women's roles would face. 

Coverage of the women's movement 

As an excerpt fkom an 1869 women's rights periodical demonstrates, media coverage of 

the women's movement has frustrated and enraged feminists for over a cenniry (Rakow and 



Kranich 1991,16)- In a study of the early years of the second wave ferninist rnovement, 

Deborah Rhode (1995) uncovered numerous examples of how the movement, and the women in 

it, were negatively portrayed, ridiculed and nivialized, or ignored altogether. In 1966, for 

example, the Nau York Emes reported the founding of the National Organization for Women 

O W ) ,  a group established to represent women's issues on a national scale, in brief article 

tucked in amid Thanksgiving recipes, and the Washington Post did not cover it at al1 (Bradley 

1998; Rhode 1995,609). 

Fer-sts were also demonîzed in the press, portrayed as a lunatic fiînge'; as wornen 

who either hated men, or wanted to be just like them; as sirident, humouriess or extremist; or as 

hairy-legged andlor lesbian (Rhode 1995,693). Early media coverage of the movement was 

often unbalanced, focusing exclusively or disproportionately on extremist tactics or rhetoric. 

Marge Kovacs, an ad executive who participated in the 1970 protest march Women's Strike for 

Equality', discovered this first hand. Although the participants consisted of a cross-section of 

women including "establishment types, career women and many older citizens", this breadth of 

support was not apparent in media coverage of the event. Instead, the only women made visible 

in the subsequent television broadcast were those which would later corne to symbolize 

ferninism in the news: "strîngy haired, bra-less women in T-shirts, with angry signs" (Bradley 

1998, 160). 

The media would also focus on feminists' appearance and personal characteristics. In a 

1970 protest rnarch, for example, Navsweek included the insightflll observation that the vice- 

president of NOW wore a purple jumpsuit. Coverage of other prominent women in the 

movement reflected similar emphasis on appearance and personaliw in the media, such as Ti- 

Grace Atkinson who was descriied as having a "dreamy, so£üy sexy style"; Germaine Greer with 

her "lean good looks"; Kate MiIlet, who did not "wash her hair"; and Betty Friedan who was 

portrayed as a "'double-chinned' ... 'badgering eccentnc' whose theones reflected her own unhappy 



marriage and intexpersonal failings" (Rhode 1995,694,696). htentionally or not, such coverage 

diminished feminists' credibility and marginalized their messages. 

Claiming an attempt to 'balance' their reporting, the media often present only the extreme 

positions on both sides of a complicated debate. in the case of the women's movemwt, Rhode 

argues, this resulted in the misrepresentation of issues because only the most radical positions 

were reported at the expense of any discussion of a niiddle ground Use of this strategy can be 

seen in coverage which features shots of angry protesters marching past 'regular women' who 

looked alienated by the process (Rhode 1995,70 1). 

Feminists also charge that media varied their coverage of policy differences depending 

on the gender of the individuals involved When men disagreed with each other, for example, 

the media treated their differences as alternative stances on a given policy or issue. When 

feminists were involved, however. news media pitted women sources against each other. 

Debates were often firamed as conflicts or cat fights, and diffaent positions depicted as a 

standoff between codicting personaiities (Rakow and Kranich 199 1,20; n o d e  1995). News 

media would also focus more on confiicts when covering events in which women were the 

primary actors. In the 1980 World Conference of the UN Decade for Women, for example, forty 

to fie percent of the news coverage focused on con£iict; a higher percentage than is generally 

found in the news (Rakow and Kranich 199 1, 16). 

W y o u  canlt beat lem, join lem": using the media to publicize feminist issues 

While feminists condemned the media, they also recognized its potential as a tool for 

cornteracting the forces of patriarchy. In the 1960s and 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  feminists therefore began using 

the media itself to fight for political change. From The Ferninine Mystique and Ms. magazine to 

marches and demonstrations staged to gain media attention, feminists sought to CO-opt the media 

as they simultaneously tried to transfomi it. Recogniang the importance of using media 



channels to publicize their cause, Betty Friedan for exarnple, specifically outlined her vision for 

the role of the media wfien she founded the National Organization for Women (NOW) in 1966. 

She brought in an actress &end, an ABC reporter, anchor and documentary producer, and a 

female high-level public relations expert to one of the first meetings to assist in creating 

sîrategies for bringing the o r g d t i o n  to national attention. 

One of the &st media events to put the women's movement on the media agenda, was 

the 1970 Women's Strike Day for Equality which brought together 50,000 marchers in New York 

City alone. The women's movement was able to gain rnomentum because of the media coverage 

it was able to garner. In the decade between 1976-1985, for exarnple, 1,705 articles related to 

the women's movement appeared in New York Times (Costain, Braunstein and Berggren 1997, 

2 14). Media actions were also used in countless feminist events, fiom the 'zap actions' of radical 

feminists and the protests used by the 'Guerrilla Girls' to focus attention on the 

underrepresentation of women in the arts, to the 1971 picketing of newspapers to protest the 

gender segregation of help-wanted a& (Farrell 1998; n o d e  1995; Bradley 1998). 

Although the women's movement had begun to receive coverage in the mass media, 

feminists had no controI over its content, and thus were subject to the characterizations 

journalists, editors and producers brought to covering the movement. Because the media tend to 

favour 'hard' or action-oriented news, such as demonstrations and marches, over 'soft' news such 

as speeches and position papas, while feminist issues were getting into the news, critical 

discussion and analysis remained scarce. 

One of the steps feminists took in trying to transfonn media coverage, was to force 

greater participation of feminists in the production of mass media. To this end, feminists 

organized a 1970 'sit-in' of more than 200 female writers, editors and activists at the editorial 

offices of the Ladies Home Jounuzl which led to an eight page supplement in the August issue 

exposing thousands of American women to the major topics of the women's movement (Farrell 



1998,21). Infiltrating mainstream media was not always possible however. To ensure their 

message got out, feminists would have to create their own media, 

Women's alternative media 

Women have been communicating with each other in print for centuries. The first 

feminist newspaper, ne Female Spectator, was established in Dublin in 1746, and in the 

nineteenth century, sufçage newspapers and periodicals began appearing after the Seneca Falls, 

New York temperance meeting in the mid-1800s. As decreasuig costs of print technology in the 

twentieth century made printing more accessible, women's media expanded to include feminist 

dictionarîes, thesauri and directones (Steiner 1992, 121- 123). 

In 1970 there were more than 500 feminist periodicals, newsletters and magazines 

published in the US alone, and by 1982 a list of past and present feminist literature numbered 

over 1500 (FaneIl 1998; Steiner 1992). Feminist publications exclude the glossy women's 

magazines which are designed to sel1 advertising revenue, maximize market shares and profits, 

and which tend to be controlled by men. Rather, they are almost exclusively small circulation 

newspapers and periodicals geared to geographically or stylisticalIy specific populations. They 

range fkom Iocal and regional to national and international readership, ofien catering to specific 

groups such as lesbians, women of colour, or other interest groups, and include literary and art 

journais, non-fiction, trade and scholarly joumals, as well as documentary and feature films such 

as Studio D of the Canadian National Film Board (Steiner 1992). 

Feminist media senre women in a number of ways- Perhaps their most immediate 

h c t i o n  is to provide a network in which women can find out about what other women are 

doing, share ideas and experiences, explore emerging interests and issues, and showcase their art, 

literature and scholarship. As a communications medium, they also provides a discursive forum 

for challenging dominant structures and ideologïes, for debating philosophical and pol?tical 



issues, and for analyzing issues of relevance to women. Because new ideas and issues of 

concem to women often appear first in feminist media, it c m  also be used as a source by 

rnainstream media (CoEey 199 1; Farrell 1998; Steiner 1992). 

Women's media not only enable women to communicate with each other, but can also 

foster a sense of coxll~~lunity and provide a site for empowering women. For women who Iive in 

geographicdly isolated communities it can be a Iifeline, letting them lmow that there are others 

who feel the way they do, and helping them to create networks with like-minded women who 

live in the sanie area (Coffey 1991; Steiner 1992). As an organizational tool, feminist media can 

provide a referral network, stimulate the formation of new groups, and help in the coordination 

of lobbying, demonstrations, or letter campaigns. Through feminist media, women cm leam 

about approaches that women in other communities use to solve problems, as in the case of 

creating battered women's shelters (Steiner 1992; Coffey 199 1). 

Not al1 feminist publications are small-scale, however, and perhaps the most notable 

exception is Ms. magazine. First published in the winter of 1972, MY. sought to translate the 

feminist message to mass audiences and bring them into the movement- Unlike most feminist 

publications, Ms. emulated the slick style of commercial women's magazines, in part to attract 

women from the mainstream alternatives. Ms. became a source of Uiformation for its readers as 

well as a forum for sharing their daily encounters with sexism, regularly publishing between 

three to five pages of readers letters (Farrell 1998). 

During its peak, circulation ran between 400,000 and 500,000, and readership was 

estimated as high as five million (Farrell 1998, 1). Ms- strove to be a moderating voice for 

ferninism, emphasizing inclusiveness and sisterhood among women everywhere. Despite its 

rhetoric of inclusivity however, Ms. found itself maintaining a middle ground on most issues, 

garnering criticism fkorn radical feminists for its moderate views, and fkom women of colour 

who charged the magazine of subsrlming difference (Bradley 1998, 168). In an age when other 

media were being forced to narrow their focus in order to appeaI to specific market segments, 



Ms. was also discovering that it could not appeal to al1 feminîsts simdtaneously. In addition, 

Iîke so many other feminist publications, Ms. has struggled to remain hancially viable, and in 

recent years has increased prices only to face a &op in readership (Farrell 1998). 

While feminist media have been successful in introducing audiences to alternative 

representations of wornen and providing women with approaches for personal empowerment, 

their audiences have been limited to those who were receptive to their messages. To foster 

women's equality îhroughout society, however, feminists would have to replicate these 

achievements in mainstream media, broadening the media's mandate to include more coverage 

of women's c o n c a s  and more a favourable representation of women themselves. 

Women's progress in mainstream media 

Much has changed in the media since feminists began to challenge it in the 1960s. The 

percentage of US women in broadcast journalism has risen fiorn less than five percent to over 

thirty percent, and in print jounialism has doubled to almost forty percent (Rhode 1995, 686; 

Weaver 1997). Women also hold more hi&-profile positions in the industry. In 1992, they 

comprised 8.7 percent of US publishers, 19.4 percent of executive editors, and thiay percent of 

newspaper executives or managers- Though less than corresponding positions in the US 

workforce, where an average of w - s i x  percent of managers are women, these figures 

nonetheless represent significant strides for women in the media (Beasley 1997,240). Salaries 

between male and female journa1ist.s are also approaching parity, especially when adjusted for 

experience (Weaver 1997)- 

Obtaining plum media assignments remains a struggle for women. As noted earlier, men 

still contribute sixty-seven percent of fkont page articles and seventy-two percent of opinion 

articles on newspaper op-ed pages @uke 1996,234). Though more and more women can be 

seen a n c h o ~ g  television news, these tend to be at local stations or in non-prime-time positions. 



Studies aiso show that most female reporters are young and have lirnited experience, suggesting 

tlmt they may be leaving the business to get married and raise families. When Smith, Fredin and 

Nardone (1989) interviewed three female anchors, two spoke of the difficulty of balancing a 

reporting career with raising a famXly. Few organizations make provisions for employees with 

children, and this is worse at the network level, where journalists may have to travel at a 

moment's notice. As one female anchor obsemed, being an anchor is not always about being a 

good joumalist: 

Al1 the Iittle things like my news director being more concerned with my 
cosmetic appearance than he is with my journalistic ability bother me. And 
those are the kinds of things that are not addressed in the study. 1 aiso think it 
would be very interesting to talk to people who are no longer in the business to 
find out why they left (Smith, Fredin and Nardone 1989,243)- 

Even a cursory glance at television news in 1999 would suggest that male anchors, especially 

those in mid-day and late night positions, rnay face similar pressures to appear attractive. 

However, as in other media productions, one rnight expect men to have a longer 'shelf life' than 

their femaie counterparts. 

MainStream media coverage of women has improved though men still garnered between 

seventy-five and seventy-nine percent of front page references in February 1994 (down fiom 

eighty-nine percent in 1989) and were featured in two-thuds of the front page photos (Duke 

1996,234; Noms 1997b, 155). Few women who appeared on the fiont pages, however, were 

political or opinion leaders (Noms 199%). Nonetheless, Deborah Rhode (1995) contends that 

growing numbers of ferninist journalists, critics and consumers have had a significant impact on 

how ferninist issues are presented in the news. She cites examples fiom the coverage of the 

C l a r k e  Thomas confinnation hearings, and Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman murdeïs. 

At the 1991 confirmation hearings of Associate Supreme Court Justice Clarence 

Thomas, law professor Anita Hill provided testimony that Thomas had sexually harassed her 

when they had worked together years earlier. Media coverage was broad and varied but 

nonetheless brought the issue of sexuaI harassrnent under public scrutiny and created an intense 



and sustained debate- Fdlout fiom the debate can be seen in the increased public awareness of 

the issue of sexual harassment, which Rhode argues marked a turning point that transfonned 

centuries of women's subjection to maie harassment into one that could now threaten men's 

Iivelihoods as well (Rhode 1995). 

Media coverage of the hearings varïed, some cornmentaries calling into question Hill's 

motivations for coming forward. In op-ed pieces in the Nav York Times, for example, Peggy 

Noonan and Orlando Patterson attacked Anita Hill as an upper-class tool of feminists 

(McLaughlin 1993,613). Pieces such as these, which attempted to deflect attention away ftom 

Thomas, did not pass uncontested. When a black sociologist's editorial in the same papa tned to 

pass off Thomas's actions as "down home courtin"', it prompted the formation of the coalition 

Af?ican-American Women in Defense of Ourselves (AAWIDO) whose ad in the Nav York Times 

featured a statement of protest accompanied by 1500 signatures (Rhode 1995,704-705; Fraser 

1995a, 301). 

The hearings, and îheir coverage, had other effects as well. Al1 fciture Supreme COU 

and cabinet nominees would now be vetted in background checks for sexuai harassment; the 

stereotyping and silencing of black wornen during the hearings was openly conteste& as 

evidenced by the founding of AAWIDO; and dissenthg opinions among women and among the 

black community shattered the 'myth of homogeneous communities' (Fraser 199Sa; Rhode 

1995)- 

The trial of O. J- Simpson for the murder of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron GoIdman 

perfonned a similar finiction by forcing the issue of domestic violence into the public eye. 

While the public fascination with the case may not have spawned the 'rational-critical' debate of 

Habermas's imaginings, its lengthy duration and prolonged public exposure created the 

opportunity for as sustained public debate (McLaughlin 1998). Amid the media fienzy were 

often thorough and thoughtful pieces which examined, among other issues, the nature of family 

violence; the limits of law enforcement; and the inadequacy of social services (Rhode 1995, 



704). The media also t m e d  their gaze inward, questioning theu previous silence about 

domestic abuse; their lionization of athletes; their focus on the 'tragedy of O.J.' rather than the 

two murder victims; and noted that it took the death of a white woman at the hands of a black 

man to put domestic violence on the media map (ibid., 704). 

Not al1 media took 'the high road', however, Some used the case as an excuse to create 

titillating and lilnd copy, while others asserted that women hit men more ofien than men hit 

women, or that both sexes were equally responsiile for domestic violence (Rhode 1995,705)- 

Neither could the media resist p rov ihg  detailed commentary on lead prosecutor Marcia Clark's 

hair and wardrobe, reflecting a propensity to comment on wornen's appearance which feminists 

have been fighting against for at least twenty-five years (McL.aughlin 1998, 84). Nonetheless, 

Rhode argues that coverage of domestic violence was rnarkedIy improved by the O.J. Simpson 

trial which "left in its wake significant, positive results: a strearn of legislation, a new sense of 

judicial, prosecutorial, and police accountabiTity, and an increased demand for preveniive and 

support services" (Rhode 1995,705). 

While women have not achieved parity in media coverage, feminism has made some 

gains. Rape, child abuse, and domestic violence are now legitimate topics in the news. Wendy 

Kozol proposes that media coverage of sociological studies, refonn efforts and legislative 

actions is at least partly responsible for establishing dometic violence as a public policy issue 

(1995,652). Women's health issues can be found on the front pages, and entertainment 

programs c m  now be found which espouse feminist values. A look at television entertainment in 

1999 wilI reveal a number shows featuring strong fernale characters, despite those where wornen 

remain in stereotypicai roles. 



FUTURE PROSPECTS: NEW MEDW FORMATS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

In recent years, mew media formats and technologies are offerhg possibilities for 

unprecedented diversity and access to the public sphere. 1 first discuss a variation in the use of 

existing broadcast media technology: audience discussion prograrnming. Secondly, 1 look at 

breakthroughs în cornpuder and communications technology in which electronic media and. the 

Intemet are opening up new f'rontiers in the democratic potential of the public sphere. 

Audience discussion prcograms 

Sonia Livingstone and Peter Lunt (1 994) have made a close study of the audience 

discussion program, an emerging phenomenon in television broadcasting which straddles the Tine 

between news and entertainment media. These programs feature a panel of experts and lay 

people who discuss topical social, political and personal issues, and are moderated by program 

hosts who encourage audience rnembers to question panel members and offer their comments 

and opinions (Livingstone and Lmt 1994; Livingstone 1994). 

Like news and c-ent affairs programs, audience discussion programs feature discussion 

of contemporary issues, But differ fiom traditional formats by soliciting the views of audience 

members. By opening up public debate to lay people, audience discussion programs may 

therefore allow a radical expansion of the public sphere to include plural and diverse publics. In 

this way, they may create a more egalitarian public sphere; one that more closely approximates 

the universal access to which the bourgeois public sphere claimed to aspire (Livingstone and 

Lunt 1994; Livingstone H994). 

Audience discussion programs also offer enhanced possibilities for ignoring statu 

differentials. Because they are premised on the active participation of lay audiences, even 

experts are required to cmtlllflunicate in ordinary, narrative speech styles. Discussions are thus 

made accessible, both in tenns of comprehension and participation, to members of subaltern 



groups who may not have adequate communications skills to participate in a more formalized 

public debate. Lay people therefore have the opportrmity to confront politicians and other 

members of powerful elites with their Iived experiences, as well as make political arguments, tel1 

personal stories, and express a diversity of views (Livingstone and Lunt 1994; Livingstone 

1994). 

Though often aitical and contentious, audience discussion programs do not strive to 

emulate the strictly 'rational-critical' style of Habermas's idealized bourgeois public sphere. As 

such, they more closely resemble the radical, oppositional multiple publics advocated by Nancy 

Fraser (1 992) which aim to provide a site for resistance and the expression of multiple social 

identities. Nor is their goal to reach consensus or even amive at a conclusion but rather to 

facilitate public debate tbrough a process of negotiation. 

Livingstone and Lunt (1994) posit that a critical reading may suggest that audience 

discussion programs, as with other mass media, merely dupe audiences with an illusion of 

influence and involvement. The authors counter such a readùig with recent empincal shidies of 

the media which increasingly challenge the image of audiences as passive or manipulated. 

Through a series of audience evaluations, Livingstone and Lunt found program fans valued the 

opportunity for 'ordinary' people to speak their min& in public, and to argue with the 'experts' 

(Livingstone and Lunt 1994; Livingstone 1994). Women in particular found the debates to be of 

social value, and appreciated the chance to speak publicly of their experiences as women 

(Livingstone 1 994). 

While it is harà to image the social value of some audience discussion programs3, these 

formats, however flawed, do offer an unprecedented opportunity for multiple publics to express 

their concems and identities through the mass media. Their audiences at home are therefore 

In the late 1990s the highly controversial Jemy Springer show, which thnves on violent and 
often physical confrontations, immediately springs to mind- 



exposed to a cross-section of society and a glimpse at people with lifestyles which their audience 

may never encounter in their daily lives. 

The internet and electronic media 

With over 25 million users in 1995 alone, the Internet is redefhïng mass media and 

offering users the abiIity to conmunicate nearly instantaneously with people around the world. 

The Internet can also be a powerful and inexpensive information source without the costs 

associated with publishing. By September 1995, for example, 123 US newspapers and more than 

1300 magazines had web sites, thaugh were not necessarily publishing on-Iine, and in 1991 

North American users could aiready access alternative news services from South M c a ,  the 

Middle East, Japan, the South Pacific, Central America and Europe (Morris and Ogan I996,43; 

Mujer a Mujer 1991, 10). 

With this kind of capability, it is not surprising that groups and associations are taking 

advantage of the technology and using the Internet to provide information, updates and 

cornunication between their membership. One such group, the feminist Mujer a Mujer 

Collective, uses electronic communications technology to communkate with activists locally, 

nationally and internationally, and its members have found it invaluable in maintaining 

relationships with contacts made at conferences (Mujer a Mujer 1991). 

So valuable have they found the medium, that they now organize and promote its use 

when they go to conferences, buying modems wholesale and selling them at cost. This strategy 

is particularly important for participants fkom Third World counfries where technology is limited 

and start-up costs can be prohibitive. At the conference they post notices and dismiute flyers to 

conference attendees, and conduct workshops to demonstrate the ease of use to women who 

often are cornputer-phobic. With the technology, they have been able to create or gain access to 

activists' data banks; women's electronic forums and resources exchanges; women's international 



wire senrices; and women's action networks, thus enabling wornen to communicate and organize 

regionally or internationally (Mujer a Mujer 199 1). 

The Internet has also enabled govemments to explore the potential of 'electronic 

democracy', a phenornenon scholars, politicians and activists have been proposing since the 

1960s. Two such examples are currentiy in use: the civic networking projects in the United 

States and Europe; and Holland's Digital Cities. 

Civic networking is a term coined for the use of electronic co~ll~~lunications in providing 

Iocal political information and access to participation in decision-making (Bryan, 

Tsagarousinaou, and Tambini 1998). In the United States, over 1000 towns and cities had 

homepages on the World Wide Web and 200 had civic networking projects by 1998- In addition, 

political parties, voluntary organizations, pressure groups and other organizations are currently 

exploring the use of computer-mediated communications to reach potential supporters, and to 

network and share information. 

Advocates of civic networking argue that it has the potential to revive public 

communication by increasing the efficiency and ease of communication, and dramatically 

reducing publishing and communication costs nonnally associated with collective political 

action. The technology can be used to mesure citizens' preferences, as well as off- political 

access to people who generally would not have a voice, such as those who are shy, disabled, 

housebound, or carers. Other proposed advantages are the ability for people to imrnediately 

respond to information, thereby increasing their likelihood of participahg in public debate; and 

the ability to bypass mediators such as joumalists, parIiamentary representatives and political 

parties, who can distort political communication, thus reducing the potential for political 

censorship or secrecy (Bryan et al. 1998). 

In the Netherlands, the Digital Cities project has atternpted to counteract politicai apathy 

by creating electronic cities w k e  users can communicate with each other on a wide range of 

topics; find information about their local goverrments; and build personal homepages where 



they post information about themselves (Francissen and Brants 1998). By mid-1997, seventy 

Digital Cities boasted approximately 100,000 inhabitants and thousands of visitors daily (ibid,, 

18)- Digital Cities offer citizens the opportunity to debate with each other and with local 

government; citizens and social groups a information platform to publicize their activities or 

concenis; access to community information; and the opportunity for users to network with each 

other and make new connections. 

Such experiments in electronic democracy are opening new ground in the exercise of 

public commUILication and debate and offer the possïbility of reviving an eroded public sphere. 

Optimism is guarded, however, as there are also potential problems associated with the new 

medium- 

While an historically unprecedented cache of information, the Internet places the burden 

on users to assess the quality of information contained within it (Morris and Ogan 1996). Unlike 

traditional mass media, where editors and fact checkers are employed to e n m e  the veracity of 

the information they report, anyone who can operate a cornputer can establish a website or 

homepage or visit a chat room where they can Say anything they want, without undergoing 

equivalent checks and balances. Unless the information providers have previously established 

their credibility, users have to exercise extreme caution in deciding whom or what to believe. In 

the race for market shares, even large metropolitan newspapers such as the Nav York Times 

instruct reporters to post breaking news on-iine before it has passed through the traditional 

checks and balances that printed news are subject to. 

Eagerness to laud electronic communications media as a dernomtic openhg up the 

public sphere may also be premature. As Bryan et al. (1998) note, policy initiatives have 

preceded academic research and intellectual critiques of cyberdemocracy. As yet uiere is a lack 

of empirical studies of the eEects of the new media and its implications for democracy. Because 



of radical differences in technology, theories firom broadcast and print media cannot simply be 

superimposed ont0 the new environment (Bryan et al. 1998). 

Each new stage in the development of communications technology - fiom writing and 

printing to the recording and broadcasting of sound and images - has held the promise "of 

Iiberating hrunan beings fkom the limitations of infoxmation scarcity and steadily undermining 

the hierarchies of political, economic, socid, and cultural power such scarcity underpimed" 

(Gamham 1993,254). ElectronÎc media add a whole new layer of complexity to the acquisition 

of idonnation. 

While the Internet can be considered a mass media in terms of scope, it is also an 

extremely fbgmented and individualized form of social communication. The sheer volume of 

available information tends to dilute the potential number of visits to any individual site.4 

Nonethdess, users are given the choice of what information they will access and what 

contriiutions they will make. As such, the Intemet provides one of the most flexible, 

inexpensive and potentially socially inclusive foms of media to date - for those who have the 

time, moaey and interest in participating. 

Access to the Internet is as yet far fkom universal. Francissen and Brants (1998,30) 

found that ninety-one percent of the inhabitants and visitors to Holland's Digital Cities were 

male; seventy-three percent were under thirty-five years old; and al1 tended to be well-educated 

and politically aware. For those who cannot access the new technology fiom their workplace, 

participation on the Intemet ofien depends on the ability to own a computer and finance monthly 

access fees, as well as available time to spend on the computer. Al1 of these factors contribute to 

the existing class and gender bias which currentiy characterizes Internet users, and prompts the 

question of who the actual participants in cyberdemocracy are, and whether they are really 

representative of a diverse public. 

Moms and Ogan (1996) liken the media to the myriad of local radio and television stations 
that currently pepper the American airwaves. 



The public sphere is crucial to democracy because govemment is legitimated by consent, 

and public opinion, which originates in the public sphere, is one of the prirnary means for 

expressing that consent, Information, in tuni, is key to the formation of public opinion and the 

media is a p r h a r y  site for its dissemination, 

Because people depend on the mass media for information and entertainment, the public 

sphere has considerable power to consmct and limit social knowledge (Kozol 1995,653). 

Discourse in the mediated public sphere sets the agenda for discussion and h e s  the key terms 

of public debate. For these reasons, access to the media is imperative for marginalized groups in 

order to communicate their needs and interests to the public. It is also one of their greatest 

obstacles (McLaughEn 1998)- 

W l e  Habermas held that access to participation the public sphere was to be available to 

ali, in a political system where the media are privately-owned and operated, such access is not 

always ensured. Constitutionally guaranteed fieedoms of the press aIlow the media to fiinction 

independently of the state and thus they are under no legislative mandate to accommodate a 

diversity of opinions. In choosing what news to report or whose lives and concerns to 

emphasize, the media must therefore rnonitor themselves. Yet, while achowledging their role 

in the democratic process tbrough numerous codes of ethics, the media are nonetheless 

commercial enterprises operathg in a highly competitive marketplace. 

In principle, because the fiee market allows anyone to publish an opinion, al1 significant 

points of vîew will be aired and contributions will corne fiom diverse and oppositional sources. 

In practice, increasing concentration of media oligopolies and rising capitalkation costs have 

restricted entry into the market, reducing media diversity and limiting fiee public discussion 

(Curran 1996, 92). With little hope of establishing theu own media, mernbers of marginalized 

groups have had to rely on mainstream media's sense of journalist balance to ensure that their 

issues are conveyed to the public sphere. However, in an atmosphere characterized by intense 

cornpetition for audiences and readership, the media's role as a f o m  for public discourse often 



fdls secondary to profit motives which dictate they rnmt give the people what they are willing to 

buy. Apparently, this had not traditionally been perceived include coverage of the needs and 

interests of socially margindized groups, including wornen- 

As studies demonsinte, women have had a history of h i t e d  access to the media as 

joumalists, expert sources, subjects of stories, and producers. This restricted access, in tum, has 

limited women's ability to raise their needs and interests to the level of political debate or to 

conduct a sustained chaIlenge on the hegemonic values that a s d e  them to the private sphere 

and devalue their opinions and capacities. Thus women's experiences of domestic abuse, sexual 

harassrnent and poverty, and their calls for greater access to childcare and abortion did not reach 

the public agenda mtîl they began to receive widespread media attention. 



CHAPTER 5: 

WOMEN AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE: CONCLUDING RE- 

Women's limited access to the mediated public sphere is mirrored by their restricted 

access to the economic and political spheres. In Chapter 2,1 examined studies which illusîrated 

that for at least the past two centuries women's containment in the private sphere has severely 

limited îheir economlc participation in waged labour. SimilarIy, as L discussed in Chapter 3, 

aithough women comprise half of the adult population, as yet they have been unable to garner 

more than twenty percent of elected seats at any level of poIitical office. 

Women's social egress is also affected by their spatial rnobility, and one of the chief 

aspects of the urban environment to negatively impact women's mobility is the separation of city 

and suburbs. By creating logistical problems that impede women's access to greater economic 

and political participation, the urban/subinban divide exacerbates already-existing constraints on 

women by increasing the time required to manage a household - f?om travel to work, shopping, 

childcare and recreational facilities to ferrying themselves and their children to doctors, dentists, 

and after-school activities. This division, in tum, is a manifestation of the publidprivate 

dichotomy, an overarching ideological structure which undexwrites the containment of women to 

the household and their differential access to spatial mobility and participation in the waged 

labour force and political office. 

One way to counteract patriarchal ideology which constructs women as incapable of or 

unsuitable for roles outside the family, is for women to gain a higher profile in the institutions 

through wfiich social status is derived: commerce, industry, and politics. Yet obtaining this 

public visi3iIity takes time and dedication, for schooling, and for developing expertise. Once 

again, women run up against the logistical difficulties of accomplishing this in addition to their 

family and domestic responsibilities. These time constraints, in turn, restrict the abilie for 



women to becorne more politically and economically active and thus to challenge the sociaI and 

spatial divisions which constrain them. 

Participation in public debate which challenges the expectations of women's and men's 

roles in society therefore offers an alternative route by which wornen c m  participate in 

redefining their social statu. Because of the scope of m a s  media, women's ability to influence 

govemment and members of society can hhge directly upon their access to the media. Without 

equal access to the public sphere, however, women are restricted in the extent of input they wilI 

have in resîructuring society in a manner which would better accommodate their needs. 

The equal right to vote does not guarantee equaiity of infiuence. What level of access to 

the state then, can people reasonably expect in a democratic society? Social welfare democracy 

is constructed on the premise that everyone contributes and everyone benefits (Lister 1993,459). 

While originally intended to refer to economic participation, we can appIy this principle equally 

to participation in public discourse. Yet as this paper has shown, access to this participation is 

far fkorn universal, 

We must therefore ask ourselves how 'public' is the public sphere if al1 members of 

society are not participants in its discourse; how 'public' is public opinion if al1 members of 

society have not contn'buted to its formation; and ultirnately, how democratic is our society if a11 

of its members do not have equal access to the means by which to influence its governance. 

If, as society, we believe that each of us is created equal then we must also believe that 

each of us shouid have an equal right to express o u  views and concems, to expose injustices 

where they occur, and to contribute to the critique of society and the state. If such conditions of 

equality do not exist, we must ask ourselves if we t d y  live in a democratic society. 
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